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PREFACE
This paper reflects the opinion and understanding of the
author. It does not represent the opinion of the University of
Kansas Regents Center, the School of Architecture or the faculty
on the thesis committee. Where specific footnotes or references
are not provided, the opinion or statement is that of the author or
a description of the author's experience or understanding. Long
first-person excerpts are presented in italics for clarification.
The nature and proper usage of an epigraph is explained in
A Manual for Writers by Kate L. Turabian 5th Edition which has
been the guide for writing this paper.
Chapter Three provides a literary map of the case study
areas and projects surveyed for this study. Although comparison
is not emphasized throughout each presentation, the information
generates comparative data with which to evaluate the case
study communities, areas, projects and the related issues
evolving preservation and development decisions.
The thesis committee and f acuity at the University of
Kansas have contributed their knowledge and expertise directly
and indirectly to this study during the past three years. Though
faculty assure me they are not specialists in preservation,
development, policy, planning, law, related architectural
management issues or British and European project
development processes, their expertise, coursework and search
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for excellence have provided an important foundation for this
study.
I have had the good fortune to meet, work with and read
about a variety of people who are accomplished in architecture,
preservation, development, planning, engineering, management,
finance and law during this research process. These
experiences and the people in the case study communities have
proven valuable assets in assessing the difficulties and
responsibilities faced by all those who intervene in the built
environment. If I transfer a grain of this understanding on to the
· reader, and assist in facilitating a quality and meaningful built
environment through constructive decision-making processes, I
have accomplished my goal for this endeavor.
In this fast-track, money-driven society a glimmer of hope has
surfaced through the reflective, hard-working and inspirational voice of
a notable international influence, Prince Charles of Wales, who asks:
In a rapidly changing world, what is wrong with people
desiring surroundings which are familiar, traditional and beautiful?i
To all of the people whose interest, moral support and resources
made the completion of this paper possible, I extend our success
herein, and the wealth of satisfaction of having accomplished a goal far
greater than my original expectations. The whole is greater than the
sum of its parts and each part the whole therein.ii Encouragement
toward an attainable and worthy goal is a priceless gift. This is my gift
of courage
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encouragement to you.
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ABSTRACT
Built heritage is disappearing at a tremendous rate. The
condition of the built environment and care of cultural resources are
rarely planned for comprehensively and fallowed through by
communities in the United States. Often built heritage is demolished or
preserved only after lengthy community battles. Too few projects are
successfully integrating the new and the old through appropriate and
timely review processes stimulating the needed consideration,
resources and management of these assets.
The study herein is exploratory in nature seeking to delineate if,
why, when, where and how cultural resources are addressed in the
project development process. It asks how major construction projects
can be in place before existing cultural resources on or near a site are
considered and the criteria used to determine these decisions. The
present and potential role of the architect in cultural resources review
is explored and established as an important issue of the I 990s. case
study areas in seven communities of Italy, Spain, the United Kingdom
and the United States provide a cross-cultural and intimate perspective
of the myriad issues of preservation and development decisions within
community -where they occur.

Photographs are by the author unless otherwise specified.
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EPIGRAPH

(a) The Congress, recognizing the profound impact of
humanity's activity on the interrelations of all components of the
natural environment, particularly the profound influences of
population growth, high-density urbanization, industrial
expansion, resource exploitation, and new and expanding
technological advances and recognizing further the critical
importance of restoring and maintaining environmental quality to
the overall welfare and development of humanity, declares that it
is the continuing policy of the Federal Government, in
cooperation with State and local governments, and other
concerned public and private organizations, to use all practicable
means and measures, including financial and technical assistance,
in a manner calculated to foster and promote the general welfare,
to create and maintain conditions under which humanity and
nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social,
economic, and other requirements of present and future
generations of Americans.
(b) In order to carry out the policy set forth in this chapter, it
is the continuing responsibility of the Federal Government to use
all practicable means, consistent with other essential
considerations of national policy, to improve and coordinate
Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources to the end that
the Nation may-

( 1 )fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of

the environment for succeeding generations;
(2)assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and
aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings;
(3)attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the
environment without degradation, risk to health or safety, or
other undesirable and unintended consequences;
(4)preserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects
of our national heritage, and maintain wherever possible, an
environment which supports diversity and variety of individual
choice;
(S)achieve a balance between population and resource use
which will permit high standards of living and a wide sharing of
life's amenities; and
(6)enhance the quality of renewable resources and
approach the maximum attainable recycling of depletable
resources.
(c)The congress recognizes that each person should enjoy
a healthful environment and that each person has a responsibilitu
to contribute to the preservation and enhancement Qf the
environment.

{42 U.S.C.A. § 433l(C)}
Environmental Protection Act
Enacted by the Congress
of the United States of America 1969

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The cultural heritage of each people is an
expression of the thousand and one facets
of its genius and of the mysterious
continuity which unites all it has created
over the centuries and all it has the
potential to create in the future.

1

Federico Mayor Zaragoza
Director-General of UNESCO
The potential loss of a meaningful and historic fabric within
the built environment of communities often generates
community and professional concern over what, when, where
and how to protect a community's architectural heritage and
sensitively integrate new construction.

Individuals and cultures are led from one
memory to another by both their active interests as
well as certain circumstances of repression. For
example, believing admonitions that the "past" is dead
or accessible only by pejoratively characterized
"historicistic" and "nostalgic" inclinations indicates a
submission to repressive commands. . . . It is sad
that some critics of architecture attempt to alienate us
from the millennium of architecture and ornament by
characterizing so much of it as belonging to an
inaccessible or "nostalgic" past despite our capacity to
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experience and embody "past" architecture in our
liues today. . .. In Ruskin's words, they are focusing

on "mere building" rather than architecture. This
uiewpoint can contribute to a psychic loss of time, as
well as the antiseptic and immemorial character that
peruades our buildings, liues, and enuironment
today. 2
HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT
A Turn-of-the-Century Definition

Historic preservation is an issue of cultural identity that
reaches beyond the mere designation of historic landmarks.

It is

an important contemporary issue for all cultures (and subcultures)
to seriously consider in the decisions that evolve their built
environment.3 Retention of a meaningful and aesthetic
architectural fabric is a valuable asset to communities because it
provides experiential education within a living history, it
stimulates constructive identity development, and it generates
tourism and related recreational activities.

Preservation of built

heritage evolves a shared sense of belonging, security and
community pride. 4
When viewed in a holistic context, preservation may be
interpreted to include peripheral issues of sociological impact
effecting crime rate, homelessness, community health, cultural
identity, economic stability, aesthetics and the overall
atmosphere and condition of communitv. The preservation
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ordinance of Kansas City. Missouri declares a governmental
commitment to not only protect built heritage. but to "promote
the safety, health, morals and general welfare of the city as a
whole. " s The built environment is often a direct reflection of the

decision-making processes, values and technologies used to
create, manifest and maintain it over time. 6
For a glossary of terms related to historic preservation,
cultural resources and the related decision-making processes
refer to the glossary provided with the Cultural and Historic
Resources statutes of the City of Lawrence, Ordinance 5950
passed in I 988. 7
How Are Preservation Issues Recognized and Addressed?
Developers, architects. property owners, city planners and
other citizens of a community share similar basic values, needs
and concerns.a Reading, observation, personal experience and
conversations reveal that the values, needs and concerns people
most frequently discuss, express they want, and demonstrate a
willingness to share include:9
(I)

The economic health and prosperity of a community.

(2)

A sense of community and a cultural-historic identity.

(3)

The beauty, accessibility and safety of a community.

If the communality of these elements is not recognized and
acknowledged, then they cannot -and will not be constructively
shared and realized. These values are most concretely
expressed through the built environment. The processes and
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regulations available to potentially manifest and evolve these
shared interests may greatly obscure or constructively generate
understanding in related decision-making and design-approval
processes. 1o What is in it for me -for us echoes the star phrase
of the past decade. 1 1 The Autumn I 989 issue of Business in the
community Magazine editorial by Michaela O'Brien as managing
editor establishes the new trend for business in the I 990s.
We highlight the potential linking marketing
strategy to community involvement, drawing on
examples from both the U.K. and the U.S. 'Selling
Through Caring' is a growth area for the next
decade.

12

Community systems of evaluation vary in their capacity,
skill and success to balance preservation and development
issues in the decision-making processes that evolve our built
environment.13 The National Environmental Policy Act enacted
by Congress in I 969 promises to protect our built heritage. we
turn to the preamble which appears as the epigraph of this
paper and read at (b)(4):
. . . preserve important historic, cultural,
and natural aspects of our national
heritage, and maintain whenever possible
an environment which supports diversity
and variety of individual choice. 14
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In the United States, we have not legislated a regulatory
agency and appropriate statutes to facilitate, plan, provide
resources for and to foil ow-through consistently on this promise.
The philosophy itself is being neglected. Many schools of
architecture are not training students with the needed
intervention skills to meet the needs of preservation, long-term
maintenance and quality integration of new construction in the
built environment. Preservation and built heritage are being
taught as a luxury (or in some cases as a pastoral weakness) in
schools of architecture. The reality of the importance of evolving
a built heritage of ageless beauty balanced by adaptive
functionalism is not emphasized as an absolute necessity for a
healthy, prosperous, aesthetic and civilized society. 1s
About the works of Pericles on the Athenian Acropolis
Plutarch could write: 16
... each one of them, in its beauty, was
even then and at once antique; but in the
· freshness of its vigour it is, even to the
present day, recent and newly wrought.
Such is the bloom of perpetual newness, as
it were, upon these works of his, which
makes them ever to look untouched by time,
as though the unfaltering breath of an ageless
spirit had been infused into them. 17

16

The past-denying words of influential architects echo through this
century and the demolition of numerous architectural wonders of
beauty:
I 914 Antonio Sant 'Elia

Each generation will have to build its own city. is
I 920 Manifesto of Naum Gabo and
Antonie Pevsner

The past we leave behind as carrion. The future we
leave to the fortune-tellers.

we take the present day.
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I 930 Gunnar Asplund

we have no need of outgrown farms of an ancient
culture to uphold our self-respect. 20
Mies van der Rohe

Nothing of the past can be changed by its very nature.

2 1

Other architects expressed awareness of the importance of
the past for the present and future humanity.
Le Corbusier

The past should serve us to prepare for the future. 22
George Braque

The future is a projection of the past, conditioned
by the present. . .. 23
Architects may seek to revive their role and influence in the
construction industry toward a humane, historically meaningful
and aesthetic built environment as the bottom-line.
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1989 Prince Charles of Wales

. . . Any hope of a true renaissance in design
and building technique, which can be

harnessed to the rebuilding of Britain is
unlikely to succeed unless the pattern of
education in architectural schools throughout
the United Kingdom is radically overhauled .
. . .But now there is, I suspect, a mounting
desire on the part of potential young
architects to learn the true and ancient art of
architecture - the hard way, by sheer
application and effart - even though they are
frustrated at every turn. The arrooant
attitude on the part of architectural schools
reaJJy does have to be challenged if we are to
see any progress. Tradition need not rule
out progress. 24
An instructor for the Project Delivery course Autumn I 988
in the Architecture in Management program expressed his view
of the bottom-line criteria evolving decisions in the project
development process for construction projects of the I 980s.
I 988 Ted Murry -Property Company of America

Everyone has a price.
Whomever has money determines the market.
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Preseruation projects are just not economically
feasible in most cases. 2s
1990 Patrice Derrington - Architect - Speaker

Some builders with bottom line concerns will try to
conuince our client that there is a less complicated,
less expensiue way to construct our most elegant
details. Will we haue the contractual power to
preuent such change, giuen that the AJA standard
contracts haue greatly diminished the architect's
authority on the job?26
The emphasis of demolition and new construction in
architectural training over the last fifty years has had a
tremendous impact on the built environment. A suruey of
historic buildings made in 1933 included 12,000 buildings. By
1 970 ouer one-half had been razed.

The pressure to demolish

or substantially alter historic structures is especially strong in fastchanging urban areas. 27
Regulation of cultural resources unless it is a federally
owned, funded or a designated building is legally left to local
governments2s and consequently often it becomes the
responsibility of property owners, local volunteers and
philanthropists to protect America's built heritage. Local politics
are often entrenched and need the backing and consultation of a
national philosophy with well-delineated guidelines for cultural
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resources review and related financial resources counseling for
the developer and the community.
organized maintenance plans and tax credits are often not
provided for buildings over so unless they are designated as
historic structures. Even then. only limited resources in the form
of tax credits, grant funding, low-interest loans and related
incentives are available for purchase, preservation and
upkeep. 29
When cultural resources are within the ownership of the
federal government appropriate review and preservation are not
guaranteed, and in some cases are sorely mismanaged.3o
Properties that are on the registers of historic buildings have few
financial incentives or regulations to protect an asset unless the
community volunteers to buy and preserve the property, and/or
lobby heavily to petition against its destruction. 31 In most states
of the United States any designated building may still be
demolished by the owner, or by government through eminent
domain within 18 months (or less) of the filing of a demolition
permit unless the city, an individual or a related organization buys
the building.32 This is true for all buildings no matter how
valuable they are to the individual, community, state or nation.
The condition of much of the aging building stock is sadly
neglected. Yet, in the state of Missouri an historic structure can
be acquired through condemnation for demolition. but not for its
preservation. 33 some developers and property owners appear
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to purposefully allow their property to deteriorate to gain
demolition permits.34 Efforts to preserve an historic property
that has been neglected are often labeled "too late" and
obstructionist. 35
A property owner may have special covenants drawn up
to protect buildings, however these have been challenged in the
courts by developers and subsequent property owners with
some success.36 Property owners have expressed their
hesitancy to voluntarily have their property designated as a
cultural resource because of the fear of subjective and
inconsistent regulation by local preservation agencies demanding
detailed restoration of historic structures though having few, if
any, incentives to offer to defray the costs for maintenance and/or
preservation of a community asset.3 7
Professionals trained in building restoration crafts are limited
in the United States.38 They are often not as organized as new
construction crafts that offer paid apprenticeship programs to
participants.3 9 Kansas City has excellent building craft apprentice
programs for training in the new construction industry. Inquiries
have uncovered interest and support in Kansas City for the
development of a preservation and restoration crafts
apprenticeship program.4o
The project development process may circumvent formal
consideration of cultural resources unless the issue is forced.41 If
a documented review system is in place, appropriate use and/or
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facilitation of preservation statutes lacks teeth unless the
community reacts in mass to protect a structure or area. 42
Survival of a community's built heritage may depend
greatly upon the accessibility and accountability of local
government. Kansas City, Missouri Council meetings are during
the day making it especially difficult for working-class citizens to
attend meetings.43 In Lawrence, Kansas less than sixty miles
away, if a Council meeting overlaps into the next afternoon from
the evening before, it hits the front page news.44

Kansas City,

Missouri is the only city of all of the seven case study
communities of this study that do not have city governance
meetings in the evening. The difference and tone of
involvement is tremendous.
The Landmarks Ordinance of Kansas City, Kansas reveals
the sadly deficient penalties for demolishing priceless heritage .

. . . each offense shall be punishable by a fine of
not more than Two Hundred Dollars ($200). 45
This law may be overridden in most cases where needed
by the recently adopted Protective Measures of the Kansas

Historic Preservation Act {K.S.A. 75-2724(d) 75-2725} as follows:
Failure of any person or entity to apply for
and obtain the proper required building or
demolition permit before undertaking a project that
will encroach upon, damage or destroy any historic

property included in the National Register of
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Historic places or the State register of historic
places or the enuirons of such property shall be
subject to a ciuil penalty not to exceed $25,000 for
each uiolation. The attorney general may seek
such penalties and other relief through actions filed
in district court. 46
Community and area preservation policy must be backed
by strategic action plans with standard documented review of
cultural resources in place to guide the beginning of every
project development process. The forms and related
information would ideally be readily available to the public. Small
gears of property review are as important as formal designation
processes.

Any documented consideration of an asset can, and

will be used to demolish or circumvent further review, thus
consideration of cultural resources must be timely reviewed and
documented accurately.47

During a recent temporary assignment to
generate databases for a federal agency
which manages billions of dollars of property
assets throughout the nation, I was directed
to indicate data which I could not responsibly
discern from the information provided on the
data entry farms for clearinghouse lists of
assets regarding their enuironmental, historic
and/or cultural significance. If the data entry
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form prouided no indication of related
consideration by the asset manager, we
were directed to put none.

Howeuer, after

some discussion it was reuealed that some
of the properties had not been eualuated.
we had no way of knowing which properties
were or were not eualuated unless it was
indicated, howeuer we were still instructed to
put none.

The rationale giuen was simply

that it was deemed too expensiue and time
consuming to make sure the properties had
been appropriately reviewed.

The people

involued seemed totally unaware of the
seriousness of what they were instructing
me to do. After some attempts to nudge
compliance into place, they finally agreed to
put unknown in place of none. A short time
latter I had to quit my assignment due to
other obligations. I explained to my
superuisor that temporary employees could
be as criminally liable for falsifying federal
documents as. anyone else. 48
I was inuited several weeks later to a

training seminar for asset managers held by
the agency's environmental resources liaison
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which has no department or budget of its
own.

It must scauenge resources from other

departments in the organization to
accomplish its guidelines. The primary focus
of the seminar was on environmental issues
which can carry extreme penalties for noncompliance. Historic and cultural resources
were giuen about five minutes in a four hour
seminar.4 9
Appropriately managed and directed budgets in this
organization would utilize historic and cultural resources as
important elements of their marketing strategy,5o and
constructively exploit this opportunity to coordinate special
funding to guarantee the preservation of our nation's architectural
heritage,51 and to generate appropriate ownership.52

The most serious constitutional attack on
ordinances creating historic districts or
designating landmark buildings has been
the claim by the landowner that the use of
limitation created by the ordinance or
designation violates the constitutional
prohibition against taking private property
without paying just compensation. 53
Kansas City, Missouri has been utilizing the 353
Redevelopment Program providing tax abatement and eminent
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domain powers in important and historic districts of the city
without documented consideration of the historic, cultural and
architectural significance of properties on the site. s4 According to
local residents, an application for historic designation was not
tolerated for consideration at the time of the approval of the
Steppes Redevelopment contract in I 985 despite the Haven
Hill's listing on the historic inventory for the Plaza area.ss The
historic survey form completed in I 985 describes the Haven Hill
as in good condition. Yet, the contract with the City
Development Office of Kansas City, Missouri indicating the
building is a source of blight for the area requesting
condemnation rights was also signed in I 985.s6 There appears
to be a serious and detrimental conflict of law with the 353
Redevelopment Program and the Historic Preservation Laws of
the State of Missouri.s7
Not only was this considered a taking on the part of the city
hall and the developers by many citizens of the community
(9,000 voters), but it was one that circumvented appropriate
review and existing consideration of historic preservation and
cultural resources issues in the project development process.
The taking led to extreme conflicts in the community, related
lawsuits and reprogramming to accommodate the needs of the
city which were not addressed in the project development
process. The rationale for the taking was the alleged attempt to
alleviate blight and raise the tax base of the area. ss
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The Plaza area has one of the highest tax bases in the city
with the largest stock of weH-maintained properties.sg An
appropriate use of eminent domain powers would have been in
relation to preservation of historic structures needing to be
preserved and modernized.60 They were by no means
obsolete or blighted beyond reasonable and useable levels.
Thus, the condemnation law of 353 really did not apply even
after the developers applied measures of engineered blight. 5 1
This is illustrated and further discussed in Chapter Three.
Community efforts have in many cases resulted in the
permanent retention of historic structures in the path of
developers, however often even full community protest has not
stopped the destruction of significant buildings. 62

This is not a

popular predicament for any of the participants which include
property owners, city governments, architects, developers,
citizens, individuals, preservationists, historians and a
community's population of men, women and children.
Protection and preservation of built culture depends much too
stronaiu upon property owner rights and volunteer efforts of
concerned citizens in the case study communities of the United
States. 63 Regulation must be tempered with related resources,
trained preservation technicians and cooperation by developers
in funding feasibility studies for alternative projects preserving
historic structures of significance on or near a proposed site.
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To alleviate the possible hardship that such
a limitation can cause, the New York Landmark
Preservation Ordinance 64 provides that the
owner is expected to realize at least a 6% return
on the property.

If it proves to be an economic

hardship because of a lesser return, the
commission is given discretion to ease the
hardship by effectuating a real estate tax rebate
or the commission is afforded the additional right
of producing a buyer or lessee who can
profitably utilize the premises without the sought-

! or alteration or demolition. If these remedies
prove unrealistic or unobtainable, the city is given
the power to condemn the property. 65
In today's economic climate, how many buildings would
survive if the same provisions were imposed on the economic
returns of new structures?66

What this indicates we are saying

as a nation is that we will guarantee the constitutional
responsibility to preserve America's built culture if we feel like it,
and can afford to at a specific moment in history. 67
... the value of the strategic plan truly is the
"packaging" for overall direction, rather than a
myriad of plans with many targets. 6B
The timing of approval of demolition permits has proven
critical in many cases. Although mandatory review provisions
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circumvent immediate demolition providing valuable time for a
community to negotiate alternative uses for historic structures
and to generate needed resources. these activities must be
prouided a support system with experts in mortgage banking,
resources for feasibility studies, related business expertise and
preseruation crafts to facilitate constructiue and worthwhile
alternatiues. A detailed preservation and maintenance plan for
regulation of cultural resources in a community -and in
neighborhoods would circumvent some disputes and provide
the groundwork needed to address crisis situations threatening
the demolition of related resources. 69
To understand the seriousness of the need to reduce hasty
development decisions, or lack of review of cultural resources on
or near a site in long drawn-out decisions. we must continually
remember the vast increase in development technology over
the past fifty years. 10 Though new technology has provided
incentives both for preservation and development, there is a
trend toward overdevelopment in the United States and a slower,
but growing pressure toward overdevelopment in Europe. The
creation of the fad of "fast track" development has contributed to
the overdevelopment threat.
The 'why' of conseruation raises a host of
aesthetic, cultural and emotional issues . . .
Unfortunately, the legal argument is sometimes
the only one which carries any weight. 71
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In many cities there is a neglect of needed maintenance.
restoration, modernizing and preservation of the existing building
stock despite the fact that these are the most labor intensive

activities in the construction industry. Restoration and structural
maintenance of built culture create more jobs for a longer time
than any other related activity. 7 2 Preservation and maintenance
activities when well regulated, planned, and enhanced by
funding are accomplished by communities. 73 The peripheral
benefits are often seen in a continuing and/or renewed social and
cultural cohesiveness in neighborhoods which improves the city
as a whole. 7 4

Through these activities the foundations of true

community development may be revived.
It is often forgotten that the idea of a code goes

back to the ancient classical world. Codes are part
of our civilization. They operated throughout
Europe where Paris, Bologna, Prague, Edinburgh (in
my estimation the most beautiful city in Britain),
Vienna and Siena were all the result of architects and
builders working within an agreed framework. 75
In the Prince of Wales's summer School of Civil Architecture
application for I 99 I , Prince Charles describes the Principles of
Civil Architecture.

In the past buildings in towns and cities often
fallowed principles and conventions as to their
location and massing, the use of materials, the
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composition of facades and their detailing.

These

conuentions grew out of patterns of use, the locally
auailable building techniques and materials had a
sense of historical continuity. In many instances they
were enshrined in law as building codes or
regulations. Such conuentions contributed to the
homogeneity of the city, prouiding a hierarchy of
building types and consistent standards of
construction and design. . .. In Vision of Britain these
were summarized in ten principles including space,
scale, harmony, decorations, and community. 76
The varied role of the architect evolved from the social
architect of residential neighborhoods as versed in building crafts
as they were in drafting, and the architect of monument guiding
the design and creation of civic, religious and public centers of
the cities of Western civilization. The management and care of
the built environment has traditionally been part of the role of the
architect in the community. The architect's consultation was
often quite influential in related decisions. 77
The Role of the Architect
In Preservation and Development Decisions
Historically, and even more so today, the architect is only
one of many on the project development team.7s The trained
and responsible role of the architect appears to have less impact,
yet significantly more liability as developers, attorneys,
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financiers, contractors and city governments have developed
strong leadership roles in the project development process.
This growing control of projects by persons with often limited
training and personal goals override appropriate consideration of
architectural, cultural and historic qualities in many cases forfeiting
community needs in relation to aesthetics and the line within
which we live, work and play.79
At best, architects can claim that they were not involved
with the project development process until after the financial
scope, significant project site decisions, and character of a project
had been determined.8°

They may often find themselves hired

to achieve what has already been decided by a client who does
not have the flexibility for significant changes in the agenda. The
need to generate cultural resources review in the project
development process may not be well enough delineated in the
American construction industry to warrant the risk of clarification
on the part of the architect. The alternative risk is that the
community may decide to address the issue of cultural resources
later in the design or production process resulting in costly
project delays. One alternative toward more timely influencing
decisions effecting cultural resources is the role of the architect as

developer. 81 Though this role has only recently been accepted
as an ethical role in architectural practice, it provides numerous
opportunities previously considered unethical. 82
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This new role for the architect must be legitimized with
appropriate training. It carries with it the added responsibility of
modeling and initiating projects that will contribute to the quality,
and significance of the cultural, historic and architectural character
of communities.83 Projects initiated by architects as developers
will ideally stimulate and encourage a timely and documented
review of cultural resources setting a model to be accepted by all
who intervene in the built environment. Architectural education
must provide a concentration in social sciences, and cultural
history to generate a sincere and critical understanding of the
criteria, tools and skills needed to address preservation and
cultural resource issues. 84
Formal and documented review of the issues of
preservation in the project development process is often not
required unless a building is historically designated. If it is
required a consistent and documented process for review is
rarely in place to facilitate this process. The media and
consequent community reaction often provide the first formal
review of preservation and development issues, and conflicts
related to a project in many communities.ss
Members of the American Institute of Architects
summarize their view of the problem in a letter of I 976:

The Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation reports that the greatest single
preservation problem in Federal
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Gouernment is not unwillingness of agencies
to preserue properties, but the unanticipated
discouery of historic resources in the path of
important projects.

When we fight for

preseruation of such resources, no matter
how important they may be, we risk the
charge of obstructionism. In a time when
economic and energy problems demand an
increase in deuelopment, we cannot afford
such a stigma.BB
Humanity cannot afford the stigma and imposition of an
architectural fabric left of order, repair, human scale and living
history. Despite revisions in the statutes enacted on October 1,
1986 36CFR Part 800: Protection of Historic Properties
Governing the Section 106 Review Process there are many
historic buildings federally owned and otherwise that have not
been provided appropriate consideration in the project
development process.s7
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Review of Preservation Issues
In the Project Development Process

If mandatory, appropriate and documented
reuiew of preservation issues backed by financial
contingencies is in place, important projects could
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not be in process before cultural resources on or
near a proposed site are considered.
From the literature and observation it appears that within
the project development process there needs to be an
organized, mandatory and formally documented review of
potential and known cultural resources on or near eueru
proposed building site that is to be altered whether for new
construction, restoration or preservation. A standard form for
preliminary consideration of cultural resources needs to be used
that would, if necessary, lead to more complex reviews.
However, for this mechanism to work constructively, it must
carry with it a philosophy of consistency and considerable

penaltiesBB for non-compliance. In the case of federally-owned
property, review would also apply to buildings being sold. 89
This review process must be in a consistent form, documented,
well organized, accepted and readily accessible to the public .

... If all of these extreme positions are to be softened
into a national consensus towards the significant
portions of our architectural enuironment, a widely
accepted preservation policy must be formulated
and understood by all those professionals who
interuene in these buildings. Policy, of course, must
be the offspring of philosophy. Cesare Brandi, an
Italian preseruationist, has stated that rational
preservation philosophy must be based on a
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thorough understanding of cultural resources and
the purpose of preseruation activities.
. . . For the architect, the most discernible
characteristic in a monumental building or district is
the aesthetic one. 90

For policy to be effectively considered in the project
development process it must be reinforced with funding and
related incentives. Responsible preservation and conservation
policy requires four main spheres of action:9 I
I.

Preservation of Historic Buildings

2.

Control of New Development

3.

Traffic Management

4.

Environmental Improvements

Communities gain many benefits through appropriate
retention and use of built heritage, 92 and therefore it would
appear that community, state and federal taxes as well as a new ·
development tax could and should provide the preservation and
maintenance grants to meet these needs. In some cities and
states, the laws and resources for preservation have begun to
increase over the past ten years. 93 These tremendous efforts
are an indication of the growing realization of the value of cultural
resources in the built environment and the dichotomy between
societal and individual rights existent in addressing issues of
property rights and preservation of cultural resources.94 some
of these changes were initiated in response to the tax law
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changes made in I 986 which substantially altered construction
industry financing.gs
The problem, I think, is that preseruation has
suddenly deueloped in a huge national enterprise.
. . . there are too few people in the architectural
professions, in gouernment and in other fields,
who know how to handle preseruation. A lot of
old buildings will become uictim of that success
unless we can do some fast educational work
beginning with the architects. 96
To form a thorough understanding of the influences
effecting preservation and development decisions knowledge of
the building materials, crafts and key technologies used to build,
maintain and preserve structures must be readily available for
appropriate and timely evaluation of preservation and
development issues in the project development process. 97
Presently, an environmental resources publication is being
compiled with the assistance of a federal grant by Bob Berkebile
and other members of the Kansas City American Institute of
Architects (KCAIA) emphasizing the importance and potential
impact of architectural materials in the natural evolution and
survival of planet earth.98 To meet the needs of the increase in
technology and the speed with which areas are being
deueloped, architects must adopt strategic skills to generate and
communicate responsible consideration of the impact of
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construction projects not only on cultural resources, but in
relation to the potential impact of a structure on the natural
environment as well. A chapter delineating the special building

materials needed for restoration of American built heritage and
related crafts would be beneficial. were the crafts and
techniques abandoned due to environmental hazard, or are they
actually safer than modern building technology?
Formal consideration of cultural resources and
environmental issues is often not functionally integrated into city
planning, zoning policy and project review to effectively generate
feasibility studies for responsible alternatives in many
communities. In some cases actual consideration of cultural
resources issues in project development simply does not
exist. 99 Architects as professionals and managers of the built
environment are compelled to develop infarmed and strategic
consultation skills to advise and direct clients and communities in
timely and accurate review of cultural resources with appropriate
follow-up initiating inclusive alternatives.
This study seeks to provide a foundation for
comprehensive evaluation of how preservation issues are
addressed in the project development process, and the related
role of the architect in making these decisions. A comprehensive
study would assist architects as managers of the built
environment to develop and refine strategic skills to more timely
and constructively impact decision-making processes affecting
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the amount and condition of built heritage. 100 Recognition and
utilization of the skills needed for consciously repositioning and
empowering the needed guidance in the project development
process bring added responsibility for the architect to develop
and retain a holistic perspective of the potential impact of
preservation and development decisions within a cultural
environment. Architects with significant influence are expressing
a confused sense of responsibility and sensitivity to these issues:
. . . fear is that the grand ciuic buildings of Victoria
and Edward will be marginalised, "snubbed" by
new development.

Good. They haue nothing to

do with a modern growing city. . .. The
conseruation battle has been fought and won,
internationally. . .. Please don't misunderstand
me. I loue old buildings; old churches especially.
From my flat in London I look past Hawksmoor's
Bloomsbury church across town to Centre Point:
one of my f auourite London buildings. It would
break my heart to see that church disappear, and I
understand the great sentiment which attaches to
certain old buildings. . .. If we are able to find a
new use for obsolete relics of the past, fine.

But

let us not pretend that we are engaged in
restoration: it is recycling. . . . The current
obsession with playing it safe is leading us all up a
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garden path to a capital city full of ghosts and
echoes. . .. The past is gone. We should let it go,
but we should also let it stay. Old buildings of
quality deserue our guardianship for they inspire
us. They inspire us with a sense of continuity and
of space shaped by time in a dynamic impulse
f ram caue daubings to computercontrolled
intelligent buildings. . .. Are we really saying that
a Georgian town house is the apex of urban liuing?
we might just as well argue for a return to the
horse and cart. . . . the common man, the man in
the saloon bar who likes a good strong tune and
belieues they don't write them like that any more.
His uiews are simultaneously innocuous and
destructiue.

1o1

Maxwell Hutchinson, President of the RISA in I 989 has
written a book entitled The Prince of Wales: Right or Wrong?.
The forgoing quote is from a news article where he expressed
some of the ideas in his book. Many architects who accountably
provide responsible and sensitive consultation to clients
regarding conservation and preservation issues are well aware
that preservation activities often evolve through a sophisticated
process of balancing client, community, cultural, governmental
and firm needs. The conseruation battle is far from from being
won. It is the confused attitudes of unsuspecting people like
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Maxwell Hutchinson that will applaud the little old church in his
neighborhood until it disappears from view. There are people
who may never frequent saloons -but who do enjoy their
gardens and the beauty of the historic, human-scale and quality
architecture about them. Meanwhile the developer's hand -far
quicker than the eye and cumbersome review processes continues its demise of quality architecture of the past, present
and future. Architects cannot afford to be confused or
unsuspecting in regard to the threat of the loss of an historic and
culturally significant architectural fabric. The common view I
encountered from developers toward the responsibility of
attending to the maintenance and restoration of the historic urban
fabric is to get rid of it. This view was especially prevalent in the
United States and to a much lessor degree in the United Kingdom
and Europe.
SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Case study Foundation
Due to the diversity of community management forms,
project development styles, and the numerous issues involved, I
have limited the focus of this thesis study to seven case study
communities in four nations. It is an exploration of the issues
toward developing a foundation for related case study
summaries and for developing a survey instrument for
comprehensive empirical studies of cultural resources review.
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Cross-Cultural Comparisons
Preseruation and deuelopment are community issues
which haue global effects.

102

Further. the construction industry

is in many instances an international market place for architects
and related participants .
Refined skills in

Giralda

Tower in seume 103

assessing preservation
and development issues
within a specific
cultural, historic and
architectural context
and the related system of
laws and customs will
ideally produce
responsive rationales
for the client within
the project
development and design
approval process.
Figure 2

A design solution must be sensitive toward balancing

conflicting issues or the impact of a proposed project may
potentially jeopardize a cultural/historic architectural environment
and/or lose a good client.
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American companies are involved in the British and European
construction industry. 104 This study does not represent a large
enough population in any country to provide the basis for an overall
comparison between nations. The supporting foundational research,
and the survey begin to provide clues as to the differences and
similarities in the construction industry of the contrasting countries.
However, the study as planned and executed focuses on comparing
and contrasting specific projects and related issues of cultural
resources review within and between the case study areas. The
cross-cultural dimension of the study provides an expanded view of
how cultural resources review and management are addressed in
different nations related to specific projects. seven case studies are
grouped into three subsets for comparison and study as follows:
I.

Downtown Lawrence -Lawrence, Kansas -USA
Bath City Center -Bath of somerset -England
Special Restoration Projects -Florence -Italy

II.

Country Club Plaza -Kansas City, Missouri -USA
La cartuja Island -Seville Andalucia -Spain

III.

Portland Riverfront -Portland, Oregon -USA
Bristol Historic Harbour -Bristol of Somerset -England

Group I provides the opportunity to contrast and compare three
communities of essentially the same size that are important in western
history. They all share a unique architectural heritage and significant
community activities toward sustaining the cultural, architectural and
historic elements of the community.
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Group II is primarily an associational and relational grouping
enhanced by recent and upcoming historic events of global
importance. The Country Club Plaza is designed in the style of the

Spanish architecture of Seville. 1os It boasts a replica of Giralda Tower
and the Fountain of Light. 1oo Kansas City is the Sister City of Seville.
and it is the only city in the United States invited to have its own
exhibition at the world Fair EXPO site in I 992 on Cartuja Island. 1o7
Cartuja -meaning Charterhouse in English is an Island located near
seville.1os The Monastery of St. Marie of the Caves is also located on

Cartuja Island and it is being restored for the World EXPO '92
activities. 1oo This Monastery is the place where Christopher
Columbus studied before he sailed on his famous voyage to discover
America in 1492. 1 1o I 992 will mark the quincentennial anniversary of
Columbus's discovery of America. 11 1 There is a major street in Seville
called A venida de Kansas City. 1 12 The street runs along the south side
of one of the major train stations in Seville.

When I returned from Seville ·to Kansas City
in September 1990, I discovered that important
structures of the Poets 1 13 -a special residential

area near the Country Club Plaza had been saved
f ram demolition due to the lack of financial backing
for the developer's proposed project calling for the
demolition of the James Russell Lowell and the
Thomas Carlyle. La cartuja de Kansas City 1 14 is an
alternative project I have developed for this site to
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preserve the Poets and provide a place of arrival
for Kansas City and the United States to
commemorate with our Sister City -Seville, Spain
this important and historic· quincentennial
anniversary and world EXPO '92. Representatives
from Cartuja Island have written to share
information about the World EXPO '92 and to
express their good wishes for La Cartuja de Kansas
City and this thesis study. 1 1s

Group III is a comparison of the active pon and related Riverfront
of Portland, Oregon 1 1s and the Historic Floating Harbour of Bristol
England. 1 17
Proiects Bring Issues Into Focus
In each of the case study communities I have chosen

special projects in primary historic areas and/or projects of
special significance to evaluate for this study. The eighty-four
projects are described in Chapter 3. The focus of this thesis
research effort is to describe and contrast the project
development process related to these projects within the seven
case study communities. It is an intimate perspective of how
decisions related to historic preservation and development are
addressed at the community level -where they occur -in
significantly different, but related cultural environments. 1 1s
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CHAPTER TWO
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
This study evolved from several experiences and concerns
regarding the inconsistency and need for improved methods and
practices of cultural resources review in the project development
process of construction projects. To summarize the mission,
goals and objectives behind the study, I have included the list
written as part of the project proposal statement.
Mission - Goals and Action Objectives
Mission:

Evolve understanding of preservation and
development issues in a local and global
context.

Goal I:

Develop an understanding of the criteria, tools,
techniques and processes used in decisions
related to preservation and development issues
in the project development process.

Action Objectives:
A.

Learn or develop a constructive and efficient
system of evaluation for analyzing the issues
and decision-making criteria related to
preservation and development in project
development processes.

B.

Delineate a case study foundation for this study.
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c.

Determine the principles and criteria related to
preservation and development used to make
decisions for specific projects.

o.

Establish the tools, circumstances and
techniques used and/or applicable to resolve
preservation and development conflicts.

E.

Consider and document the issues related to
building material resources. crafts and key
technologies within a cultural, historic and
architectural perspective.

F.

Observe related decision-making processes of
projects within the case study communities.

G.

Participate in related educational activities.

H.

Review device stimulating or circumventing
documented consideration of preservation
issues in the project development process.

Goal II:

Determine The Role of the Architect in the
Project Development Process

Action Objectives:
A.

Evaluate the responsibility, control and impact
of participants on the project development team
of specific projects in the case study areas.

B.

Delineate the role of the architect in defining
and communicating criteria for decisions of
preservation related to the case study projects.
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c.

Evaluate the skills, tools and information used
by the architect to communicate preservation
issues in the project development process.

D

Analyze the potential role of the architect in
improving community participation and
involvement in the project development
process.

E.

List the skills and information exhibited and
suggested to become successful in providing
"front end" services of development and
planning of preservation and restoration
projects.

F.

Explore the opportunities and difficulties for
accomplishing, facilitating and/or managing
preservation projects.

Long-term Goal:
Communicate a commitment to reduce
the need for, and to discourage extreme
adversarial decision-making processes within
communities and between nations in order to
gain appropriate protection, preservation and
maintenance of the built environment.
Action Objectives:
A.

Promote related legislation and regulation.
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B.

Generate historically -culturally sensitive
mechanisms strictly enfarcing documented and
timely review of cultural resources and related
issues within project development processes.

c.

Stimulate legislation and local initiatives for
the systematic maintenance and mandatory
care of the built environment.

o.

Facilitate business incentives and generate
resources for historic preservation, human scale
development, and maintenance of built culture.

E.

Assist in the establishment of a Federal
regulatory agency to accomplish these goals
and uphold the Environmental Protection
Agency's commitment to preserve America's
architectural heritage for a national and global
posterity.

F.

Support and become active with international
organizations which protect, preserve and
promote historic architecture, cultural
resources, artifacts and the global environment.

A bibliography with summaries for the proposal statement
is included in Appendix A.
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Figure I
Photo by Fred Sack 1988
Author Restoring House on Kentucky Street in Lawrence - Quality Renovators

Literature Search
The project development process in the construction
industry appears to be a mystery that is difficult to define and to
write about. Significant efforts have been made to attempt to
delineate the mysteries of the project development process and
how variations effect decisions and consequently the built
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environment. Historic preservation is a topic of great interest to
the architectural profession, related professions and the general
public. Much has been written about historic buildings that have
either been lost to the bulldozer, or saved by a community or
individual effort to be restored and preserved for posterity. A
recent study by the American Institute of Architects Cultural
Resources Committee produced several fine documents
exploring the role of the architect and the AIA, historically and
today, in relation to historic preservation and associated decisionmaking processes. 1 The project development process has
been addressed in numerous guises, however. there are few. if
any, books that actually explain how projects evolve and what
the rules are. The rules and their application often vary
somewhat from city to city. David Haviland's book published by
the AIA Project Management2 provides guidance for the architect
in initiating and managing traditional architectural projects. Philip
Entz in his t.h esis study of I 984 Feasibility in the Real Estate
Market3 delineates the project development phases as a guide
for the non-traditional architect/developer role. There are also
statutes. building codes and city codes providing clues and
guidelines, however the project development process appears
to be a dynamic and often arbitrary process greatly influenced by
numerous political and conditional elements. 4
In respect of these considerations, it has become
increasingly apparent in my research that appropriate,
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documented and timely review of preservation and related
issues in the project development process may only be
adequately facilitated by organized, consistent and readily
available information related to cultural resources and historic
preservation decisions.s

Needed familiarity would include a

knowledge of preservation law, building codes, and related
building crafts.6 Database management is the most important
key to timely producing the needed information, thus, a portion
of my literature search involved exploring the related information
management systems now in use.
The United States Corps of Engineers construction
Engineering Laboratory (CERL) in Champaign, Illinois has
developed a series of databases to assist them in meeting
Federal guidelines for appropriate consideration and
maintenance of the historic and cultural resources owned by the
government.

The system allows managers to
input, edit, store and compare, analyze
and output data on historic/prehistoric
cultural resources. 7
They were pleased to share the various databases with
me. A special database with scanning capabilities is now being
tested and made ready for use. The Cultural Resources
Information Service (CRIS)B includes special databases for various
types of cultural resources. See examples in Appendix
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c.

During a meeting with the Avon County Conservation
Officers in England, 9 they discussed the need to develop a
uniform database system for all agencies involved with managing
information related to cultural resources in Great Britain. 10 A
copy of the database form used by the Bath City Council for
recording the Bath Town Scheme11 grants is in the section on
information management resources at Appendix

c.

To organize the volume of related reading resources for
easy use there is a list of notes provided after every chapter.
The proposal statement bibliography developed during the
project development process of this study is included with
summary data at Appendix A. 12
Research Methods
This study is developmental in nature. It seeks to establish
some pathway to converging on findings related to causality. 13
Three kinds of data collection were used in the research process.
These included participatory observation in the case study
communities, literature, and a developmental survey sent to
eighty-four projects in the seven case study communities. The
survey and related information are in Appendix B. I 4
Foundational research activities stimulated by coursework
and directed readings in I 987-1 989 provided a valuable guide to
the research effort. 15 The foundational research effort and the
survey questionnaire provide a meaningful first-hand evaluation
with anecdotal data respecting the ethical dilemmas of
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observation.16 The interviews, conversations, observation of
events including public hearings, and participation within the
case study communities contributed to the development of the
survey questionnaire.
Professionals and specialists inuolued with
the specific projects in the case study areas,
related project deuelopment processes and most
importantly the people who liue and work in each
of the communities provided ualuable information
for me as a scholar of the issues related to
historic preseruation, deuelopment, cultural
resources and related decisions.

Their

enthusiasm for their communities and projects
was catching. Through their sharing they
prouided me with a birds-eye uiew into the
issues and circumstances effecting decisionmaking processes in the project deuelopment
process.

A description and summary evaluation of each project is
provided in Chapter Three. A large portion of this data was
obtained from interviews, observation and participation within
the case study communities. The data in Chapter Three are
supported with illustrations and a few first person accounts.
Many of the contacts I made will have an opportunity to
participate formally in this research effort through the completion
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of the survey questionnaire designed to evaluate the project
development process of specific projects. 17
Confidential Survey Questionnaire
The purpose of the survey questionnaire is to enhance the
information gained in the foundational research process and to
explore the development of a comprehensive instrument for
related data analysis.
Surveys can be used to examine a
population occupying any geographic area or
place. . .The early work on married student
housing by Festinger et al. ( 1950) and the
later studies of Gans ( 1962, 1967), Cooper
( 1975), and Sundstrom et al. ( 1982) typify

field investigations of specific places that
combine the survey methodology with other
data-gathering techniques.

lB

Special issues to be evaluated include the role of the
architect in addressing preservation and development decisions
and correlations between approaches, criteria and devise used to
facilitate or circumvent documented review of preservation
issues in the project development process. 19
The Neu2 Rational Manaaer
The information is assessed with guidance from The New
Rational Manager

20

by Kepner and Tregoe published in I 98 1 .

This troubleshooting technique includes separate, and
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interchangeable processes of evaluation including situation
appraisal, problem analysis, ·decision analysis and potential
problem analysis. In his recent publication, the Mayatec
Chronicles,21 Dale E. Jackson, the thesis committee chairman

summarizes situation appraisal, and the related problem-solving
techniques of this method.
This study concentrates on a small number of projects in
special areas of seven case study communities within four
nations. The survey addresses common issues of project
development. Problem-solving alternatives and evaluation are
deepened through the enhancement of the cross-cultural context.
The letter of consent, survey questionnaire, survey analysis
summary, and a summary of The New Rational Manager situation appraisal are in Appendix B.

organization of This Paper
The paper begins with _a title page. It is followed with a
'

dedication page, a preface, an abstract of the study, an epigraph,
Chapter I (introduction to the problem), Chapter 2 (organization of
the paper), Chapter 3 (foundational research), Chapter 4 (analysis
of data and summary) and Appendix A-D.
Chapter One presents the topic of historic preservation and
development decisions, it establishes the problem statement of
cultural resources review, explores the role of the architect in the
project development process and explains the case study
foundation of the study of seven cities in four nations.
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Chapter TWO outlines the mission, goals and action
objectives. It presents the organization of the study, discusses
the literature search, research methods and organization of the
thesis research and paper.
Chapter Three provides a summary of each of the eightyf our projects surveyed in the seven case study communities.

The data compilation process for this chapter is enhanced and
organized with resource notebooks 23 for each of the case study
communities providing general information, brochures,
correspondence, documents related to participation,
photographs and slides.
Chapter Four is a review of the previous Chapters
highlighting important issues, and revealing new information. It
provides a summary of the methodological study of the project
development process .through the surveys sent to the 84
projects being studied for this paper. Chapter Four includes an
explanation of the survey questionnaire, and a diagram of the
issues being surveyed with an exploration of its potential future
use.
Each chapter contains a bibliography of footnotes at the
end and a list of figures and illustrations. The Appendix includes
(A) the proposal statement, (B) survey questionnaire information
with a summary of the analysis methodology, (C) tools and
databases for managing cultural resources, and (D) authorization
for use of illustrations.
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Doue of Peace
Plymouth Congregational Church
First Known American Stained Glass Window in Lawrence 1870

Figure 2
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CHAPTER THREE
CASE STUDIES
Defining the Case Study Foundation
As I watched and listened to the issues and projects being
discussed .during the formation of the Historic and Cultural
Resources committee l in Lawrence, Kansas I realized the
problems related to preservation and development I had seen as
a younger scholar of architecture at Kansas State University over
ten years earlier were ~ar from resolved.2 Coursework related to
projects on the Country Club Plaza revealed similar problems
effecting a special area of Kansas City, Missouri. 3
The complexity of the problem appeared most
constructively approached by studying it in the context of
community where the decisions evolved.4 The variety of issues
and characteristics in different areas of the communities
stimulated a focused view of specific case study areas or themes
for study. Within the case study area or theme specific projects
were chosen to gain a microscopic view of the decision-making
processes effecting the project development process within
each case study.5 Through this exploratory process a multi-level
case study approach evolved.
The multi-level case study approach provided the
opportunity to view cultural resources review from within the
complexities of a specific project, to examine how the project
evolved within the case study area, to compare it with other
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projects in the area, and to determine how related city laws were
used to facilitate or circumvent appropriate cultural resources
review in the project development process. The flexibility of
this approach provided an expanded view, where necessary, of
how and if national laws and related policy filtered down to
decisions evolving a specific project. One of the first problems
apparent in the observation process of cultural resources review
was the existence of attitudinal entrenchment.
Comments included "We don't do that here in America. If
you want historic buildings go to Europe." "People in America
have a right to do anything they want to with their property -our
country is based on individual freedoms and property owner
rights. 11 6 I had been planning to live in Europe or Great Britain for
a portion of my graduate studies 7 and realized this would be an
excellent opportunity to explore attitudes, issues and regulations
facilitating cultural resources review in other countries.
The survey questionnaire sent to project architects
involved with specific projects in each case study provides the
opportunity to share the issues and concerns of project
development of the United States with architects in different
communities and countries.8
In the summer of I 987, I wrote to the University of Bath in
England to explore the possibility of taking some courses and
utilizing their facility to conduct research during my graduate
studies. 9 They responded enthusiastically. IO
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The topic of cultural resources review in the project
development process was one of several thesis topics explored
during the Organizational Issues Course, Summer I 988. An
outline of potential topics for my thesis project and six possible
case study communities for the research foundation was
established. I I The original case study community list was
amended during the foundational research effort. Of the six
original case study communities proposed London and Topeka
were omitted due to my lack of familiarity with special projects or
areas in the communities and due to my interest and resources
being drawn to other case study communities during the
research process. Portland, Oregon was added to the four case
study communities that remained due to my familiarity with the
city center, and the opportunity to visit in December I 988 and
again summer I 990. 12 I had lived near downtown Portland for
five years in the early I 980s and have a special fondness for the
city. 13 The Portland Riverfront 14 provided an opportunity to
contrast the Historic Floating Harbour of Bristol I 5 with an active
commercial port. Bristol Harbour of Somerset England is one of
the four original case study communities. 16 Architectural
associations with the Bath and Lawrence case studies and its
reputation as the cradle of western architectural history
compelled me to visit Florence in August 1990.
Through the office of the Bella de Arti in Florence

information discussing the issues of the recent restoration of the
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Ancient Walls of Florence was made available to present in the
thesis. The project provided an excellent opportunity to explore
the use of state-of-the-art technology coupled with a barrier-free
philosophy in unique restoration projects. I 7 The addition of
another project II Restauaro del Casone di Sorgane provided an
excellent case study project examining the issues and
techniques used for the restoration of an ancient home in
Florence. I 8 This information is valuable to all those who are
faced with the initiation and facilitation of special restoration
projects. These books, donated to me by the office of the Belle
de Arti, provide sociological as well as design and technical
information. I 9 In addition to providing valuable information, the
inclusion of Florence as a case study community in this study is a
demonstration of my respect for some of the most renown
experts in architecture and historic preservation in the world.20
The University of Kansas School of Architecture conducts a
special restoration workshop near Sienna every summer.21
Seville Spain is a sister city of Kansas City.22 The country
Club Plaza case study is designed with Spanish style motifs and
retains a replica of Giralda Tower and the Fountain of Light23
which are ancient architectural symbols representing the city of
seville.24 The special projects and events happening in Seville
over the next three years include World EXPO 192,25 Cartuja
'9326 and the restoration of the Monastery of Saint Marie of the
caves27 where Christopher Columbus studied before sailing
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around the world in 1492.28 The World EXPO event will be a
celebration of the "Age of Discovery 11 29 and the quincentennial
anniversary of Columbus's discovery of America.30 Though my
initial purpose in visiting Seville was to conduct peripheral
research related to the country Club Plaza case study,31 my
discovery of these important and globally consequential projects
and events to be held in Seville over the next few years in
conjunction with the consolidation of Europe,32 as well as the
related importance of the site and the projects as cultural
resources were the rationales for including Seville as an
independent case study for this thesis study of
SEVEN CITIES IN FOUR NATIONS

The case studies are grouped into three subsets for this study.
Group I
Downtown Lawrence
Lawrence, Kansas
United States of America

Bath City Centre
Bath of Somerset
United Kingdom

The Ancient Walls and Homes of Florence
Florence of Toscany
Italy

Group II
The Country Club Plaza District
Kansas City. Missouri
United States of America

World EXPO '92
Cartuja '93
St. Marie of the caves
Seville of Andalucia
Spain

Group III
Portland Riuerfront
Portland, Oregon
United States of America

Bristol Historic Harbour
Bristol of Somerset
United Kingdom
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Civic virtue does
not consist in overlooking
defects, but in striving to
correct them.33
Case Study Number One
DOWNTOWN LAWHENCE
Lawrence, Kansas of the midwest of the United States is
unique for a variety of reasons. First, it is one of the oldest cities
in Kansas and was established in the 1854. 34 Secondly, it is the
home of the University of Kansas.35 Because of the role
Lawrence played in the civil war - a war based primarily on the
battle between the free and pro-slave states36 -Abraham Lincoln
is said to have referred to Lawrence as "the cradle of Liberty 11 .37
Settlers traveled down the river to a beautiful bend with a small
waterfalls near grassy banks rising upward and south into lush
green hills.

A port of commerce began at this special place

during the settling of the midwest. The traffic to and from the
boats formed a large muddy roadway which is now called
Massachusetts Street -the mainstreet of Downtown Lawrence.38
Quantrill's Raid on Lawrence is one of the famous events of the
Civil war.39

Old west Lawrence, East Lawrence and Oread are

special historic neighborhoods near Downtown.40

Neighborhoods near downtown contain a trove of 1 9th century
Romantic revival and High Victorian Italianate, Gothic and
Victorian Queen Anne styles. 41
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Lawrence has always demonstrated a strong community
interest in preserving the story of its development as a
community through its built environment. 42 Excerpts from

Patterns in Downtown Design, A Development Framework43
provide a glimpse into the lives of the people who founded and
furthered Lawrence as a young community on the Midwestern
plains. Historic tours have been developed from this booklet in
the Lawrence Historical Tours -600 Block and the Riverfront 44
brochure. Figure I is a map of Downtown Lawrence.45 The
map reveals the close association of the downtown area with the
riverfront. A short walk to the west brings one to a welldelineated hike through the trees along the mighty Kansas River
to Burcham Park which is often filled with festive celebrations. 46
The Downtown Lawrence Association was established in
1854.47 They assist the business people of the area with
special promotions. Another service they have provided is
guidance in restoring and preserving the shopfrants of
Downtown Lawrence. The Main Street Design Committee
printed Building Guidelines for Downtown Lawrence.48 It is
based on downtown revitalization guidelines established by the
National Main Street Center and the National Trust for Historic
Preservation.49 This small and informative booklet was
complimented by a Conservation Architect of the Bath City
council, David McLaughlin, for its simplistic and instructive
language. so (See figure 2.)
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Downtown Lawrence
Building Guidelines

When designing the base or torefront rea,

consider reinforcing the exi ting partcm of:

Storefront cornice
Transom (pre rvc when exi. tin )

Bulkhead ( ppro:itimat ly t of ·t)

Figure 2
Drawing by
Steve Padgett

The Projects
Mainstreet Project
In l 972 Lawrence was awarded a grant to widen and
beautify the mainstreet .52 Neighborh ood Developme nt Funds
facilitated this decision and design through the assistance of
Lawrence Halprin -a nationally known urban designer. The
Lawrence mainstreet project reflects the values that are the basis

for the Mainstreet Program established under the National Trust
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of Historic Preservation. The project has determined the future
of Downtown Lawrence as an historic mainstreet shopping
environment.53 The City prides itself in their historic heritage,
and its downtown area is well-known for its shops and
amenities. S4 Several proposals before and after the grant to
enhance the city center have been discarded. An article in I 972
shows Max Lucas, presently Dean of the School of Architecture
and Urban Design at the University of Kansas, reviewing a
project totally redesigning Downtown Lawrence.SS
During the I 980s several proposals for a shopping mall in
Downtown Lawrence were considered.56 A study was done for
the Urban Renewal Agency of the City of Lawrence in I 986.S7 It
provides an extensive review of the various market studies done
on Lawrence since I 978. Appendix 8 outlines the structures
listed on the National and State register of historic properties
within two blocks of Downtown Lawrence. Appendix 9
provides a brief summary in chronological order of downtown
improvements in Lawrence since I 9SO. Jacobs, Visconi, and
Jacobs Development Corporation came to Lawrence in I 977 to
look for a site to develop a shopping ma11.ss This was the
beginning of a long process of decision-making which ended in
JVJ suing the city.59
Lawrence did not accept the character and conditions of the
projects JVJ proposed over the ten year period of courting
Lawrence. When the community rejected the proposal done for
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a downtown mall, JVJ sued claiming it had rights to develop the
project it had proposed.60 JVJ essentially attempted to take a
run-of-the-mill zoning dispute and transform it into a federal
constitutional issue. 61 The argument of constitutional right
related to owner's use or developer's use of property has been
raised in several instances throughout the history of preservation
adjudication. The Country Club Plaza case study presents an
interesting comparison regarding the "taking" through blight
determination and condemnation of property for development.62
Lawrence Riverfront Shopping Plaza
For many years (at least 30) there was an ongoing debate
of what to build or what not to build in Downtown Lawrence.63
In 1975, a riverfront scheme emerged from the drawing board
suggesting a mall on the scenic Kansas River a block from
mainstreet. 64 Nearly 15 years later, in the fall of 1988. a
Lawrence Riverfront Plaza was actually built. 65
The Chelsea Group of New York developed a Riverfront
Plaza. It is nicely done for a mall shopping center on a difficult
site. They could have spent more on programming, building
materials and crafts to rate as a really superb solution. The mall
has a unique indoor putt-putt golf course. one of the major
conflicts with the project was the fear that removal of the trees
on the building site along the river may not leave trees for the
eagles to nest in. There were a few humans perched in the
trees in protest the week of the demolition. 66 Part of the
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agreement with the developer was that they would restore the
historic building next door. 6 7
Consolidated Barb Wire Drawing Mill
This unique and elegant brick factory was commissioned
by the famous couple Eleanor and Albert Henley in the 1870s to
house their barb wire business.68 The developer did not prove
to be interested or accomplished in restoration crafts, and the
fate of this historic building was for a time in limbo. (One of the
walls was damaged due to the use of cinder block to reinforce
the brick wall. -Observation and discussion with several local
architects.) Then Mike Elwell (better known as "the Judge" -who
really is a retired judge) got together with friends and associates
in his converted church art studio and came up with a restoration
scheme for the building.69, It is going to be an unusual office
space featuring a lovely indoor sculpture garden?O He is
working together with a partner to facilitate this unusual project
preserving a tasteful historic factory. 7 I
Reuter organ Factory
When the Riverfront project happened, the Reuter organ
Factory on New Hampshire adjacent to the project expanded
and refurbished their premises adding improved landscaping for
the transition from the Riverfront to New Hampshire Street. 72
Lawrence City Hall
The project was completed in the early I 980s. It is a new
and interesting addition to Historic Downtown Lawrence. The
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City suffered the loss of an original flour mill when this building
was constructed. 73 The new city hall is innovative enough to
work well at the head of the mainstreet of Lawrence. The
artwork and landscaping add significantly to the structure
designed by Peters Kaboda and Glenn of Lawrence. 7 4
Lawrence Journal world
The expansion of the local newspaper building in I ggg75
appears to be a more of a monument than a facility for writing
and disseminating news. It is an interesting structure with no
windows visible from the streetscape. It is constructed of a
warm red brick with subtle linear decorative elements.
From the beginnings of Lawrence until the new Journal
world office was built, a massive structure with huge (three feet
in diameter) hand-carved beams for its foundation stood at this
site. There were sheets of tin nailed to the frame creating an
unusual fa ca de. The tin had been disassembled at another site
and was floated on a barge down the river to Massachusetts
Street in Lawrence during the early history of the city. 76
Free State Brewery
on Massachusetts just a few doors north there was for
several years only a small bit of fa ca de connecting two buildings
and a concrete floor where the old bus station once existed. The
recent solution for this site created by John Lee 77 - a Lawrence
architect - utilizes local stone for a tasteful integration into the
streetscape. The interior provides a comfortable pub
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atmosphere with a transparent enclosure of the brewery
process open to view by the patrons of this quaint
establishment.
Liberty Hall
This project dates back to the 1800s, and has been a
center of business and entertainment since the city began. 78 It
is an elegant structure that was restored around 1985-88 when
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Oldfather rescued it after a temporary lapse
of use. Daniel Faherty has written a comprehensive building
history entitled The Lawrence Opera House 79 prepared for an
historic law seminar with Paul E. Wilson in December 1982. It
provides extensive information on the building as well as
preservation law including tax incentives since 1976.80 The
walls of the newly refurbished theatre room and balcony are
graced with stylistic paintings of the Billy Spears Band soaring
through the milkyway on their melodies. The folk art flair of the
restoration combines with the more classical elements of the
building to provide a refined and meaningful environ. 81 Building
histories are an excellent service to the client. Encouraging the
activity of researching and writing building and personal histories
is an excellent way to evolve information toward understanding
cultural and consequently architectural history. 82
The (Old) Lawrence Post Office
The American cement Plaster Company Building and the
Old Lawrence Post Office were both built in 1906.83 They share
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similar architectural features of the time with keystone in arch
~

windows, and a brick exterior boasting a truncated stone
foundation. The building is now being used by the University of
Kansas Continuing Education Department. It has been listed as
one of the buildings to be nominated for designation with the
National Register of Historic Structures. 84
The American Cement Plaster Company Building
Across 7th street is another building commissioned by the
same Eleanor and Albert Henley of the Barb Wire Factory thirty
years and a few million dollars wealthier. 85 A resource booklet
was printed from research I conducted on this building from
1986-87. The American Cement Plaster company Building86 at
7th and New Hampshire was built in I 906 as the home offices
for the Portland cement Company.87 The building·was
designed by William Thomas Wellman as a young architect. 88
·He became chief architect for Union Pacific and designed the
entire village of Sun Valley, Idaho, the lodge on the north rim of
the Grand canyon and Union Station in Omaha, Nebraska.89 The
American cement Plaster Company building is also referred to as
the Charlton Building.90 Preliminary designation was submitted
to Martha Hagadorn at the Kansas State Historical Society in
1987.91
The building had a complete remodeling in the Spring of
I 968 which altered the fa ca de with paint, added entrances to the

ground floor, and removed the crowning pediment on the
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cornice.92 The three-bay Palladian exterior with keystone and
arch, and the elegant octagon rotunda of its main floor retain
significant architectural integrity. The ceiling is graced with a
fifteen foot decorative glass skylight boasting a Kansas sunflower
center.93 some of the glass is gold treated with nitrate.

Figure 3

American cement Plaster company Building I 906 (4x5 format 1987)
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One problem

Sunroom Over Octagon Skylight

discussed with the
owner was
replacement of broken
or missing plain
window glass in the
sunroom over the
octagon ceiling. The
paint will be difficult to

Figures - Octagon Skylight
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remove demanding protection of the brick surface and mortar.
This is an example where appropriate guidance and regulation
would have prevented the painting of the exterior and removal of
the pediment. The building retains architectural integrity, and
significant cultural associations in Lawrence. 94
A copy of the overview of the history of the American
cement Plaster company Building, its owners and the architect

William Thomas Wellman, 95 is on file in the Kansas Collection
library at the University of Kansas main campus.96 The present
owner has been cooperative, but is reluctant to have this
building designated. He expressed that the tax credit incentives
do not provide enough gain to offset potential restrictions as a
result of designation. 97 He almost agreed to restore the stained
glass skylight in I 988 until the property reappraisal nearly tripled
the property taxes.98 Designated buildings need tax abatement
to offset restoration and maintenance costs.
The Nickel Building
Gould Evans Architects created an adaptive restoration of
this mainstreet building for their offices. The addition of a
balcony deck, glass wall, and interior glass bricks expand the
sense of space along the back wall of the office.99 The city
authorized Industrial Revenue Bonds for the project.100 These
architects have done several restoration projects in the city,
including the United Methodist Church on Vermont which is a
block from the mainstreet of Massachusetts.
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The Eldridge Hotel
A prominent building on the mainstreet of Lawrence, the
Eldridge Hotel is an example of the Lawrence Phoenix symbol
depicting a return from the ashes of destruction.IO I
Free state hotel burned by Sheriff Jones,
May 21 , 1856. Eldridge hotel burned by
Quantril, August 21 , 1863. I 02

It was designated in I 986. I 03 By l 988, it was restored
with sensitivity and comfortable grace. Tax credits were used to
enhance the resources for this project. I 04 The rooms are
named after historic people in Lawrence and Kansas. I OS
Douglas County Courthouse
The special architectural elements of this building include
the natural stone of the area, the turret, and the exquisite
architectural glass. I 06 There is an arching central dome in the
center hallway and, there are unusual stained glass windows in
the primary court room. Peters Kaboda and Glenn (PKG) of
Lawrence were the project managers for the restoration.
Watkins Community Museum
This was one of the first bank buildings in Lawrence. I 07
Mr. Watkins, a mortgage banker, had it built for $I 00,000. Henry
Ives Cobb was the Chicago architect managing the project. The
building was restored in the I 970s through the efforts of John T.
Andrews. The architect in charge of the restoration was Mr.
Robertson who also built the new Lawrence Public Library and
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the public swimming pool. l 08 He designed several buildings in
Lawrence including the public library and swimming pool near
Downtown Lawrence. I 09 The building is now the home of the
Watkins Community Museum. I IO Special features of this
building include the antique architectural glass. red brick, detailed
woodwork, and decorative stone masonry. The decision being
looked at in this study are those which led to its restoration in the
I 970s. rnaintenance and present financials.

The Sports Hall of

Fame which was housed in the basement for many years has
been moved to a building in Salina, Kansas. I l I The unique
architectural glass windows shown here grace the stairs.
DECORATIVE ARCHITECTURAL GLASS
An American Legacy 1840- I 920
A Local Survey
The Watkins Community
Museum
American Decorative
architectural glass is a
significant and valued element
in the evolution of our built
culture. From l 840-1 920 was
a time of prosperity and
growth. It was a time when
many lasting settlements were
being established in the
midwest, and in the nation. I 12
Figure 6
Watkjns Community Museum
Decorative Architectural Glass Window
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John G. Haskell Church

Recently this building
has been threatened with
demolition to make way for
a parking lot for Allen
Press's expanding
business. I I 3 Due to its
location near historically
designated buildings, the
Kansas State Historical
Society initiated a review
process of the historic
significance of the
church. 1 14 It is one of the
oldest churches in
Lawrence and was
designed by the famous
John G. Haskell who
designed the Kansas State
Capital Building. I 15

From ~~~~~~~~f:l~~~~

the last report I understand
the church is out of danger
now. and land purchase
alternatives are being
negotiated. I I 6

John G. Haskell Church Downtown Lawrence Pigure 7
Photo shown with permission from photographer Jim Regan 1988
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The photograph shown here was taken by Jim Regan a
local architectural photographer to assist in communicating the
importance and aesthetics of this historic church .1 I 7 One of the
primary issues raised in this particular case by the property
owner was the allegation that the community had not said
anything about the building until the plan to demolish it to make
room for a parking structure was revealed. I 18
Although community unrest resulted, this church may have
been destroyed if it were not for recent laws passed in Kansas
requiring consideration of buildings within 500 feet of an historic
structure or area. Up to $25,000 in fines may be assessed for
non-compliance. I I 9
Cramer's Gas Station

During my high school years in the late 60s
and early 70s I came to Lawrence for the first time
for Band Day. Our bus parked near this Phillips
station.

This gas station with a slate roof and

white bungalow gable accented with bright red
paint thoroughly fascinated me. . . . In 1 988 I was
buying gas at this station and the owner noticed
my thoughtful gaze as I attempted to decide what
one could do with this quaint little building and how
much it would cost to restore it. He mentioned to
me he was the owner, and told me he would be
retiring in the next four years. 1 20 The gas station
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would then be for sale. When I returned from
England in August 1 990, I heard it may be in the
path of the Allen Press project. At the time of
printing, it is for sale by the owner for $100,000.
The Kansas State Historical Society indicated Allen Press is
negotiating an alternative site for their project. I 2 I Ideally, the
gas station would be provided some special designation. This is
an example where the building may not gain appropriate
consideration or restoration despite the fact that it is unique
architecturally as well as culturally. Buildings that have borderline
significance risk the most chance of falling through the cracks of
the preservation agenda even though they contribute to the built
culture and aesthetics of a community. Volunteer efforts to
designate and buy this building may preserve it, however, there
need to be paid staff and a dependable resource to conduct the
historic research and to facilitate a purchase and restoration
plan. 122 In many cases, this service could be provided by
architects, apprentices under supervision by schools of
architecture or architects on a contract basis. Such activities
guided by experienced supervision could provide training in
preparing measured drawings and instruct students in
architectural styles. 123
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Case Study summary
Primary elements of the Lawrence community which
accommodate consideration of preservation and development
issues in the project development process are:
1. Accessibility of their city governing system, and their
staunch demand to maintain and improve accessibility.
*Evening council meetings 124
*Historic and Cultural Resources Committee
*Preservation Alliance, Downtown Improvement
Community organizations devoted to
maintaining and improving the community.125
*University of Kansas and their many resources,
*Community libraries and museums.
*Two free walking tours of the city each day would
provide educational involvement (example: Bath) 126
2.

Serious problems which need analysis and resolution:
*Crisis designation processes need to be replaced
with planned systematic designations and organized
marketing of numerous historic or older buildings
before conflicts begin. An ideal strategic plan is to
meet with developers and real estate people to
reduce potential conflicts -stimulate preservation.
*Property tax appraisals must have improvement
incentives and increased tax credits for aging
property and property over 50 years.127
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*Tax abatement is needed for maintaining historic
properties on a routine basis. A twenty year plan
supported by periodic tax abatement is suggested.
*Preservation and maintenance grants need to be
increased. For example see Bath Town Scheme.

If the property owner has no appreciation for the historic
value of a building or lacks what they perceive as a 'real' interest
in retaining the building, an adverse relation often develops with
opposing members of the community -this adverse relationship
and the dynamics therein is one of the most obvious. critical and
important issues facing the construction industry today.128

Antique Architectural
Glass Window
Residence at
I 205 Kentucky Street
Jn Lawrence. Kansas

Figure 8
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Case Study Number Two
BATH CITY CENTER

. . . of somerset England is a unique historic retail area in
the only city in the United Kingdom to be designated as a World
Heritage City by UNESCo.129 The ancient Temple of Sulis
Minerva was built by the Romans after Bladad, a swine herder,
discovered the medicinal hot springs in the area where the
center of Bath now stands.130 This was in 43 A.o.13 l Bath is
most distinguished for its Georgian architecture of the Beau Nash
era in the late l 8th and early l 9th century. 132 When it is said
that we do not have built history in America. one need only
remember the creation of Georgian Bath was at a time when the
historic foundations of American cities were being
developed.133
The Bath City Council and people interested in the
commerce of the city have generated studies of tourism, 134 and
have written the Bath Town Scheme Guidelines l 35 explaining
the arrangement between English Heritage and Bath City council
for making joint grants of up to 40% toward the cost of repairing
selected historic buildings in the Bath conservation area. 136 The
aim is to preserve and enhance the City's heritage and
encourage owners of these properties to play their part.137
This represents a new coordinating role for Conservation
officers.138 The problem is finding a "match" between a specific

developer and a specific building, and this would best be
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accomplished by the availability to developers of properly
compiled and co-ordinated information on the numbers, types
and locations of suitable buildings. I 39 The Bath City Council
Planning Handbook 140 is an excellent guide for understanding
planning, preservation and development policies in Bath. Public
information is available in the reception area of Abbey Chambers
providing information for applying for conservation grants.
property improvement and related activities.
One of my favorite features of Bath, and there are many, is
the numerous gardens, and the lovely walks along the canals.

Figure 9
Bath Canal and Locks Near Bathwick Hill
View From Horseshoe Bend on Path to Sydney Gardens
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Map of Bath City Centre

Figure 10
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Christopher Pound, chief of planning and policy has written
a wonderful history of Bath depicting the balance between nature
and civilization revealing the secret behind the beauty of Bath.
His book is a pleasure to read and quite by surprise educates the
mind as well as the soul. 141
Bath has approximately s,ooo listed buildings. Many are
constructed of the unique Bath stone quarried nearby.142 The
Beau Nash society, Ralph Allen the founder of the modern postal
service who commissioned Prior Park, and the well-preserved
Georgian Architecture of John wood the Younger are a few of the
historic and architectural delicacies of Bath. 143 · Many literary
figures have written about the lives of the people of Bath 144 and
have created fictitious characters that come alive during tours by
local Bath docents. 145 The guide of my first tour was a Mr.
Pickwick.146 When I didn't believe him, he showed me his
driver's license and we became good friends.
Milsom Street
During medieval Bath, this street was a field. At some time
in history, it came under the ownership of a Mr. Milsom and was
known for many years as Milsom Gardens.147 Jn the 1700s, the
property was developed as Georgian residence structures. 148
Not many years after this the structures were converted to retail
and office use. This adaptation created one of the most famous
shopping streets in Britain. 149 At the end of Milsom Street there
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was a poor house for many years. Five Somerset Buildings
replaced it at the end of the 18th century. I SO

Figure 11

View From the Top of Milsom Street
Bath City Center

Many of the shops have offices on the second and third
floors. The entire area retains a scale of one to three stories.
The most recent development and one of the most delicate
dev lopments I have seen is the Milsom Street conversion of
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Shires Yard

Figure 12 - Milsom Street Entrance to Shires Yard

The name reveals the historic use of the area now filled
with a unique retail creation between Milsom Street and Broad
Street. I 51

It was for many years and perhaps even centuries a

horse stable in the center of Bath. With the rise of the
automobile, the stables were no longer used.152 ARC
Developers and BTP Architects of Bristol created in this unus d
space an unusual two story retail area as beautiful as it is
interesting.153
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The original linking building, formerly shoe shop, was
strengthened where appropriate and damaged
timbers and stonework carefully replaced. l 54
The entrance amidst the bank buildings on Milsom Street is
through tall stone arches and period iron gates.155 Inside there
is the warm Bath stone blended with well-waxed hardwood
floors lined with full-length glass shopfronts.

Many traditional materials have been thoughtfully
employed to create the lavish development. including Bath
stone, hardwoods, pennant pavings and wrought iron.
Project Director John Bignall sees the scale of the project as
probably the most important feature.

The existing

buildings were all domestic scale and this has been
maintained in the centre's design, from the courtyard to the
arcade and covered area. Although twin-level units are up
to 1,490ft2 in floor area, sensitive treatment has ensured a
continuity of scale throughout. 156

Shires Yard
Broad Street Level

View From

Mi Isom Street Level

Figure 13
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The Bath Postal Museum
The first day I walked through Shires Yard I came upon the
back entrance to the Bath Postal Museum.157 The volunteer
told me it was the place where the first postage stamp in the
entire world had been sent on May 2, 1840. 158

The original

Penny Black stamp was auctioned to a Canadian for £50,000 last
year during the I 50th celebration of this event and the I Oth year
anniversary of the Bath Postal Museum. 159 A model is being
made of the building by Mrs. Hudson 160 who created the
superb wooden model of Ralph Allen's home (founder of the
modern postal system) 161 on display in the Postal Museum.

Figure 14
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During my first visit, I was invited to serve as a volunteer on
Saturdays at the Postal Museum. I enjoyed spending an
afternoon a week visiting with patrons from around the world.
The National Photographic Society Museum

This building was first opened as the Octagon Chapel in
l 767. 162 It has been converted to a gallery for exhibiting

photographs of the collection and related shows. The sensitive
conversion includes a cafe, gift shop and is masterfully integrated
with the Shires Yard project next door.
Shopfronts

Figure 15
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The shopfronts of Milsom Street, Northumberland Place,
the corridors and the surrounding area are being studied by a
local Architect and Architectural Historian, Graham Finch for the
Bath City CounciJ.163 council will consider preparing a

. programme of conservation and environmental improvement
works which will start with the corridors and Northumberland
. Place. I 64 He took me on a guided walking tour of the city center
and emphasized the special elements of interest in Bath
shopfronts. 165 James Elliott, the Listed ·B uildings Architect at the
Bath City Council gave an excellent talk on shopfronts for the
Bath society 166 and discussed how the city was attempting to
replace some of the historic elements that had been lost during
restoration over the years.167 The specific elements of
lettering, decorative masonry and woodworking, and lanterns
were of special interest. I would like to research the origins of

style of American shopfronts. The shopfronts tour leads to Bath
Street and the
Colonnades
The facade of this primarily new structure gracefully
integrates with Georgian features and the Bath stone of the area.
The modern interior provides an interesting contrast to the
Georgian interiors of the traditional City Center. I 68
The height of the building which peeks above the
traditional three-story height for Bath City Center was an issue of
concern in the project development process. English Heritage
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plays an increasingly important advising role in preservation and
development decisions.
Our adoisory role in 'deueloper-funded'
archaeology is likely to become increasingly
significant in the years ahead. I 69 ... we
haue also been actiuely encouraging
authorities to take adequate account of
sensitiue sites before planning decisions are
reached with

a uiew to either preuenting

deuelopment or securing the least damaging
schemes. I 70

Returning to the the bottom of Mils om Street it's a short walk to
The Corridors
This is an enclosed shopping arcade that at one time was
exclusive and guarded by "beadles". I 71 My first thought was
the rock group, but that is spelled the Beetles. Beadles are a
special name for a host and/or security guard. I 72 The Corridors
are classical in style with sculpture and decorative motif. The
Corridors Committee manage the maintenance of this shopping
area and are a consulting liaison for the group of shop owners in
relation to various decisions affecting the area. The corridors are
in serious need of restoration. I 73 The History and Economics of
Shopping Arcades written by Margaret MacKeith in I 986

discusses the tenuous condition of the corridors. I 74 Several
ideas have been discussed for its rejuvenation.

1 03

Figure 16

The Bristol Evening Chronicle for Tuesday, October 30th,
1989 I 75 shows the damage caused when three youth caught

fire to JCR News at the end of the Corridors. It was the week of
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Guy Fawkes Day. and the fire is thought to have started from
fireworks.176 The fire stimulated new discussions and
proposals regarding possible solutions for restoring and
upgrading the Corridors. A left turn at the center brings us to
Northumberland Place
This is a special shopping street in Bath that is always
gracefully decorated to meet the season or holiday. There are
rnany interesting and historic shopfronts along this pedestrian
walkway. I 77 The doorways have flowerbox ledges overflowing
with color in the spring. From Northumberland Place we
emerge onto High Street facing
The Guildhall and Bath Royal Marketplace
The Guildhall houses
many of the city offices and
has an exquisite ballroom
for many educational and
societal activities. I 78 The
Bath Royal Marketplace
entered off of High Street
takes us into the evolved
environment of an ancient
Bath tradition. 1 79 In
medieval times. traffic into
Figure 17
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and out of the city on the Old Fossway to London began and
ended in the center of High Street. l 80 The present fresh
produce Marketplace has a roof with twelve sections
embellished with hand-painted wood sculpture. In a discussion
with Beryl Maddison, a valuer for the Bath City Council, I learned
of the long-term maintenance plan and budget for the
Marketplace. 181

Emerging from the Guildhall Marketplace we

find ourselves directly across from the rushing waterfalls of the
River Avon and the elegant arches of the Pultney Street Bridge.

Figure 18
Riuer Auon Bath City Center

1 06

One-half block to the left we find the previous site of the
Bath City Library
This building was being refurbished much of the time I
was visiting Bath in 1989/90. When the scaffolding was
removed, the sculptured form of Queen Victoria emerged
completing the ornate masonry palette of this unique classical
building. The structure will now house the Royal Victoria
Museum of Art previously on the second floor. The construction
was done in conjunction with the building of the
The Podium
It can be reached through

walkway to Podium From Pultney Street

a newly opened walkway just
across Pultney Street. 182

Mourners were few as the
demolition of one of Bath's
eyesores began today. 183
The tower near the Hilton
was being removed to
make parking for the
Podium.184
The library was moved
to the second floor of the
Podium in Spring I 990.

Figure 19
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Waitrose. the first large grocery outlet in Bath City center.
occupies the majority of the first floor. 185 To the right of the
Guildhall is an unusual Bath gem.
The Empire Hotel
This building was used as
offices for the Navy for many
years. While I was there a project
was being developed for its
restoration and reopening as a
hotel. Features of this building
are its elaborate decor and the
views of the countryside
surrounding Bath from the mid
and top floor verandas.186
The person who returned the

Figure 20

survey indicated the project was presently on hold.187

Directly across
from the Empire Hotel is
the Orange Grove, Bath
Abbey 188 and Abbey
Chambers where I
worked with the Bath
City Council. 189 In front
of the Abbey is the

Figure 21
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Pump Room where I saw a friend, Jean Crook perform an oboe
solo with the Bath Symphony. 190 Tea is served daily. Free
guided walking tours of the Bath City centre begin at 10 and 2:30
everyday. From the Bath Abbey it takes about ten minutes to
again reach the top of Milsom Street. A stroll to the right on the
Paragon will bring us to
The Huntingdon Center
This structure was built as a church, and is still used for
small Sunday services as well as a community center. Aaron
Architects did the recent restoration and its conversion to a city
center and forum for architectural studies and projects in
Bath. 191 There is a model of Bath in the main room of the
building. I attended several events at this church and was invited
to others. From the Paragon toward the Royal Crescent and
Victoria Gardens our walk brings us to
· The Assembly Rooms and Bath costume Museum
I was fortunate to be invited to

a tour of the Assembly

Rooms midway through their restoration. David Brain is the
architect in charge of the restoration process. It was scheduled
for completion in January 1991 . Restoration of the English china
chandeliers will bill at about £200,000. The intricate interior
decor provided a special challenge for the Wickham construction
Company who hosted the open house. I 92 This company is
quite versatile and pride themselves in keeping under budget
and on schedule. I 93 They offer a diverse portfolio of projects to
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potential clients. The Assembly Rooms is also the home of the
costume Museum of Bath. l 94
A few blocks and we are again at the bottom of Mils om
Street. It is generally crowded with people, and interesting
activities. The canopied shop on the left in the photo below is
the Devon Pastry shop which generally has a line (que) of people
up the sidewalk patiently awaiting a fresh baked pastry delight.
The photo depicts a typical busy afternoon in Bath City
Center. I 95

Traffic At the Bottom
of Milsom Street
Bath City Center

Figure 22

case Study Summary
There appears to be a similar cap and town dichotomy in
Bath as is sometimes found in Lawrence. The University of Bath
is predominantly an engineering and architectural engineering
school. l 96 Its values are reflected in the modern facility and
primarily male population. l 97 The University is set near
Rainbow Forest on the top of Bathwick Hill almost two miles

11 0

from Bath City center. I 98 The focus in the construction
management program and the school of architecture is on new
construction, I 99 whereas the philosophy of the Bath City council
is geared toward refurbishment, conservation grants and a
special quality of new construction.200 The planning policy coordinates the elements needed to pursue a balanced
conservation agenda.20 I Bath is a valuable national asset that is
constructively managed by skilled and personable technicians in
architecture, landscaping and planning policy.202 By necessity,
Bath city officials must develop strategic plans and organizational
resources for addressing the conservation and preservation
issues of built heritage. The associated financial benefits of
tourism and quality of life in Bath provide educational guidance to
all cities struggling to balance landuse issues, F.A.R. agendas,
community economics, tourism and cultural identity.203

There is a tremendous. pride and cohesion in the city of
Bath unlike any other city I have ever lived in. I attribute this
primarily to the sense of an historic and shared identity. A part of
living in Bath includes sharing the city with millions of tourists,
however the residents are friendly and the environment is one
made for everyday life. The gardens and the architecture are the
bottom line in Bath, and the rewards are obvious for all of its
inhabitants. Bath's Georgian architecture with its foundations in
the Beau Nash society and its history of being a resort for the
wealthy create an historic and dynamic city that is very much
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alive in the 20th century.204 The primary environmental and
planning problem the city now faces is managing a large traffic
problem in a city not made for the automobile.205
I visited a workshop at the Bath Technical College. They

offer certificate programs in stone masonry.206 This resource,
the architecture of Bath and the educational archives of the city
provide a tremendous opportunity to facilitate training for
restoration apprenticeship and preservation architects.
Fragments of the ancient wall of Bath reveal the original
parameters of the city center.207 ·The two to three story
structural format for the retail buildings in Downtown Lawrence
are similar in format to those in Bath City Center. The
established agenda as a world Heritage City allows focus on
organizational issues, management and the problems of delivery
of conservation services. Many cities become entrenched in
determining the agenda for preservation and development
issues.208 Starting with an analysis of the existing issues of
organization and delivery of preservation and development
practices in a community may be a constructive way to
circumvent the entrenched attitudes and dead ends facing many
cities. An analysis from the management point of view would
ideally lead to a cohesive and concise preservation agenda
evolving balanced preservation and development decisions.
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Case Study Number Three
FLORENCE
. . . is the third in this series of classic renaissance cities of
Western architectural history. It is where Andrea Palladio created
the Palladian style which echoes in architectural motif and the
structural elements of Bath and Lawrence.
As a younger student of architecture, I traveled to

fourteen countries of Europe and Scandinavia to study
the architectural origins of Western culture.
was one city I was determined to see.

Florence

However, when

I looked along the road f ram Milan to Rome all I could

find was a beautiful little village called Firenze. It was
one of those days when everything seemed out of kilter,
but terribly interesting. After traveling all the way from
Paris, I was ready for a continental breakfast. I went into
a nearby shop and bought what I thought was a ball of
cheese. It was actually lard. I returned it and tried to
explain with my limited Italian that I was looking for
cheese. Hungry and tired, I decided to go on to Rome. I
asked my architect friend to direct me to Florence, and
to tell me more about this unusual and beautiful place
called Firenze. After hearing the story my friend burst
into laughter for at least five minutes and then produced
two maps. one map was in English and one was in
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Italian. During my travels in 1976, I did not return to
Florence.
The well-known historic and architectural fea tu res of
Florence, the architectural associations with the stylistic origins of
Bath and Lawrence architecture, and my desire to explore the
little city of Firenze put it on my research itinerary. During my
visit to Florence in August I 990, I was fortunate to meet with
architects Paul Fiorini and Giuseppe Cini in the city office of the
Bella de Arti. These architects expressed an interest in my
thesis research, and provided two publications describing recent
preservation projects in the City of Florence. 209
Notes are taken from the publication and conversations
with the architects in the Bella de Arti Office. 2 I O

Photographs

from the two publications Along the Ancient Walls of Florence
and /1 Restauro del casone di sorgane are copied with
permission from the Bella de Arti of Florence. 2 1 l
The Ancient Walls of Florence

The city of Florence intends to affrant
organically the problem of recouping her
architectural patrimony in the historic centre,
paying particular attention to the old districts of the
Oltrarno south of the river.

Considerable interest

has been shown by the European Parliament, the
European Communities Committees and the B.E.I.
in finding a solution to the problem of safeguarding
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Map of Florence
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Figure 23
With permission from the Office of the Bella de Arti in Florence

the architectural patrimony of the ten countries.
And this not only for purely cultural reasons but
also for specific economic and social ones.
The plate emphasizes the evaluation of the old
districts and their reconstruction which would
follow: (See Figure 23.)
-a considerable number of small and mediumsized firms, specializing in rebuilding and
maintenance of old buildings, to carry out work
over a period of time with consequent financial
employment benefits.
-the recuperation of a large number of apartments
for residential use, the creation of artisans'
workshops, etc. 2 I 2
This project proposed in the outlined goals above address
economic and social issues as well as preservation and a stable
employment plan.
It is well known that an active building industry

boosts employment and the economy. From a study
carried out recently at the request of the European
communities committees, it was established that
renewal of the environment and the restoration of the
architectural patrimony were among the most labourintensive activities. 2 13
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Figure 24

Ascent to the intermediate tract of Viale Petrarca - Access to Torrigiani Gardens
with permission from the Office of the Bella de Arti in Florence

The city of Florence aims not only at adequate
public intervention in the recuperation of the old
districts (San Frediano, Santo Spitito, San Niccolo), but
at prouiding indiuidual property owners with loans for
reconstruction thus encouraging residents to remain in
the city centre.

The map indicating areas prominent in

this respect also underlines the socio-spacial interrelationships of the urban fa bric. 2 14
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The task of refurbishing the ancient walls of Florence
incorporates consideration of all aspects of the city.

•
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I
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Figure 25

The Ascent at Porta Romana
Illustration with permission from the Office of the Bella de Arti in Florence

The Technical Notes #5-1 o describe the prescribed
intervention, organization and ascent at key areas of the city
where special modern ramps and accessories will be
incorporated into the refurbishment of the original walls of
Florence. The three primary areas are at Piazza Tasso, the
intermediate tract of Viale Petrarca with the reopening of the old
access to the Torrigiani gardens, and the Porta Romana.
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Figure 26

Plan for the organization of Piazza Tasso and ascent

Illustration with permission from the Office of the Bella de Arti in Florence

Urbanistically, the city presents a rare
equilibrium between function and space, politically
diuided into Quarters each one of which enjoys ample
gardens and cultivated areas in a balanced rapport
between built-up and free space.2 15
Francesco Bandini relates many truths in the feasibility
treatise regarding the challenges of planning and maintaining
human scale and meaningful cities for people. He begins to
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reveal the basic, but often complex influences that effect the
quality of decisions in the construction industry.
Behind these facts there always lies a decision
taken by whoeuer holds economic and political power.

. . . If it is a question of a decision taken locally it often
signifies a strengthening of the group in power, whether
because of a change in the relationship between internal
forces or because of a consciousness of the necessity of
setting up new economic processes. 2 1 6
The publication also provides endorsements from various
officials in the the Provinces of Florence and Pistoia. It is
primarily a treatise on the project development process with
renderings and related city maps. Bandini speaks from Poggi on
the importance of the role of the architect:
The security, authority and dignity of the State
depend to a great extent on the work of the architect,
thanks to him/her we can pass our leisure time
pleasantly, peacefully and healthily, and use our
working hours profitably to improue our condition .
. .· . Considering, therefore, the agreeableness and
gracefulness of his/her works, the safety of our cities
within their protectiue walls and the use of our
descendants will haue of all this, it is undeniable that
architecture deserues honour and esteem as one of the
major benefactors of humanity.21 7
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Il Restauro del casone di sorgane2 1 8

Figure 27219

The House of Sorgane -Before

Illustration with permission from the Office of the Bella de Arti in Florence

This is a special project in the city of Florence involving the
restoration of an historic home that was in an extreme degraded
state at the beginning of the project.220 There were project
development problems in attaining the site, organizing
appropriate funding for the property and in conducting the actual
restoration process which presented numerous issues to be
resolved. Giuseppi Cini has recorded the transformation of the

1 21

House of Sorgane in a publication with superb photographs of
the site before, during and after restoration. 2 2 1

Figure 2s222

The House of Sorgane - After
Illustration with permission from the Office of the Bella de Arti in Floren ce
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. . . disciplined intellectual training is the
foundation of enlightened citizenship, of humane
culture, and of successful practical endeauors.223
Case Study Number Four
THE COUNTRY CLUB PLAZA

... in Kansas

Giralda Tower and the Fountain of Light

City. Missouri of
the United States
was the vision of
Jessie Clyde
Nichols.224 This
enterprising young
man built an
empire based on
the key ideas of
aesthetics. comfort
and stable profits.
He graced Kansas
City with one of the
most beautiful
neighborhood
networks in the
Nation .225
Figure 29
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The Nichols philosophy of adding just a little
more had caught on and planners and architects f ram

across the country began coming to Kansas City to
study these new areas that were beautiful yet still
made a profit. They were curious about this
ambitious young man who wanted to sell primarily to
young middle class families who would take pride in
maintaining their homes and neighborhoods. That,
they belieued would still haue to be seen.
. . . Nichols often said he prouided the "lungs"
for the community by insuring that there was an
abundance of golf courses, parks, grass and trees in
his neighborhoods.

One of his early deuelopments

was the land around the old Kansas City Country Club
(now Loose Park) from which came the name,
country Club District.

He euentually assembled

ground for three country clubs in order that residents
could liue near recreational facilities.226

The neighborhoods have ornate sculpture, gardens and
fountains. Kansas City is known as the City of Fountains,227 and
is believed to have more fountains than any other city in the
world except Rome.228 The jewel in the crown is the ornate
Spanish outdoor shopping mall known as the country Club
Plaza.229 A visit to Seville as a young man inspired Nichols's
vision for the Country Club Plaza.230 The lavishly decorative
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turrets, mosaics and sculpture establish a unique outdoor
museum in the center of Kansas City.231
The Plaza was the first major shopping area to be
constructed to cater to people who would be arriuing by
automobile rather than trolley. Filling stations and
garages were included. Parking lots, nestled a little
below eye leuel and hidden behind attractiue fences ,
prouided an important conuenience.232
The Country Club Plaza is most well known for its
Christmas Lighting ceremony.233

Figure 31

ChilrJrcn's Ceramic sculpture of the Plaza
Christmas Lights
Photogmnhs courtesy of the Nelson Art Gallery - Crafted in 1977

1 25

My grandparents liued in Kansas City, Missouri for many
years. The Christmas Lights on the Plaza were a popular holiday
season attraction for our family visiting the City.
The most enjoyable features of the Plaza are its human
scale architecture, the openness and sense of space, the unique
architectural design, community holiday events, the sculpture
and fountains, the numerous bridges across Brush creek, and
, the ornate historic apartments in the area. Most everyone I
talked to agreed that the Plaza is an enjoyable place to be.
The Plaza area prides itself in being a neighborhood and
continues to serve as one of the most beautiful residential.
business. retail and tourist attractions of the City.234

Each project, each brick, has been
added with the quest for quality in
· construction. maintenance and look. Each
has been planned to last.235
In 1967, replicas of two symbols of Seville Giralda Tower
and the Fountain of Light were constructed at 47th and J.C.
Nichols Parkway.236 They were built during the Islamic reign in
Seville from I 000-1 400 AD. The street sign on the banks of
Brush Creek indicates Seville is a Sister City of Kansas City and
that it is 4700 miles from the Country Club Plaza.237 In Seville
there is a street named Avenida de Kansas City. It is located near
a major train station in Seville.
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In September 1977, a wall-high flood ravaged the famed
country Club Plaza. Within minutes it destroyed blocks of stores.
The disaster ·was followed by speculation as to whether the 55year-old shopping center would survive. Many people pitched in
to help restore the Plaza. 238

The Art Fair, a September Plaza
tradition for 46 years, became a goal: Could
the Plaza be cleaned up in time to hold the
traditional Art Fair only 1o days away.239
With this as their symbol of determination, the Art Fair was
one of the most successful in its history.240 As a result of the
flood, today many of the buildings on the Plaza are new or
refurbished. The Plaza core retains the Spanish architectural
features which have given it the unique character and
atmosphere that has been a joy to so many over the years.241

. . . investing a little more and doing the job
a little better in order to assure lasting quality.
. . . providing something better for others and
still realizing a profit has been profitable for the
community as well as the company.242
The Wall Street Journal predicted in 1989 that Spanish
culture and architecture would be at a height of popularity during
the 1990s.243 The consolidation of Europe in 1992,244 the
world EXPO '92 being held on Cartuja Island where Christopher
Columbus studied before his famous voyage around the world,
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the quincentennial anniversary of Columbus's discovery of
America, and Kansas City's role as the Sister City of Seville (with
its own exhibit space for EXPO '92) inspired the proposed
Christopher Columbus Pauilion near the Plaza within a ten year
development project called La Cartuja de Kansas City. The
project is presently in the project development stages .
These activities and the

Giralda Tower in Seville

Missouri world Fair coming
up in 2004 indicate bountiful
opportunities for Kansas
City to successfully utilize
the I 990s to further its
position in the world
economy, to educate the
city and the nation about its
special Sister City relationship

Figure 32

and to stimulate community pride toward restoring its
neighborhoods and generating tourism.245 The special charm
of the Plaza provides an oasis of relaxation for neighborhood
residents and visitors alike.
The Projects
Plaza Retail Core
In the Plaza retail core today, we find a number of elite
shop names. The Giralda Tower shown in Figure 29 is the
home of swansons. Halls on the Plaza, Jack Henry's, Williams-
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Sonoma, Alaskan Firs, Bennett-Schneider, Tivol Jewels, Saks
Fifth Avenue, Brooks Brothers, Abecrombie and Fitch, Ann
Taylor, The Better Cheddar, Gerhardt Furs, Jensens Music Store,
Mister Guys, and Laura Ashley are just a few of the specialty
shops found on the Plaza.
A varied selection of restaurants are found including
Houstons, Fedora's, Michael Forbes's 600 Grill, Le Bonne
Bouchee, the Classic Cup, the Classic Deli, Starkers, La
Mediterranian, Houlihans, the Granfalloon, the Hibachi Japanese
Steakhouse, Marios, Figlio's, the Bristol and a festively ornate
McDonald's Restaurant with a sculpture of a young man eating a
hamburger and reading a book inscribed with the well-known
saying 'There is no such thing as a free lunch. 1246
The Plaza is referred to as an outdoor walking museum.247
The stucco. decorative plaster, mosaics, stone masonry, terra
cotta, textured brick, sculpture and fountains of the Plaza Core
are well-maintained. It has been suggested by the Landmarks
Commission and other members of the community to designate
the Plaza Core as an historic district to protect it from over
development.248

Miller Nichols. the son of the founder of the

Plaza, Jessie Clyde Nichols, recently retired from the family
business. Portions of the Plaza were mortgaged this year to the
Frank Morgan Group.249 In addition to these events over ssoo
million dollars of development has been built in the area
surrounding the Plaza in the past six years.250
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··WIN STEADS

Figure 33

•R. H.

SAILORS

Due to the complexity of the issues of preservation and
development involved in the projects surrounding the Plaza they
will be grouped together in the second section of this case study.
The first section of this case study will concentrate on the Plaza
Core. A guide to the designing criteria for the Plaza area is the
Plaza Urban Design and Development Plan adopted in April,
I 989. 25 l

A natural place to begin a tour of the Plaza retail core

is on ward Parkway and Jefferson at Le Bonne Bouchee's.252
See Figure 33 to follow literary map of projects on the Plaza.
600 Grill

In I 986, the Plaza core underwent $20 million of
improvements primarily on the existing structures. 253 During
this restoration effort. a unique and highly ornate restaurant was
designed and constructed by Peckham Guyton Albers and Viets,
Architects to house Michael Forbes restaurant on the Plaza. The
dome of the primary structure is lavished with a bright yellow
mosaic and decorative masonry. The beams of the roof
supports are hand-painted in bright colors.

An ornate outdoor

garden area provides fresh air dining in seasonal weather. The
dome has a decorative flag beckoning passersby to the Plaza.
is a festive building.

It

The interior is equally as interesting and

was designed by another architectural firm in the Plaza area,
Linscott Haylet Wimmer and Wheat Architects. The design
review process was handled by the development company.254
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Figure 34

1989

McDonald's Restaurant
The recent
refurbishment includes
Spanish-style motif
accented with bright
colored flower boxes and
orange and blue window
canopies.

The furniture

further exhi bits the
philosophy of quality
behind the project with
designer chairs and tables.

Orion Construction Inc.
managed the project.255

Figure 35
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199 l

The Sharper Image
Across 4 7th Street is the Sharper Image. The latest
refurbishment of this site in l 989 modernized the shopfront with
a roof to sidewalk glass facade.

Next door is

The Classic Cup
A recent condominium project has prouided a change that
impedes a little on the front sidewalk patio diners. 256 The
restaurant was recently refurbished and a porch patio was added
at the back.

The contractor. Cathy Marchent. led in the

restoration project for the interior. Gordon Jarchow at J. c.
Nichols company designed the back porch patio.257

Figure 36
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Saks Fifth A venue
Saks was one of
the first new structures to
be built on the Plaza after
the flood of I 977. 2 58

The building provides
interest with rounded
corners and large brick
pillars. It projects an
exaggerated sense of
size and volume for the
Plaza core. A sparse and
delicate mosaic ribbon

Figure 37

embellishment softens the facade.

The showcase windows are

well placed and always filled with interesting displays.

Mr.

Bridges, an architect from New York and an alumni of the
university of Kansas, indicated the design program called for
sensitive integration techniques. The design and planning
process were handled by the J.

c.

Nichols Company.259

Tivol Jewels

This newly refurbished stone fa ca de is accented by black
window treatment framing focused miniature showcase
windows.

A modern style that integrates nicely with the

Spanish theme.

Doug Stevens of Cowan Stevens

Architects directed the refurbishment.260
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Tiuol Jewels

Figure 38

Country Club Plaza District Projects
The projects presented in this section are within several
blocks of the Plaza core. There are some special problems of
project development with some of the projects developed over
the past ten years.

Key words reflecting the criteria and the

issues used in the project development process man ifes ting the
decisions for these projects include:
•Historic Preservation

•Protective Land Covenants

•353 Redevelopment

•Tenant Rights

•F.A.R.

•Displacement

•Blight

•Entrenched City Council

•Engineered Blight

•Aesthetics

•Density

•SLAPPS

•Human scale Architecture •Tax Abatement
•Eminent Domain

•Condemnation

•Seville - Sister City

•Economics

•World EXPO '92

•Cartuja '93
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Southmoreland on the Plaza
This Urban Inn on the Plaza recently opened after an
extensive refurbishment with the addition of significant interior
floor space, wooden balconies and a parking lot. Patricia Beets
with Off Broadway Architects was the architect for this project.
Penni Johnson and Susan Moehl found this home, acquired it,
applied for historic designation, and refurbished it as a bed and
breakfast alternative for visitors on the Plaza. The home was
owned by a lady who had lived there for many years. Tax
credits assisted with the costs of restoration. The sensitively
restored rooms are named after famous people in Kansas City
history. The upper rooms have large porch balconies, and one
room has a jacuzzi.
The project provides several interesting problems. There
was a substantial addition to the original house that is well
integrated. The parking lot in the back provided a challenge in
space and embankment support. A limestone wall provides an
excellent and aesthetic solution. It is a quiet and tasteful Inn
between the Plaza and the Nelson Art Gallery, and promises to
be quite successful financially.
A block east is the world renown William Rockhill Nelson
Art Gallery. From Southmoreland Inn one half block west is Main
street, Mill Creek Park and the Nichol's Memorial Fountain. To
the north stand unique and historic timber and brick structures.
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The Sarachon Hooley Buildings

Figure 39

These unique timber, stone and brick step-style tudor
buildings progress in a wedge-shape configuration up the hill on
Main Street. They were designated as historically significant26 1
and are a tremendous architectural asset ·to the area. The ancient
timber and brick construction originates from an ancient
architectural craft .262 In I 984 and 85 a large community battle
evolved due to the proposed demolition of these buildings by
Property Company of America out of Dallas, Texas. Mr.
Jennings, the owner of the property and a large group of
community members recognizing the importance of these
structures won a battle to preserve them for the city.
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One Fountain View - Twenty-First Century

This debate clearly demonstrates a special and recurrent
problem related to historic and cultural resources review.263 A
redevelopment law in Missouri referred to as the 353
Redevelopment Program provides developers tax abatement
and eminent domain to take property which they have
determined is blighted.264 The property is then redeveloped
and the developer may gain up to 50% (approximately $40
million) tax abatement on the property during the first 25 years of
ownership.265 The law was designed to encourage
I

development in truly needy and blighted areas of communities
that would not normally attract a developer.266

. . . the city's use of the blight clearance law has been
arbitrary -and that the city does not conduct
independent studies of proposed redeuelopment areas
to find that there is blight. The city now relies on
deuelopers to prouide euidence of blight.267
The city wants to say that anything that will
bring more taxes or business to the city is
remouing blight. . . . That's not blight; that's
redevelopment. 268
Ted Murry, one of the primary developers of One Fountain
View is an instructor in the Architecture in Management program
this thesis was written for. He is quoted in Chapter One in
relation to the varied attitudes of architects and people within the
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construction industry.269 In the lobby of one Fountain View
which is now referred to as 2 1st Century there was at the time of
my visit in 1988 a notebook of news articles depicting the battle
between Property Company of America and the Kansas City
community to protect the Sarachon Hooley buildings from
demolition.270 Mike T. White of Posinelli White vardemann and
Shalton, a local law firm, has been the driving force behind most
of the major 353 projects in the Plaza area. He and Mr. King, a
recent candidate for mayor and attorney for the Sailors's 353
redevelopment project on the Plaza responded with arrogant
confidence to lawsuits and community unrest regarding the use
of 353 Redevelopment in the Plaza area. 2 71
The allegations are no stranger to the
Missouri Supreme court.

It's heard them

before and upheld (the use of 353). The
courts don't look behind the finding of blight
unless there is a showing offraud or
collusion.272
... The new lawsuit, Mr. King said, could put
all 353 projects in the city's approved
projects 'in jeopardy' because it challenges
the constitutionality of how the city
determines the existence of blight.273
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The 353 Redevelopment law has been used with varied success in
different cities of Missouri. St. Louis has used it in combination with
other programs to restore numerous important structures

Sarachon Hooley Buildings and one Fountain View274
The tax law changes2 75 and the economy have
contributed some to the project's delay. However the
community unrest due to the proposed threat of demolition to
the Sarachon Hooley buildings presented extreme public
relations difficulties for Property Company of America and
undetermined delays for the project.276

T1!e lack of an

appropriate and documented review process limited the quality
of the project overall.

If cultural resources issues had been

addressed in the project development process significant delays
would have been reduced and the public relations difficulties
substantially resolved through a compromise before the project
was approved providing less conflicts in the project production
process. 2 77
The use of eminent domain is already a threat to the
community, and especially in an area that is a unique and historic
architectural foundation of the city.278 It is difficult to balance the
F.A.R. formulas and benefits of "353" against costly project
delays and substantial community dissatisfaction with a project.

In this case the project is being built around the Sarachon Hooley
buildings instead of in harmony with them. The difference a
cooperative solution as part of the design program may have
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contributed to the aesthefic279 and economic ualue of the
project - including enhancement of existing historic structures on
site - is a strategy well worth considering as the project is
completed and in pursuing future projects.
Winsteads and the R.H. Sailors Project
Down Main Street to 47th a block away there is another
large "353" project. The Winsteads Hamburger drive-in was
threatened in the original proposed project for this site. 280

The

developer proposing the demolition of this building finally agreed
to preserve and restore it for the city as an integral part of their
development project. The developer indicated to me that the
original plan proposed a 53 story building for the site.281
Helmuth Obata and Kassabaum assisted the developer in
presenting this extremely distorted project before the city council
for approvaJ.282 The issues of height and existing cultural
resources should 'have been formally addressed with the
developer before the project was ever presented to the city for
approval. The extreme height consideration along with other
issues of 353 and the lack of cultural resources review created
another heated debate for the city with insensitive or misguided
developers and an entrenched city counciI.283 Many people in
the neighborhood were shocked, including those who owned the
property where the proposed projects are being built.284
The Radio news report shocked him.

so much so that Jay Dallen almost droue off
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the road. It was April and R.H. Sailors & Co.
had just released plans for a $300 million, 1 2acre residential and business deuelopment in
the 47th and Oak Street area. But Dallen's
Amoco franchise was already

Q[l

that land:

if

the deuelopment were approued his station
would be razed.
"I about fell ouer when I heard (the
announcement); they (the Sailors corporation)
hadn't contacted me or anything .
. . . I just didn't know what to think," says
Dallen, whose Brush Creek Standard rang up
about $1 million in reuenue this past year.
Dalen still doesn't know what to think.
"I'm not saying they won't be fair (in
settlement); I just don't like a big company
coming in and shoving me around.
. . . It makes me want to fight the whole thing

to the end.
Dallen isn't the only one in turmoil;
indeed when it comes to the Plaza
deuelopment, conjusion is rampant.

And it

isn't just limited to the Sailors project or to
those who own businesses in the Plaza area.
City officials, Plaza residents, business
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leaders and people from all over the
metropolitan area seem to be caught in a
state of ambivalence and confusion as they
try to figure out exactly what the recent spate
of development on the Plaza means, what it
will ultimately d.Q. to them and the city's
prided niche of Spanish grace and charm. 285
Nine thousand petition votes, and a lawsuit filed by
a prominent local attorney, Irving Achtenberg,
representing concerned citizens did not stop city hall and
the group of developers from going ahead with their
project. However, his firm's efforts assisted in reducing
the size of the project and the negotiated protection and
refurbishment of the original Winsteads Hamburgers.286
4900 Main and the Board of Trade Building
This is one of my favorite

"new·~- buildings

near the Plaza.

The design by Linscott Haylett Wimmer and Wheat is stylistically
modern and interesting, yet it retains the thematic Spanish
elements of the architecture in the Plaza area. It is not as tall as
some of the other new structures and sets back ·from the Plaza
so as not to be imposing. The brick is a nice balance between
the red brick of the Beseka buildings near by and the beige tones
of the Plaza core. The corners of the building are softened with
rounded tubes of brick. The sweeping exterior curves in and
around creating a feeling of graceful movement. The building is
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another of the recent Plaza area developments provided tax
abatement and eminent domain. The use of 353 Redevelopment
for the area is again a strong misuse of this redevelopment tool
designed to assist in revitalizing· truly blighted areas of the urban
core.287 The J.C. Nichols company did not preserve buildings,
and the area is not blighted. The project is a normal property
development and should not be provided tax abatement or
eminent domain unless for preservation.

In addition to its interesting design, the building successfully
integrates with the "old" Board of Trade building via an indoor
walkway. The related restoration was not a part of the 353
project. Integration techniques such as the one used between
these two buildings are functional as well as enjoyable solutions
to traffic and setback problems. From the Board of Trade
Buildings, the next series of buildings included in this study are
the Beseka Buildings on ward Parkway. These five historic
buildings .were designed in the 1920s by a Mr. Beseka. They
include the Casa Loma, the Barritz, the Riviera, the Raphael and
The Locarno Apartments
Several years ago the property owner of this building
decided to resolve the problems of outdated plumbing and small
apartment rooms by remodeling the building. The architect
hired for the assignment was Dirk G. Ellis of Parkville, Missouri.
The solution they came up with was to totally gut the building
and rebuild the interior. There were a number of opinions about
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whether this solution was practical or successful.

It appears to

be quite successful, however there are reports indicating it was
quite an expensive
undertaking.288

The

excellent thing about
this compromise
solution is that the
building is modernized,
and its historic exterior
is preserved in the built
environment.

Mr. Ellis

Figure 40

gets special recognition for having been the first one to respond
to the survey.
The Raphael Hotel
The general
manager, Maxine Hill,
discussed the
restoration project
transforming a previous
apartment building to
the present hotel use
completed by the
Raphael Hotel

Figure 41

corporation over ten years ago.

The conversion was quite

successful, and it is a popular place for many people who visit
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Kansas City.

It boasts an elegant half-circle drive, wrought-iron

gate and a reproduction sculpture to enhance the entrance. The
dark wood of the entrance and lobby, and the ornate decor are
warm and welcoming. It is a comfortable atmosphere with a lot
of class. The primary problem with this building as with many of
the historic apartments in the area is the need for modernizing
the HVAC and the lack of gouernment supported long term
maintenance plans to preserue the buildings. Public and private
assistance are needed to facilitate special restoration and
maintenance incentives for a ten to twenty-five year plan.

From the Raphael west across Wornall Street we see the
statue of Diane and the elegant waterfall fountain which was a
symbol for the Alameda Plaza Hotel built there in the 60s or 70s.
The Alameda was a meeting place for many Kansas Citians, and
thus when it was purchased several years ago there was some
unrest.289

The hotel has just undergone a complete remodel

and transformation. It is now the
Ritz Carlton Hotel

My first visit to the remodeled hotel was quite a surprise. It
surpassed all of my expectations. I was not personally wellacquainted with the Alameda Hotel, and so cannot compare the
difference. I had recently returned from Bath England, and the
· restoration done by the Ritz Carlton Hotel greatly reminded me of
the elegant restoration of a girls school transformed to the Bath
Hotel near Sydney Gardens.290 The classical paintings on the
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walls and the dark wood of the Ritz are elegant. The atmosphere
is quite comfortable, however. I even played a few melodies on
the grand piano in one of the hall lounges of the first floor.

Tea

is served everyday in a well-appointed living room-style
lounge.29 l

Kansas Citians who frequented the Alameda Plaza

Hotel tell me, it was a popular meeting place. They miss the old
hotel and are not too pleased with the transformation.292 The
project development process was handled through the Ritz
Carlton and was partially funded by the J.

c. Nichols Company.

From the Ritz Carlton, our walk takes us across one of the
fiue bridges in the area ouer Brush Creek. On this bridge there is

a sculpture of Sir Winston Churchill and Mrs. Churchill called
"Married Laue". This sculpture has added meaning for me
because I met the gentleman responsible for initiating the project
at Central United Methodist Church several weeks ago. Mr. Joe
Jacobs is

a local dentist and he shared with me the amusing story

of how he convinced Miller Nichols this statute should be built to
enhance the new bridge on the Plaza. 293 It is one of my favorite
sculptures on the Plaza. on Saturday, April 20, Lady soames.
Churchill's daughter, visited the statue on her way to visit the site
of her father's 'Iron Curtain Talk' in Fulton, Missouri.294
Across Brush Creek past Dillard's is an exclusive
condominium that towers over the·Plaza core. Several years
ago, as I sat at the Classic Cup writing up the final touches for a
presentation, I noticed this building emerging into the skyline. 2 95
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Townsend Place Condominiums
It is out of scale for the area. and is well over the height of

the controversial Neptune Apartments built by the J.

c. Nichols

company across Broadway. Mr. Price, the developer, is an
interior designer. and his expertise is quite apparent with the
elegant interiors he shared with me.296
This SI 5 million building houses 38-40 units selling at $250850,000 each.297 Our conversation came to an abrupt end
when I mentioned the possibility of restoring the character
apartments on 46th street to retain an ambience for purchasers
on the North facing units. He said preservation doesn't pay.298

Figure 42
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Haven Hill and
Unity on the Plaza

Figure 43
Photo by Charlie E. Floyd Spring 1989

During an assignment Spring semester 1989 for Eualuation
of the Built Enuironment, I made a comparison of the Townsend
and the Haven Hill which stood at 47th and Jefferson. It was
during this comparison process that I became aware of the
possible demolition of the Haven Hill.

The building was being

auctioned to a new owner at the time I became aware of the
Steppes Project . The project is of special interest for several
reasons. Aesthetics was the most important element compelling
me to becom

actively involved with this project. It is the one

criteria for construction project decisions that Cesare Brandi (an
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Italian preservationist) and the survey returns of this study
indicate as a top priority. 2 99
Further, .the use of 353 on the Plaza providing tax
abatement and eminent domain in one of the least blighted areas
of the city and for so much development in such a short time is
truly impossible to rationalize in a city with as many needy areas
of blight as Kansas City. When we look at it in terms of public
dollars, the illogical tragedy becomes much more profound.300

Jean Shanda, a spokeswoman for the
tenants group, said the area was not
blighted, "How can you use a slum clearance
law to justify the annihilation of perfectly
good residential neighborhoods?
Sailors would get $40 million in tax
breaks and make slightly less than $50
million in payments over that time.
Councilman Cleaver, chairman Qf the
Plans and zoninQ Committee said the Steps
project probably would be the last in the
Plaza to get tax abatement.301
The Steps project would pay 68% and
the Sailors would pay 56% offull taxes over
25 years. 302

The issue of cultural resources review is not addressed in
any of the 353 projects on the Plaza by the City Development
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There is a conflict of law

Office of Kansas City, Missouri.303

with the 353 Redevelopment Program (Chapter 36 -KCMO), and
the 283 Historic Preservation Statutes (Division I I -KCMO). 283
indicates the use of condemnation for taking potential historic and
historic structures is not permitted. However, the avenue
through which to stimulate 353 is through condemnation.304
The Haven Hill was the first creme-de-la-creme apartment
building of the Country Club Plaza.305 The cover photo of this
paper is a detail of the arched three bay terra cotta fa ca de
connecting the two towers. Decorative Spanish baroque terra
cotta graced every entry of the structure.
The Haven Hill was designed in the l 920s by Lauck and
Boillot and a prolific woman

unity Temple From Front Door Hauen Hill

architect. Nelle Peters. 306
Every doorway of the
interior had this unique
decorative motif of a
cascading bouquet as
shown here etched in the
front door. During the
historic designation, it was
discovered that this motif is
also etched in the stone
fa ca de of an historic building
of Unity Village of Kansas City. 307

Figure 44
Photo by Charlie E. Floyd - May I 989

1 51

The tenants and people I met who were associated with
the Haven Hill indicated that for many years they had tried to
make an application for historic designation of the building, but
they had not been successful in getting an application filed at City
Hall. A person at the auction on August 6, l 989 indicated he had

called the Landmarks office while the designation application was
in process, and was told it was not possible to designate the
building at that time.308

The designation application in process

was not mentioned. There appeared to be, as is indicated in the
introduction. a significant amount of denial and constraint
regarding the Haven Hill and the Steppes of the Plaza project.309
A 353 Redevelopment Project must be more constructive and
open to public input, community needs and cultural resource
concerns when property is taken by eminent domain and
provided tax abatement.31 O
"Conceptually, we want the office project
to be of very high quality and completely in
harmony with the rest of the Country Club
Plaza area, 11 Bridges said. 3 I l
Engineered blight was an issue raised in the historic

designation process. The interior lobby of the Haven Hill was
desecrated. It had been a lovely lobby and lounge with an
indoor fountain, mosaics, a dutch wall tapestry, mahogany woodwork and terrazo tile. 3 I 2

These were all removed and replaced
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Figure 45

Hauen Hill Lobby Before oestructiue Remodel Shown in Figure 46 and 47
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with commercial warehouse tile and barnwood. The contrast
this afforded a lobby decoratively embellished with classical
Corinthian motives is difficult to describe. When I found the term
engineered blight in the Oschner Hare & Hare 353 Report,313 it
described what I found in the Haven Hill lobby perfectly. The
alleged restoration created

Hauen Hill Lobby After 'Remodel'

structural blight and the
poor maintenance by the
property owner -even
while tenants were still in
the building is a technique
used to discourage the
community from
protesting the demolition
of a building. The photograph
of the three bay terra-cotta
entrance clearly illustrates the
sad extremes a property developer
will go to circumvent community

Figure 46
Photo by Charlie E. Floyd

protest regarding destruction of historic resources. Shortly after I
completed my comparative study, all of the furniture was
removed from the lobby including the lamps and couches
needed by the elderly residents to rest in.314 This happened
the same day that Executive Hills announced over the radio they
had purchased the property and would be giving the tenants
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their three month notices.315 The commercial tile which
replaced the original terrazo tile is accented in the photographs
here by the four foot tall weeds in the front flower beds of Haven
Hill. Tenants were still in this building at the time of this
photograph. It was in May, and three months before the tenant
eviction notices were scheduled to be completed. Maybe that is
whe.r e the term weeding them out came from.
Haven Hill After Destructive Remodel

Figure 47- Photo by Charlie E. Floyd

The Landmarks Commission. the City Planning
Commission and the City council would not. or could not
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acknowledge this engineered blight despite the excellent
photographs illustrating the phenomena.316
The Oschner Hare & Hare report indicates that if the
existence of "engineered blight" is proven. a developer may lose
their 353 Redevelopment rights.317 To assist the developer and
city hall in understanding the proposal, I submitted the foil owing
drawing integrating the Haven Hill with their building to illustrate
how it would enhance their project and produce a greater
aesthetic, economic and consequently functional value. A city
commissioner suggested the developer should pay for a related
feasibility study calling for a restoration of the Haven Hill, and
provide cooperative support in the process due to the fact that it
was a "353" project.
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The plan included an indoor connection from the Haven
Hill, through the proposed retail area and a second story
walkway to the office buildings with enhanced landscaping. In
England, it is becoming common practice for the Heritage
Foundation to provide an advising role to developer funded
feasibility studies for archaeology and preservation.318
The developer and city hall kept indicating to me and all of
the other people who came to testify that it was a "done deal".
Rich ward, the chief attorney at city hall indicated that with the
amendment process in motion, any issue could be raised before
the City Council and related committees for consideration
including historic designation and engineered blight if the Council
wanted to address them.319 The Oschner Hare & Hare report
indicates that

a~y

developer who had been charged with

engineered blight may be in a position to lose their
redevelopment rights if found negligent.320
However, the developers who initiated the project had
been forced by the bank to auction the property.321

Executive

Hills became involved in the alleged "done deal" in April, 1989 at
about the same time I formally initiated the historic designation
process.322 According to a news article in June of 1989, 353
Redevelopment Rights are not transferable upon sale of the
property to another developer.323 Executive Hills should have
had to reapply for "353" Redevelopment rights.
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City Counselor Preston Williams of
North Kansas City said a new buyer would
have to reapply to the city

if it wanted

353

tax abatement.
"Tax abatement doesn't go to anybody
else," Willams said. "Not only was the
proposal approved, but the applicants were
also approved. 11 324

The drawing proposed an amendment that would set the
largest portion of the Steppes office building (that is too large for
the site and out of scale for the area) back off of the street, retain
the streetscape for the smaller mid section of the project and
restore an aesthetic building that was historic and loved by
Kansas City, and its many visitors.
The fact that the Haven Hill was the first and the last historic
apartment high-rise on the north side of the Plaza325 would
normally perpetuate special consideration for designation. This
fact was used to justify its insignificance by three of the
Landmarks commission Board who insisted it was not
architecturally, culturally or historically significant. 326
The participants in the project development process would
not listen to reason and insisted I was trying to delay their project
when in fact I was attempting to improve the potential success
and consequent value of their project. The Steppes
demonstrates an example of how lack of appropriate review of
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cultural resources and aesthetics issues in the project
development process can result in decisions which lack integrity
producing architectural solutions that are out of place and
overbearing -much like the decision-making process which
evolved this structure.
The Steppes of the Plaza

Figure 49

The designation experience was much more difficult than I
had expected. It achieued added significance when Linda Erwin
Young, the Executiue Vice President for fifteen years of the
Kansas City AIA, went to the doctor with a stomach ache in May,
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and six weeks later, on the eue of the historic designation
hearing, she died.

She was a friend and a colleague. She had

recently been offered

a position in the Washington

D.C. AIA.

I

had gone to the KCAIA office seueral times to see her and ask
her who she thought may be a good person to ask about
facilitating an historic designation process for the Hauen Hill.
The second and third time I went to uisit her, she was not in.
Someone finally indicated she was in the hospital.

After the

designation hearing, I went ouer to see how she was doing, and
she had passed away the night before.

There had been several people who had laughed as they
said I had better watch out or the big developers and their
financiers would put a contract out on me. In the hostile
environment produced

~Y

the uncooperative developers, their

attorneys and a reluctant city hall, Linda's untimely death made
me wonder if these comments were more than a joke.
A recent article in the Kansas City Star with a photo
featuring Mike T. White of Polsinelli, White, Vardeman and Shalton
indicated that legal SLAPPS which stand for Strategic Lawsuits
Against Public Participation 327 are commonly used by this law

firm to discourage public input regarding controversial
development projects. He is the attorney for the Steppes Project
and he is Ted Murry's attorney for the one Fountain View "353"
project. The article indicates t{lat while developers have a high
rate of SLAPP activity in the I 980s, they are not the only users of
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SLAPPS. The University of Denver study by George Pring and
Penelope Canan found that teachers. businesses and even
government agencies have filed SLAPPs against their critics.328
In the United States of America. a person should be
allowed to generate an application process for designation of a
potentially historic building in a community without having their
security and potentially their life threatened by wealthy
developers and their agents.329 It appears we may need a little
help from the defense department to retrieve law. order and
related preservation policies right here in Kansas City.
To further demonstrate how important the Haven Hill was
to the Steppes project, the Plaza and the Kansas City community
and with the remote possibility that the developer, who had
refused to meet with me. may
talk to me about the
proposed integration of the
Haven Hill, I made a peaceful
and legal picket in my Sunday
best on August 6, I 989
during the auction Executive
Hills held allowing people to
tear parts of the building
away with pick and ax.330
The developer came out and
spoke with me for only a

Figure

1 61

so

Photo by Charlie E. Floyd

few minutes during the eight hour auction.
The auction of the parts of the Haven Hill produced another
concern that was initially raised by Executive Hills 1s attornies
Aaron March and Mike White during the designation hearing.33 I
They indicated there may be asbestos in the structure, and for
that reason it should not be designated as an historic structure.
On the day of the auction, the air inside the Haven Hill was thick
with plaster dust from the tearing out of parts of the building by
unassuming people who wanted a souvenir from the elegant
structure. Families with their small children came with their
hammers and crowbars to pry loose their favorite molding, or
mahogany door. For hours the dust flew as the auctioneer's
voice lulled over swarms of people wandering in and about the
structure.
The danger did not register for me until late in the afternoon
when I went into the building and saw all of the dust floating in
the air. I mentioned the possible danger to the friend who was
with me, and we did not remain in the building long. I didn't think
too much about it until the next morning when I woke up. I
could hardly talk due to a dust covered throat. We had only been
in the building for about twenty minutes at the end of the day.
discussed with a colleague the potential seriousness of the
danger involved if there had been asbestos in the building.
They suggested I call the Environmental Protection Agency to
ask what could or should be done.
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The EPA was concerned

and indicated a fine of $25,000 a day could be assessed if the
developer and property owner were in violation of the EPA laws.
They instructed me to call the Kansas City, Missouri toxic air
department to have them check on it. After several phone
conversations with this department they determined the
following:
I . To make an assessment they must have proof that a

hazard exists.
2. To find out if a hazard exists they must analyze the dust.

3. To take a sample for an analysis, they need proof a
hazard exists.
With the difficulties I had encountered with the developer, I did
not think it wise to ask them to provide a sample of the plaster
dust which may -or may not contain asbestos. I sent a summary
to Joan Heimman with the Environmental Protection Agency and
so had done all I could do to protect those people involved.332 ·
Actual demolition began two months earlier than the
previously scheduled date on the exact day I indicated to the
participants and the Landmarks Commission I would be traveling
to England to complete research for my thesis and would not be
able to attend the rehearing scheduled for late October due to the
lack of a quorum for the rehearing in September.

The

Landmarks commission board indicated that I would need to
send a video to them to illustrate the new evidence of
significance. on my way to the airport I drove by the Haven Hill
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to take a few video shots and found that they had begun the
demolition that day. I was not impressed, but more determined
than ever to document this phenomena for further study.
When other citizens came to testify in relation to the historic
significance of the Haven Hill and their interest in preserving the
building, members of the City council and City Development
Department office told them to go home. It all seemed highly
irregular to me, and totally in opposition to and in suppression of
the Landmarks Ordinance as well as the City and State
Ordinances regarding historic preservation, and 353
Redevelopment review and approval. The actual wording of
"353" is also in strong derogation to the Environmental Policy Act
committed to preserving America's built heritage ·as stated in the
epigraph at B(4). In fact, all citizens have a "responsibility to
contribute to the preservation and enhancement of the
environment. 11 333 People involved in manipulating and/or .

regulating the built and natural environment may have a
professional or ethical liability as great as that of a doctor who

sees a person injured in an accident. A quality and meaningful
built environment is a necessity for sustaining culturally
significant environments, to perpetuate human life and evolve a
civil humanity.334
A metaphoric analogy of real progress to me, in contrast to

the alleged progressive skyscrapers being erected around the
Plaza was found through the photographer who provided his
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expertise for this project. During a conversation at Johnson
County Junior College, I met Charlie E. Floyd who is a local
photographer. we joked about the possibility of his being related
to Pretty Boy Floyd, the Chicago gangster of the 1 920-30s. He
said not that he knew of, and that he just shot with a camera.
Later during the designation process, from an entirely different
source, it was discovered that rumor had it that Pretty Boy Floyd
actually stayed at the Haven Hi11 under an assumed name when
he came to Kansas City. Sixty years later we find another Charlie
Floyd who provided his expert photographic skills and
knowledge to document this beautiful building for posterity.335
The Landmarks Commission did not· thank us for
documenting this building, yet were formally complaining at the
rehearing in September.

Members of the Landmarks

Commission said that Kansas Citians did not care about built
culture and that they could never find anyone to volunteer to help
document historic buildings. Photographic documention and
review of all pre-existing buildings on a proposed site for
construction, and especially those with documented historic and
architectural significance like the Haven Hill on the Country Clu,b
Plaza should be mandatory and compensated.336
On this visit into the 'eye of the storm' my trusty Report

card for a Building taken f ram Archinews Newsletter in May 1989
provided a simplified and straightforward form for evaluating and
documenting the features of the Haven HilJ.337 (See Appendix
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C.) The newsletter is designed for youth to use when evaluating
the built environment and related activities. I have found it quite
useful and would recommend it to delineate the value of a
building in conjunction with F.A.R. formulas.338
In l 989, shortly after the debate with One Fountain
View339 and the Sarachon Hooley Buildings was resolved, the
city auditor proposed a complete cutback of the $86,000 staffing
budget for the Landmarks commission which had greatly
assisted the property owner's success in the battle against
eminent domain and demolition.34 0 I testified at the budget
committee hearing and suggested a $15,000 increase in lieu of
any cutbacks to that office's budget.341 An amended budget of
$37,000 resulted in the loss of staff members. When the Plaza
Plan was first printed in September l 988, it contained historic
designations.3 42

After three years of debate and substantial

development not meeting the Plan's guidelines, the City Council
finally approved the Plaza Plan without the historic designation
recommendat ions. 343

Eileen Smith, an architectural management
graduate student at the Uniuersity of Kansas

.Regents Center in Overland Park, criticized the

plan's stance on historic buildings. Although

earlier uersions of the plan said any Plaza area
buildings merit historic landmark status, the
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current uersion says the buildings merit
"research for" historic landmarks status.344
There are so few teeth in preservation law in the United
States that it is important to generate strategic plans for historic
and cultural resources management and the appropriate funding
and grant networking services to facilitate their protection. 345
Neglect and demolition of built culture including the lack of
appropriate fallow-up are important issues effecting the built
enuironment, and consequently the quality of many liues long
after the deueloper moues on.
The Poets Apartments

Figure

s 1 - The

Poets Apartments
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Thirteen unique and ornate historic apartments near the
Plaza are named after famous poets or writers.346
These architectural gems designed by Nelle Peters in the
l 920s were nominated as a group for historic designation in

1989 by a local architect technician, Becky Zahner.347 She, the
KCAIA and the Landmarks commission were successful in

gaining designations for six or seven of the thirteen apartments.
The other buildings were indicated as significant. but were
not designated at the request of the owners.348 It was
emphasized that the value of the designated buildings would be
increased if all of the buildings were designated, preserved and
modernized as a group.
A recent project proposed for the site called for the

demolition of several of the Poets Apartment buildings including
the James Russell Lowell and the Thomas carlyle.349 These
two structures form an impressive classical stage on this site
with elaborate stone masonry and tasteful terra cotta
embellishment.350

The names of the apartments are inscribed

in fluid script above the decorative entrance of each structure.
The hills south of the Plaza provide a front-seat view of the site
and these elegant buildings. The aerial view (Figure 52) further
emphasizes the classical stage created by the Poets apartments
on this site and their enhancement of the bowl shape proposed
in the Plaza Plan created by a more gradual increase in height.
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Figure 52 - Aerial View of the Poets Apartments

Figure 53 - The Poets and the Churchill
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Center stage between these

James Russell Lowell

two buildings is the Churchill
Apartments. The Plaza Plan
used this white brick building
from the I 960s to demonstrate
a building that is out of scale

L..JLllll~~~~~~~~~

with the other buildings in the
area. (See Figure 53) Its lack
of character does not do the
site or the name justice.351
Figure 54

Side Detail
of Stone Masonru

Figure 55
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The William Haas Project
When I returned from my travels and research abroad this
past summer, I read that the Haas Company had not been
successful in gaining funding for their project which had been
approved by the City Council in November, 1989 and called Mr.
Haas to verify the status of the project. 352

A picture of this

proposed apartment building, and the existing Lowell and Carlyle
are included in this section because it is worth considering the
validity of such a proposal when we look at the present buildings
on the site, and the numerous apartment buildings already on the
Plaza. 353

They solicited the City for additional zoning height to

gain extra F.A.R. for their project, and was finally afforded this
consideration. Despite the historic designation consideration of
the buildings on this site and the numerous problems other
developers are having keeping their new buildings rented as
well as the questionable design of the units in the proposed
apartment buildings, and the popularity of the Poets
apartments,354 the City council approved higher zoning for this
site.

My response may be found in the words of a champion of

ciuil architecture, Prince Charles of Wales.
Naturally, deuelopers of this important site
haue euery right to expect a reasonable
profit, and a deuelopment which is attractiue
to inuestors. What I question is whether
there is only one way of achieuing these
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ends. . . .the instinct to create as much
undifferentiated floor area as possible, in the
interest of ''flexibility"; the instinct to build
quickly, cheaply, and thinly; the instinct to go
as high as regulation will allow; and the
instinct to deuelop unrestrained by the
recognition of human needs. 355
William Haas Project Proposal

Figure 56

The Poets apartments continue to support themselves
financially with tenant income.356

Mr. Haas indicated he had

invested quite a bit attempting to gain new zoning for the
area.357

This may well have been money wasted. The area

and the market really do not support additional height. The
historic elegance of the existing buildings outweigh any
proposed new development for that site. The fact that they are
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a group of thirteen buildings named after famous poets and
designed by a woman architect in the I 920s provides significant
tr1cmatic information for marketing and historically preserving the
apartmcnts.35 8 Mr. Haas indicated that he would sale the
property. but would not pursue the project I proposed to him.

Figure 57

James Russell Lowell
Door and Detail of Stone Masonry
Poets Apartments on the Plaza

1 73

La Cartuja de Kansas City
When I heard of the predicament for the Poets apartments,
I had just returned from Seville where I learned about world
EXPO '92359 and the quincentennial celebration of Christopher
Columbus's discovery of America in 1492.360

Kansas City is

the Sister City of Seville,36 I and is the only city from the United
States being provided an exhibition space for the EXPO site on
Cartuja Island in Seville. cartuja Island is where Columbus
studied before he sailed around the world.362
Stained Glass
Window in
Seville Cathedral
1686

igure 58
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As a Sister City of Seville. Kansas City is the only city in the
United States to be offered our own exhibit space on Cartuja
Island. After several weeks of sketching and thinking a
combined project brief emerged for the Ct1ristopher Columbus
Pavilion and the Poets Apartments. La cartuja de Kansas City is
now being developed as a forum in America to celebrate the
quincentennial anniversary and World EXPO '92 in Kansas
C l't y. 363

This project brief was completed by coincidence on

Columbus Day I 990.

Addendum Number One written in

February calls for the building of a temporary dome shaped
three-story structure to be designed for the open lawn between
the James Russell Lowell and the Thomas Carlyle apartments.

Figure 59

Monument to Christopher Columbus in a Garden of Seuille
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One of the seven corporations at the World EXPO '92 has
been contacted to assist in connecting the Seville and Kansas City
sites with a large fiber-optic television screen providing live
coverage of the EXPO events. xerox and IBM have been
contacted and expressed an interest in providing on-line
telecommunications between Seville and Kansas City site.
La Cartuja de Kansas City will provide the opportunity for a

permanent connection with Cartuja '93 the science and
technology center which will utilize the EXPO site structures after
the World Fair in seville.364 Joint venture property investors are
presently being solicited for purchase of properties on the Poets
site. During the initial negotiations for purchasing the Poets and
related properties, they were repossessed by the Frank Morgan
Group of banks on Friday, June 7, I 99 I .365 Negotiations for
purchase have been reactivated with these banks.
La cartuja de Kansas City is a ten year long project to begin

with a temporary structure and exterior window treatment for the
Poets Apartments.366 The project brief calls for a ten year
process of restoration of the thirteen Poets Apartments in
cooperation with the owners of the other Poets providing
upgrading of the HVAC and enhanced landscaping to the area.
The demolition of the Churchill in keeping with the Plaza Plan is
one proposal for underground parking enhanced by the Plaza de
America residential structure, the permanent Christopher
Columbus Pavilion housing a Computer and Information
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Resources Technology Center and a Library of World Classics in
Literature. The computer facility will provide members and
patrons on-line computer access and other services. In behind
this structure will be a small recreation center and pool for area
residents and members called the Santa Maria Health Spa. The
Plaza de America will be built on the site where the Churchill
Apartments now stand. It will be designed in the style of the
Plaza de Espana in Seville and will have an open Spanish
courtyard interior similar to the Embassy Suites Hotel. The top
two floors will be dome-shaped and embellished with mosaics
similar in style to the Time Building and 600 GrilJ.367
A special provision of the project will be to develop an
apprentice program for restoration crafts in the Kansas City area
during the restoration of the thirteen Poets Apartments.368
Apprentices from every

James Russell Lowell Poets Apartments

neighborhood of Kansas
City will be provided the
opportunity to participate in
paid apprentice training.
During the explorations for
this project. I discovered
there are excellent
apprentice programs for
most building trades in
Figure 60
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Kansas City,369 however a program does not exist for
restoration crafts. The craftspeople I visited with expressed their
interest in assisting with the development of an apprentice
program for restoration crafts.370
The Christopher Columbus Pauilion would provide a
tremendous tourist attraction for the Plaza area.371 The
Exhibition Pavilion promises to boost a slow economy and
provide a cultural and educati.onal asset for Kansas City. It will
potentially increase foreign business exchange to the city, and
develop awareness of Kansas City as an international center of
business in the Midwest. The Sister City Connection and an
exhibit of all the other people who discovered America will
enhance educational activities and international relations.

Figure 61 - Concept of Pavilion by David KalJemyn - K.C. Art Institute
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case Study Number Five
SEVILLE372
.. is tucked in the southern mountains of Spain.

The

primary reason for traveling to Seville was to gain information
about the history of the Country Club Plaza and the origins of the
architecture inspiring it. The Giralda Tower and Fountain of Light
found on the Plaza are symbols of seville.373

Figure 62

Giralda Tower and Seville cathedral
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At the EXPO '92 office in the city center, I met a lady who
could speak English, and we discussed my thesis and related
topics.

She $hared with me a model of the world EXPO •92374

site, introduced me to Curros the fascinating mascot bird. and
provided me with related information packets. A tour with a local
resident included a visit to the EXPO site on Cartuja Isle.

The

importance and needed sensitivity in developing an
internationally historic site qualified Seville as a case study.
The Projects
World EXPO •92375
The world Fair in Seville will be a special event in the
history of America because it is the place where Christopher
Columbus planned his trip around the world which led to the
discovery of America.376

I 992 will mark the quincentennial

anniversary of this special historic event.377

La Cartuja Island

where Columbus studied and eventually sailed from is where the
world EXPO exhibits are being built. His burial place is
commemorated in Seville CathedraI.378

Giralda Tower and the

Fountain of Light are symbols of this beautiful Spanish
community.379

A thirty foot statute of faith is reproduced within

the Seville Cathedral.

Controversy as to the historic and cultural

significance of these associations with the country Club Plaza
raises an important issue of cultural resources review.380
There is always a varied perception of what is historic,
significant and why. To effectively determine these values, a city
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must depend upon their own perceptions, and consideration of
experience and related training and education as well as cultural
background. These decisions are ideally balanced by multicultural representation. What may offend one person, would be
culturally pleasing and meaningful to another. The need to
understand cultures within culture is a further reason to include
this very important area in the world during a decade of
tremendous impact due to its popularity, historic significance and
the potential positive effect it may contribute toward retaining the
Spanish charm of the Country Club Plaza.381 Avenida de Kansas
City borders a major train station in Seville. 382

There is enough information for me to establish the
importance of the architectural and historic associations of the
Country Club Plaza and Seville. Additional information is sought
related to the Sister City relationship, how it evolved, and what
the special connections were which inspired and facilitated this
relationship over the years. I agree that the Plaza was not
designed by and specifically for the Spanish in America. The
primary founding forces were Northern European and
Scandinavian. Whatever the dynamics were that inspired this
unusual relationship, and facilitated this vision provides an
opportunity today to develop meaningful relationships with
Seville during this very important time in world history.
Exploring the project development process of the World EXPO
'92 site provided valuable contact with Seville and facilitated
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relationships toward understanding the project deuelopment
processes of Spain. This information is educational simply in
terms of awareness of other cultures, howeuer it may also lead
to improuements in methods of project deuelopment in the
construction industry of the United States and prouide ualuable
information related to American companies inuolued with
deuelopment in other countries.

The Report card for a Building

provides key words to consider including: symbolic/image
(corporate logo versus representative of citizenry), craftmanship,
(context, materials, Landmark, and ornamentation).383
Giralda Tower
and the
Fountain of Light

Figure 63
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Map of Seuille

Figure 54384
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The Monastery of Santa Maria de las Cueves
(Saint Mary of the Caves)
On Cartuja Island is the monastery of Santa Maria de las
Cueves where Christopher Columbus studied before he sailed
on his trip around the world. This structure is being preserved
and refurbished as part of the world EXPO preparations .385
The World EXPO '92 site is designed to become a permanent
international science and technology center in the south of Spain.
Cartuja '93
(Charterhouse '93)
The development on La Cartuja Isle for World EXPO '92
transforms it into a permanent science and technology park.

World EXPO '92
"Age of Discouery"
Cartuja '93
"Imagine It"
(brochure)

Figure 65
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There were a few signs around Seville telling the inuaders
to go home. This reflected that there may be some resentment
about the development. however there is also a tremendous
amount of excitement. My question is whether and how the
historic and cultural significance of cartuja Island were addressed
in the project development process. The historic and cultural
significance adds value to the site, however its development also
permanently transforms the site. Were these concerns
addressed in the project development process? If so. how and
when?
The site is designed with built-in television screens to allow
the transmission of satellite pictures to the La cartuja de Kansas
City Christopher Columbus Pavilion. Rank Xerox is providing the
computer network for visitor information to the EXPO site and is
being solicited for on-line computer facilities in Kansas City to
connect to the site providing up to date information on the
exhibits and activities during

~XPO

'92 and the Olympics in

Barcelona. The Christopher Columbus Pavilion may lead the
way to a permanent exchange with the permanent science and
technology center in Spain. and related business activities. The
quincentennial celebration of Christopher Columbus's discovery
of America is a tremendous opportunity for educational
experiences promoting international relations.

Seuille is open and outward-looking and
has been a constant topic in literature and art. 386
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In the Archaeological Museum in Seville are Iberian
remains and the remains of the Roman village Italica. In 71 I with
the arrival of the Arabs. and especially under Abderrarn II,
Muslim art became widespread and transformed the outward
appearance of towns.
La Giralda

Figure 66

The reign of the poet-king Al-Motamid in
Seuille in 1069 was a period of prosperity,
subsequently giuing way to the Almohades,
who built

a minaret for their mosque - the

Giralda in 1 184, as well as the Torra del Oro. 387
The symbol of Seuille, la Giralda, was
the minaret of the mosque built by the order
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of Abu Yaqub Ysuf, in 1 184, and the Torre
del Oro, put up in 1220 are the landmarks of
Almohade Seville.

The Christian conquest -

Ferdinand Ill entered the city in 1 248 brought another profound artistic change
which, however, resulted in the Mudejar
style combining Muslim and Christian
elements, and most new construction
followed this line, rather than the foreign
Gothic style of the conquerors. . . . Hernan
Ruiz II dominates the architectural field in the
mid I 6th c, and he represents the transition
from Plateresque to Mannerism; he is
responsible for the beljry on the top of the
Giralda ( 1558-1568). 388
The Guadalquivir - called Baetis by the

Romans and Wadi el Kebir by the Arabs - is
the vital artery of the province; it is navigable

as far as Seville - the only port in Spain. 389
La Cartuja earthenware factory is

popular throughout Spain.
. . . During the rule of the Visgoths, Seville
became

a centre of Western culture when

Saint Isidore was archbishop. 390
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There are many beautiful sites to see and interesting
activities going on in Seville. Saint Maria de Lucia Park, and the
Hotel Alfonso XIII Hotel (pictured here) are two of the many
architectural delicacies of Seville and the region of Andalucia. 391
Hotel Alfon so XIII

Figure 67
Photo by Philippe Cordinnier
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. . . if freed om of thinking and respect for
intellectual effort are undermined then, it will be easy
for demagogues to convince a larger public that
intellectual effort is of little value in any case, and that
freedom of thought is not worth preserving.3 92
case Study Number Six
PORTLAND RIVERFRONT

Blessed with mountains and rivers, protected
by an environmental consciousness that embraces
not only air water quality, but also historic buildings

and heritage,393 Portland, Oregon, ranks among
west Coast dream cities.

It's a sensible place, where bottles and cans
are recycled and where people wear comfortable
shoes and like to entertain at home. There's a
good symphony, a respected art museum and an
active historical society. 394
Portland is a unique city nestled at the base of Mount Hood
along the mighty Columbia River. The green forest parks near the
city center with meandering well-maintained paths and the moist
fresh air are some of my favorite features of Portland.

When I

visited Portland this summer to research for my thesis, it was good
to be back in a city I had grown fond of during the five years I lived
near the city center in the eqrly sos.
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During those years. I supervised a number of projects as
they evolved in downtown

Portland~

Michael Graves's395 state

office building, the KOJN396 building, Pac-west, New Market
Theatre, Pioneer Square. the Arlene Schnitzler and several
others. During city walks in the summer of I 990, I noticed the
loss of several blocks of the old city center to Pioneer Place.

Portland
Congregational
Church

Figure 68
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My favorite church in the city center, is the Congregational
·Church (Figure 68). It is a well-known architectural feature in the
Portland skyline which now has a perforf!ling arts center
wrapped around it. Despite my frustration with this limited
solution which depletes the quality of the view and impedes on
the blue sky behind the bell tower, I must commend the
excellent design of the interior of the performing arts center. 397
MAX the light rail system. has also been completed since I
left Portland in l 985. 398 · For the purposes of this thesis project. I
chose to contrast the Portland R.iverfront and active port with
Bristol Historic Floating Harbour.
Information for the Portland Riverfront is most often taken in
this case study directly from Powell's Walking Map of Downtown
Portland,399 I will indicate this with PWMD.

Historically, the river and railroads have
been a key in Portland's development as a
. major distribution and manufacturing. center.
. . . Today, barge traffic·on the river
operates on random S(:hedules, transporting
paper and wood product, petroleum products
and gravel.
. . . Large ships, usually carrying grain,
continue .to operate mostly between the
Fremont and Steele Bridge. 400
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Map of Portland Riuerfrant
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.

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY (OMSI)

Potential strategies to promote this
movement of goods include:
•Discourage through traffic in industrial area
•Limit retail and commercial use in area
•Protect river for shipping and industrial use
•Encourage retention of rail spurs -jt7r
• Improve truck access for industrial area
This paper primarily addresses the buildings along the
Willamette River. To reach the Riverfront from the
Congregational Church take a bee-line down Madison to
The Projects
Tom McCall Park4o 1

Figure 70 - Roller Skaters in the Park
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(PWMD) A freeway once ran along the west shore of the
Willamette, making access to the river difficult. It was removed,
and Waterfront Park, an extensive greenway, took its place. The
walkway along the seawall is frequented by joggers, roller
skaters and river watchers.
River Place402
This residential, retail and marina project started
construction in I 984-85. It was interesting to watch it come
together. This segment of the Riverfront area was totally and
quite successfully transformed. The issues of building
preservation involved in this project are related to preserving a
sense of human-scale architecture, and preserving and
enhancing the historic Riverfront area. 403 The buildings
themselves are of an historic New England style. The scale and
the soft pastels contribute significantly to the ambience of the
Riverfront area. and the city center. Before I go on to tell you the
story of my first visit to the Newport Bay Restaurant, I want to
emphasize that this project reflects a collection of thoughtful
decisions. There are many other options that could have been
chosen for the site. 404 some of the options had a lot more glass
and were more modern in style. The solution used provides a
serene Riverfront atmosphere on a backdrop of skyscrapers of
stone and glass needing a much appreciated countryside harbor
excursion. 4os

A rich mix of uses exist in both the Riverplace

and the nearby KOIN building.406
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A recent phone call with a National Trust Advisor for
Oregon allayed my concerns about the lack of signage directing
pedestrians on how to successfully reach the Newport Bay
restaurant without breaking a leg. She indicated they may have
taken my advice because they were making two or three new
hand-painted signs for the area. I didn't break my leg, but I
twisted a muscle in my leg and ended up wet and muddy when I
tried to find my way to the dock of the Newport Bay.407 During
most of my flight to Paris in August, I sat on a bag of ice to
alleviate the consequent pain.
For our Riverfront hike, we will return to the Tom McCall
Park, and travel by the visitor's bureau4os on Front Street for
some information. That will bring us to the beginning of the
Yamhill Historic District. 409
world Trade Center
A fascinating modern structure with a technical, but almost
childlike simplistically. 41 o Zimmer Gunsel Frasca Architects
designed this facility. Next door is another of my favorites.
Yamhill Market Place
Until I spoke with the architect who designed this building I
did not realize, it was new construction.4 I 1 I thought it was a
converted structure. It was opened in l 982 shortly after I moved
to Portland.41 2 The photos of the Market portray the wonderful
bright colors of this marketplace. The bright primary hues of
red, yellow, and blue are accented with interesting graphics of
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classical architecture. The open spaces and juxtaposition of
stairwells create an organic flow of pedestrian traffic.
MAX, the light rail system was being designed when the
Yamhill Market was being built and the course suggested at that
time would travel by the Market on the way into the city center.
After the project was completed the plans for the light rail were
amended, and it travels by the Market on the way out of the city
center instead of on the way into the city. 413
Yamhill Market Place

Figure 72

Figure 71
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This limits traffic flow to the marketplace substantially. The
new Pioneer Place has proven a competitive force. 41 4 The
Yamhill Market has just recently lost one of its first tenants, and
the building is for sale. Alternative ideas are being explored. 415
The building blends with the low-rise historic commercial
structures in the area.
From Yamhill Market we walk down First Street to
One Financial Center
This building was also designed by Zimmer Gunsal Frasca
Architects. A walk past the historjc Lawrence and Failing
buildings brings us to Pine Street and the
Oregon Maritime Museum
We are now in the Skidmore Historic District.416 I did not
visit the museum when I lived in Portland though walked to the
nearby Saturday market quite often. Across Pine Street is the
Central Fire Station
This is another building in the Skidmore District. (PWMD) At
the North end of this building is the Jeff Morris Fire Museum. 4 17
From there we walk to the well-preserved
-The New Market Theater
The New Market Theater restoration project with the
Skidmore Fountain Building house many interesting shops. 41 B
The decorative classical arches along the patio of this unique
shopping experience add a sense of space and enclosure. The
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New Market Theater restoration is one of my favorite areas of
Portland Riverfront because of its aesthetic and classical style. 419
The New Market Theater in Portland

Figure 73
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Historic Preservation League of Oregon
(WMDP) Nearby in the Skidmore/Old Town district we will
discover one of the largest collections of cast-iron building
facades in the country. This area retains vestiges of its origins as
the Skid Road of Portland.420
I worked for Robert Evenson an architect in the area in
I 984/85. 42 1 From the refurbished and interesting offices where I

worked. one could watch the lines of •street people' as they
waited for their mid-day meal several blocks away.

The area is

being revitalized. and provides an interesting contrast of the
derelict and the refined - renewed in a state of transition. 422 One
steps around the winos and past the blight to the wonderfully
restored shops interspersed and multiplying in this area.
Recently. a large building was restored to house the street
people. From the last report I heard it was a success.423
Entrepreneurs Sam and Bill
Naito (shown here) played key
roles in the revitalization of
Portland, buying and restoring
neglected buildings in the once
undesirable Old Town area.424
Bill and Sam Naito
Portland Developers
Photo by Tim Jewett of the Oregonian
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Figure 74

The Historic Preservation League office is a recent
refurbishment in Old Town.42s It was spearheaded by Sharr
Prohaska, an advisor to the National Trust of Historic
Preservation. I met her at an AIA meeting in June at Albers Mill
where she spoke as a member of a four person panel discussing
of Historic Preservation Now and In Five Years in Portland. 426
Albers Mill
This is a newly refurbished mill on the Riverfront. 427 It was
converted to offices. It is a joint venture project led by the Wheat
Harvesters Association. SERA Architects in Portland designed
and managed the project.428 They provided a guided tour during
a Portland AIA meeting held there in June, 1990. The building
was not completed at that time. we were provided a view of the
work in progress along with some completed portions of the
· building already tenant occupied. Just across a small field and
the railroad tracks is a unique office space.
The Old Fire Station
This is where I worked in I 984/85. 429 A tasteful
refurbishment of this antique brick fire station is accented with
bright orange ductwork.430 A creative solution for storage of the
front rolling garage door -which is quite large -was to use it as a
flexible wall to the conference room.
,

When there is a meeting

the door rolls down to form a glassed-in barrier with attached
door. The majority of the time it is rolled up above the
conference room table providing a sense of additional space.
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The building has about fifteen tenants who are primarily in the
design professions. In l 985, these tenants included lighting
specialists, an environmental integration expert, interior
designers, illustrators and several independent architects. It was
an interesting and enjoyable office to work in.
McCormick Pier
This is a housing residential development on the Riverfront.
It is an well-designed site of layered multi-residential buildings
with considerable landscaping and picnic areas.431
Set in behind this project is the N .w. Natural Gas structure
that was completed in the early sos. It is the first glimmering
skyscraper in that area of the city center.
Before traveling down the river by boat to our last
destination, we will cross over to the north side of the river
where several large developments have been in progress over
the past five years.432 The first of these projects is the
Oregon Convention Center433
This was one of the first additions to Portland I noticed on
the way from the airport last summer. The two ocean
blue/green towers symbolize the meeting of the Willamette and
the Columbia River. Sally Peters, marketing specialist for Zimmer
Gunsal Frasca, indicated the towers also provide natural lighting
to the new Oregon convention Center on the Riverfront. The
project has been discussed for most of the sos. It was just
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recently completed. I took a drive by. but did not get a chance to
tour the building. 434
Oregon Museum of Science and Industry435
The previous OMSI was located in for est park near Pittock
Mansion overlooking Portland. The museum outgrew their
facilities and moved to this new home on the Willamette River.
This project was also done by ZGF Partnership. On this
imaginary tour, we leave the museum and board an old sailing
vessel to wind our way toward the mighty Columbia River.
The Port of Portland436
Jim Laubenthal shared with me the present status and
plans for the Port of Portland.437 There are some older
warehouse structures that are either needing to be restored, or
removed to make way for new ones. There have been
explorations of adaptive reuse alternatives for these structures.
The port is not located near a retail center. and Mr. Laubenthal
indicated his doubts as to there being a market for restoring the
historic structures in the port. I am not aware of the potential or

difficulties of the site. An undisclosed plan for redevelopment of
the Port of Portland was being discussed with the Portland
Development Commission at the time I researched the port.438
case Study summary
There are many lessons to be learned through the recent
construction decisions in the downtown area of Portland. and in
the treatment of their riverfront area. They represent a model for
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cities attempting to make their city centers more livable. Portland
was the first large city I lived in, and I lived in the city center the
majority of the time. There are few city centers as user friendly
and enjoyable as Portland. This city has retained the focus of the
city in its center. Contributing factors to their success include
their commitment to this goal, and their attention to detail
including planning goals for the places normally ignored. Small
uacant lots between buildings could be deueloped as "pocket
parks 11 .439 One new landscaping delight I noticed this summer

were sprays of wildflowers enhancing the small median divisions
between streets.
The preservation goals for the city include the recognition
and signage of historically and architecturally significant buildings.
Other related environmental goals include the encouragement of
compatible infill development, present building size regulations
around historic districts, and the development of new parking
structures. 440 A recent enhancement to the Oregon Historical
Society building on the Park Blocks is a unique mural depicting
figures of Oregon's history and settlement.
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Case Study Number seven
HISTORIC BRISTOL HARBOUR

Bristol was 'Brig-stow', the place of the
bridge, and it's appropriate to start the first
walk at Bristol Bridge, which now connects
Victoria Street with High Street - on the site
where the first bridge was built about a
thousand years ago. 44 I

,

Bristol is a bustling metropolis with an unusual mixture of
old and new. The devastation of world war II led to some rather
uninspired architecture - as did redevelopment of that era in
many cities.442 However, Bristol retains areas of many periods
and, often exciting topography. Bristol is most well-known for its
Medieval and Victorian architecture. 443 There is also a large
sampling of Georgian architecture to compliment Georgian
Bath.444 The map shown here is from Three Walks in Bristol.445
Bristol Floating Harbour
The harbour of Bristol is no longer a port of commerce.446
It is now a center for retail, office, residential and recreational
uses. 447
A walk from Temple Meads brings us to Bristol Bridge.
Traveling up High Street we come to the top of Corn Street.
Here we find the old merchant nails where the shipmates would
barter their goods. The harbor doesn't connect with Corn Street
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Map of Bristol Historic Harbour44B
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as it did.449 Now the river stops and our tour of the BristoJ
Harbour projects begins at Quayhead where John Cabot sailed
from to discover the mainland of North America in 1497. 450 He is
one of Columbus's competitors for fame. 45 I From the statute of
Neptune one looks out upon St. Augustine's Reach to the
Watershed Media and Communications Center452
This is an interesting refurbishment of old dock warehouses. It
includes two cinemas. a gallery. bar. restaurant and tourist
information point.453 The result is one of the most effective
adaptive reuse preservation projects of this study.
S.S. Great Britain454
In the Early Victorian era many of the developments were
associated with the great engineer Brunel. He pioneered the
transatlantic steamship. one of his creations. the S.S. Great
Britain, is now moored as a showpiece in the floating harbour.
Further along the harbour we find another art ifact of engineering.
Hotwells455
Here we find a farmer hydraulic engine house converted to
a popular public house and restaurant called the Pumproom.
Lloyd's Bank456
. . . can be seen as one walks around the two-and-a-half
mile stretch of calm. deep waterway at the heart of the city. It is
an interesting round building with classical embellishment. This
building was under construction while I was in Bristof.457 Bovis
Construction Company is building this Lloyd's sank.458 They
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were working on several project sites I visited in Bristol and in
London. ARUP Associates out of London are the designers who
executed this project. It was a controversial development in
Bristol.459 There were a number of projects in the Canon's
Marsh area that created community unrest. I did not spend too
much time in Bristol due to activities in Bath, and so do not know
too much about it. Across the harbor are the stone remains of
The Bristol Natural Gas Company Facades46o
This project was included because there have been
discussions about what to do with this collection of stone
·walls. They are quite interesting just as they are, however
one could integrate them into a functional building quite
nicely. There was a news article about the young man
who won a design competition generating ideas of what to
do with these building walls.461 The clipping did not make
it back to the U.S. with me. correspondence from a
representative of the company indicated there may soon
be more information on a proposed scheme for a design
integrating these walls.462
Albion oockya.rd463
. has been reuitalized by the
introduction of small factory units,
boat-building and repair
businesses and a yacht marina.
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Maritime Heritage Museum464

. . . houses a fine collection of
artifacts and models explaining
the history of shipbuilding in
Bristol from medieval times to the
present day.
Around the bend comes the Henbury locomotive going to
The Industrial Museum46S

... contains a large range of exhibits
illustrating the city's industry, including a
mock-up of the cockpit of the Concorde.
Next door is the National Lifeboat Museum, and across the
bridge on Prince Street is the unique warehouse refurbishment.
Arnolfini466
John Cabot in sculptured form greets us on the quayside of
this converted tea warehouse. It is a wonderful building, and
another excellent example of adaptive reuse. There is a
. contemporary arts complex featuring a· cinema. gallery.
bookshop, bar and restaurant. Traveling back across the bridge
on Prince's street to the Avon River there is a new residential
housing complex.
Merchants Landing467

. is a new housing development
incorporating two original warehouses built in
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the Bristol Byzantine style and a group of 19thcentury cottages at Bathhurst Basin.

our walk back toward Temple Meads takes us by the Ostrich
Inn and the Church of St. Mary Redcliffe, described by Queen
Elizabeth I in 1574 as 'the fairest, goodliest and most famous
parish church in England'. After a long day's hike around the

harbor of Bristol, we might have a beef pie.
Llandoger Trow467
. . . is one of Bristol's oldest and most
famous inns, believed to have been the
model for the 'Admiral Benbow' in R. L.
Stevenson's Treasure Island'.

Chapter Summary
There is little more I can tell you about these structures and
the political processes that preserved or created them. My visit to
the United Kingdom was cut short by some rather curious
events46a that prevented my being given entry back into the
United Kingdom in May and again in August.469 Thus, the Bristol
casestudy was not developed as thoroughly as the other
casestudies. With the falling of the Berlin Wall,47o the war in
Kuwait47I and the mortgaging of the country Club Plaza472 it has
been an eventful year in the world. Changes are coming so
rapidly, and the drive to progress has become such an arbitrary
force in the world, 473 that we may end up progressing ourselves
right out of meaning and value in our communities. Such loss
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an endangerment to human civilization.475 This study is
extended to provide guidance to decisions effecting the built
environment. This chapter provides a literary map of the
architectural projects surveyed for this study to bring the
architect in management closer to the issues·and problems they
are daily confronted with related to preservation and
development decisions. The chapter is about the people and
the communities where the projects are found. A project is
always found within a specific milieu of history and set of
relationships providing a unique problem for resolving the
related design issues for the client and the community. An
adaptive and exploring attitude brings on delightful options. 476
New construction does not necessarily have to evolve through
modern techniques of building construction. Heathstone a
company in the United States is quite successful in using ancient
techniques of construction to build modern homes. Ancient
methods provide quality construction with modern
conveniences.477
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CHAPTER FOUR
INTRODUCTION TO CONCLUSION
At times I seem to circumnauigate the issue at
stake, then touch it briefly only to be side tracked.
The story ends where it begins, completing a
perpetual circle.
Accurate reporting' is the goal, thus I can
rationalize this "circular" organization. Until someone
breaks the circle of inaction, nothing will be
accomplished. Responsibility falls on the professional
city staffers, our elected city and us the people to get
them to act.

Eileen Smith an interested resident and

Flint staff member proposes that
the problem is to giue it away."
asking,

"perhaps the key to
She explained by

"I wonder who protects the rights of

limestone buildings and hitching posts, as well as the
rights of our posterity to enjoy the heritage we are
now entrusted with.

It is true we do haue the right to

indulge in our individuality of business and apathy
toward environmental enrichment and
conseruatiueness as a whole, but do we haue a right
to bombard future generations with the ineuitable
mess? I
Occasionally. I think out loud when confronted with an
interesting problem, however this is first time it has returned to
me fourteen years hence. The answer to the question by
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nature, good fortune and/or training includes anyone -who sees who knows -who understands what the problem statement is . . .
HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS
A Review of the Principles and Criteria of Decisions
In Chapter One we explored a turn-of-the-century definition
of historic preservation, its many face ts and its potential
constructive influence in society. 2 A foundation was established
for examining the project development process and the criteria
for review of cultural resources within these processes. 3

These

explorations established recognition of shared values and the
goal of an accepted set of criteria that is consistent and at the
same time sensitive to each community as a basis for decisionmaking. 4 community, education, recognition of existing and
potential loss, and documented regulation were all factors that
entered into developing a set of criteria for cultural resources
review in the project development process. A discussion of the
needs in generating the regulation of

~ultural

resources review

revealed the importance of the accessibility of governing bodies,
related information and the need for substantial penalties for
demolition and/or deviations from guidelines in rehabilitation
resulting in damage to a structure. s
It was established that there is a need for a simple and

consistent form for initiating documented and summary review of
cultural resources on all building sites whether for restoration,
preservation or new construction. This would be followed,
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where appropriate, with review of potential or significant
structures on or near a site, recommendations by the local
landmark agency where appropriate and on-going planning
efforts. 6 Landmark and conservation agencies would ideally be
an integral part of the planning, zoning and city development
offices of communities.7 Presently, these activities are far too
fragmented in some of the case study communities of this
study. 8 Public infon:nation and guidance would ·ideally be readily
available from city offices for research to make designation
applications, apply for restoration grants, compile building
histories, explore financial incentives, and for understanding
cultural resources review.9 The importance was established for
accurate, timely and documented review of cultural resources in
the project development process. Io The need for strategic
planning and resource management was revealed a critical
necessity to avoid crisis situations and extreme community
battles. I

I

The Role of the Architect in Cultural Resources Review
In the section exploring the role of the architect in cultural
resources review the need for special training was emphasized
as a necessity for architects to adequately develop the skills
needed to accountably address these issues in the project
development process. I 2

The architect's waning influence in

decisions effecting projects. and her/his growing accountability
for decisions provided the foundation for evaluating the various
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roles taken by the architect in the construction industry. 13

The

concept of the architect as deuelopert4 was discussed as an
immediate action the architect could take in gaining accessibility
to cultural resources review and related decisions in the
construction industry.
The role of architect as consultant provides opportunities
for training and delivering services in the construction industry
related to cultural resources review and stimulation of
preservation alternatives. A report entitled Arbiter of Taste, The
Architect's Role in the Preseruation Reuiew Process by John J.
Cullinane. AIA, indicates that presently there is only one architect
reviewing cultural resources issues for all of the states SHPO
offices in the United States. is

Archaeologists and architectural

historians make up the other 99% of the review personnel. 16
This recent research was compiled for the centennial
celebration of the Cultural Resources Committee of the AIA held
in April I 990. It reveals important information related to the
frequency of review and the personnel presently reviewing
cultural resources in the project development process. 17
In John Cullinane's report 18 the following issues were
raised for review: .
•the number of registered architects now involved in
the review process; who is on front line of review.
•quantity and quality of reviews; local, state and
federal levels.
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•the types of projects that are subject to review and
the level of expertise necessary to conduct a review
•the existence and quality of standards by which
projects would be reviewed.
A completely random SQOt check Qf local
landmarks commission stq[fs in late October Qf
1 989 found no re_aistered architects on their review

staffst 19
In October of 1 989, a survey was conducted to
determine how many architects were employed
by SHPO offices in the review of NHPA and tax
certification projects.

The National conjerence of

State Historic Preservation Officers and the National
Park Service were consulted, and a spot survey of
states was conducted. That investigation revealed
that there was only one SHPO office in the United
States and its Territories with a registered architect

on its project review staff! It also indicated that a
majority of the project review staff positions in the
SHPO offices are held by archaeologists and, to a
lesser number, by historians and architectural
historians. 20
The report further indicated that even though the bulk of
the work carried out by the SHPO offices involves federal agency
compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act, there has
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never been a standard established bu the Advisoru council on
Historic Preservation. the agency with the responsibility for
administrating compliance with Section I 06 of the NHPA, for
SHPO staff qualifications. In fact, until I 977, ten years after its
creation, the Advisory council did not have an architect on its
staff and, as of the date of the investigative report in February
1990, they employed only one architec1.21
The report goes on to say that the National Park Service
has no registered architects reviewing projects in their Mid
Atlantic Regional Office, yet over 50% of all tax certification
projects are processed through that office.22

What this research has pointed out is that historic
preservation projects generated by architects and
submitted for local, state or federal reviews are,
generally, not being reviewed by other architects,
or individuals trained in architecture or other design
professions. 23
These factors lead to an inquiry:

Should there be acceptance of a separate
profession that is trained to deal with all aspects of
preservation projects, from the review of plans
and specifications to the evaluation of mitigation
measures for archaeological sites, and the
assessment of impacts of highway projects on
rural landscapes?24
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Citizens effarts are presently bearing too much of the
responsibility for stimulating and assuring the protection of
cultural resources and for generating preservation efforts.

They

are not provided the resources or support from government,
industry and private corporations to meet this challenge.
The Problem Statement of this thesis - questioning the
untimely and/or inadequate review of cultural resources in the
project development process - was further delineated by citing
the lack of financial incentives. accessible consultation with
mortgage bankers-architects and the needed business training to
facilitate f ol19w-through in many cases producing the rationale
and figures needed to generate more balanced construction
projects stimulating the preservation and restoration of our
historic built fabric. Thus, the resources and guidelines would be
available to circumvent less ideal construction projects which are
eliminating built heritage and aesthetics considerations due to
inappropriate or nonexistent review of cultural resources.2s The
four main spheres of action needed for responsible preservation
and conservation policy were outlined. 26

Architectural training

and the attitude of architects toward preservation issues was
explored as a potential area for growth and development in the
I 990s.27 The study mentioned herein reveals that the architect's

potential changing role is the most important focus for change in
the I 990s related to historic preservation and development
decisions.2s
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A Review of the Goals and the Scope of the Survey Study
In Chapter Three the foundational research data of the
seven case study communities were presented through case
study summaries and the eighty-four projects (sites or buildings)
chosen for the directed sampling by a developmental survey
questionnaire delineating the issues of project development and
cultural resources review in related project decisions. 29
In some cases the project text includes only a brief
description of the project. In other cases the special issues
existent in the project development process are thoroughly
explored. Project descriptions are enhanced with photographs
and maps. Some of the projects provided an opportunity to
examine special problems of cultural resources review in the
project development process. Independent research and course
assignments evaluating some of the projects in this section were
the catalyst for the larger study of the thesis. 30
This study is, itself, representative of only a few
construction projects in the total population of projects within
each of the seven cities in four nations and throughout the
construction industry as a whole. The first action objective of
the problem statement for this paper in Appendix A and in
Chapter Two is to:

Develop a constructive and efficient system
of evaluation for analyzing the systems of
evaluation effecting a macro environment.
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The largest problem in studying the phenomena of
decision-making processes in the construction industry appears
to be inadequate assimilation of information, and consequent
analysis leading to problem solving. The problem exists at
numerous levels of complexity, and thus provides the
opportunity for significant research opportunities. The survey
questionnaire developed for this study generated a small
sampling of eighty-four projects in seven nations. The surveys
were distributed as follows:
84 surveys were sent in total

53 Projects in the United States
26 Projects in the United Kingdom

3 Projects in Spain
2 Projects in Italy

The three subdivisions for the seven case studies are
outlined and explained in Chapter One pages 43-45.
The complexity of the dynamics of the project
development process and related decisions demand the use of
at least three evaluation methods "to obtain three sets of data

converging on causality. 1131 In this study observation is
supported by other means of verification including interviews,
the questionnaire, and archives. This research format provides a
useful guide for developing other studies related to cultural
resources review in the project development process and
related issues.
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The Survey Instrument and Its Potential
The survey instrument is developmental in nature
providing a guide to developing a more comprehensive statistical
analysis of the construction industry. In this study, the small
sampling provides anecdotal information to enhance the
foundational and archive information. The survey's strongest
contribution to the data is that it provide a documented response
by those actually involved in making decisions within the project
development process of construction projects.
In some cases, data may be more timely than others. In
examining this problem toward a useful comparative data set. a
survey of projects evolved in a specific decade may provide
valuable correlations. In this study the projects chosen for the
survey were directed to the site, and structure without
knowledge, in some cases. of the year of construction.
restoration or related alteration. The survey sampling sought
primarily to delineate cultural resources review in the project
development process.
used on much larger populations. this survey instrument
could provide valuable comparative information for cross-cultural
evaluations delineating special issues of cultural resources
review and project development. 32 see Figure I .
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SURVEY

DATA

SUMMARY

EBQlECI DEEl~IIIQ~
STRUCTURAL

CONSTRUCTION TYPE

•Year Built

•Materials

•New

•Year of Project

•Crafts

•Preservation

USE TYPE

•Technology

•Combination

•Residential

SCHUDULE

•Adaptive Reuse

•Office Building

•On Schedule

•Restoration

•Retail

•Delays

•Maintenance

•Museum
•Restaurant

EBOJECI DEVELOPMENI IEAM
•Initiator

•Control

•Responsibility

•Impact

•Members

•Changes?

•Origination

•Cause/Effect

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
FINANCE
•Type

•Role of the Architect

•Government

•Role of Other Professionals

•Incentives/Enhancements

•Community Participation

CULTUBAL RESOURCES REVIEW
•Incentives/Enhancements
•Historic Preservation and Development Decisions
•Criteria
•Conflict Resolution
HISTORIC PRESERVATION PROJECTS
•Difficulties
•Opportunities
Figure I
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For future studies of cultural resources review in the
project development process the fallowing formats would
provide comparative data toward varied objectives:
I.

Individual projects researched in-depth.

II.

Individual case study areas with multiple
projects.

III.

Comprehensive community study which may
include comparative case studies of areas of city.

IV.

A comparative study of several projects.

v.

Comparative study of several case study areas in
different communities. (This study is in category.)

VI.

Comparative case studies in several nations.
(The study herein is also in this category.)

VII.

Comprehensive national studies.

VIII.

Comparative studies between nations.
(This study could be included in this category
however only on a limited basis.)
The Survey Res\11ts

The response for the survey questionnaire included 22
projects. There were five additional surveys returned that were
not completed. The twenty-two respondents provided a 26%
sampling of the projects surveyed. An interesting correlation in
the returns is that none of the projects with known project
due to lack of review of cultural resources in the project
development process were returned.
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These projects are

dela~s

discussed in Chapter Three.33

A survey that was specifically

designed toward large new ·construction stimulating community
conflicts may be more successful in generating a response. The
developers involved in most of ·the projects were most willing to
discuss the project development process in telephone
interviews.

The newspaper provided the majority of the

information for the more controversial issues.
Country

Survey Results

Italy

2

Spain

3

United Kingdom

6

United States

14

Table 1
This is a small sampling and exploratory in nature and can
only provide anecdotal information. It provides additional
information in evaluating the issues discussed in the case study
overviews presented in Chapter Three.

case study

survey Results

Downtown Lawrence

3

Bath City Center

4

Florence

2

Country Club Plaza

7
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Seville

0

Portland Riverfront

4

Bristol Historic Harbour

2

Table 2
survey Results

Construction Type
New

6

Combination

4

Restoration - Adaptive Reuse

10

Maintenance

2

Table 3
Criteria used For Preservation and peyelopment pecisions
The survey was designed to delineate several types of
data regarding the project development process. Specific data
-

were stimulated to determine if, when, where, how and by
whom cultural resources were or were not reviewed in the
project development process. Initial review is especially
important where cultural resources on or near a site have not
been determined.
Question Number 14 stimulated a yes answer for only a
little over 5096 of the respondent project managers and/or
architects indicating documented review of cultural resources in
the project development process. Nine of the yes responses
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(38%) indicated review by a statute or committee reviewing the

project for approval. 34
None of the respondents represented 353 Redevelopment
projects stimulated by the related Missouri statute.3s The conflict
of law between 353 Redevelopment and Missouri preservation
law became apparent in the case study research.
The "353" projects reviewed for the Country Club Plaza
case study had significant citizen protest regarding the use in that
area of "353". The protest included 9,000 petition votes and a
lawsuit questioning the constitutionality of using 353 in the Plaza
area which resulted in a settlement of approximately sso,ooo to
six or so people, and the writing of the 353 Report by Oschner
Hare & Hare.36 The report denied wrongdoing by developers.
The number one response to survey question 13 was
consistent with l 00% of the respondents. The primary criteria
used for decisions in the project development process
supported Cesare Brandi's premise that the "most discernible
characteristic in a monument or district is the aesthetic one. 11 37
Aesthetics was the one criteria that all of the respondents agreed
was an important criteria in reviewing preservation and
development decisions. Colin Bloch's series of three essays on
the history of aesthetics control in Britain provides comparative
information regarding the process of aesthetics consideration in
the project development process. 38 community character.
return on investment, and building codes were
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consistently indicated as important criteria for consideration in the
survey returns.
Tools. Circumstances and Techniques for Resolving
Preservation and Development Conflicts
Question number I 9 had the second most consistent
replies. The most important tools, circumstances and
techniques suggested from this sampling for resolution of
preservation and development conflicts were:
•draft pros and cons list
•facilitate feasibility studies
•negotiate with developer/owner
•provide project alternative examples
•develop a preservation resource library
•KNOW BUILDING CODES

•contact specialists
•facilitate citizen input
•compromise
•city plan/goals
•take courses in preservation law
•learn basics of restoration crafts
The New Rational Manaoer

· The process of problem-solving used to guide the situation
appraisal is The New Rational Manager by Kepner and Tregoe.

This method is used by NASA, and is a constructive tool for
generating problem-solving behavior in organizations. It brings
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the problem to the present for evaluation based on the facts and
priorities of the situation. It also provides a potential problem-

soluing method to clarify possible future risks if thy problem
continues to be mismanaged. The potential problem analysis for
built heritage in the United States indicates an urgent need to
reorganize cultural resources review and to train architects in the
management of preservation and restoration projects.
"FRONT END" ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES OF PRESERVATION .
UNESCO - An International Resource

During an afternoon at the British Embassy in Paris, I
met a Russian delegate with UNESCO.

When I told her

about the thesis project I u;as doing, she suggested I uisit
UNESCO while I was in Paris. This I did, and I was quite
impressed with what they are doing and the resources
they offer to assist nations in preseruing ·their built heritage.
I was concerned to discouer that the United States
had withdrawn its membership from UNESCO in 1 985.
Bath England -one of the case study communities of this
study -is the only world Heritage UNESCO city in the United
Kingdom.

The primary reason for the United States

withdrawal (which was fallowed by the withdrawal of the
United Kingdom f ram UNESCO) appears to be a difference
of philosophy and approach with the Heritage Foundation.
There are negotiations underway to attempt to smooth
relations within the UN organization.
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The publication I haue

is a June 1985 issue of Americans for the Universality of
UNESCQ.39

This publication contains numerous pleas

from nations all over the world for reconsideration by the
United States to rejoin the UNESCO. The U.S. and

u. K as

allies working with UNESCO could serve as models to lead
the way for constructive international endeavors to educate,
and to preserve natural and built heritage for a global
posterity as a peacetime initiative in world affairs.

Skills and Information Required for Success
Architects and developers have for the most part been an
excellent source of information in the research process.

I have

generally found them most willing to discuss their projects and
their view of the issues honestly and openly. Many American
architects expressed their hesitancy to pursue projects in
preservation due to the added complexities and the limited
available supportive resources to facilitate quality restoration and
preservation projects in the United States. A tour with the Bath
RIBA midway through the Assembly Hooms restoration being
managed by David Brain, RIBA provided the opportunity to
meet representatives from the contractor Wickens construction
company. 40 An experienced construction company like Wickens
Construction that strives for on budget -on schedule quality work
makes that fear of liabilities in preservation easier to manage.
English Heritage expresses their increased advisory role for
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consulting architects and developers in the project development
process.41
The challenge of historic preservation is not one to be
taken lightly. Theodore H.M. Prudon and Jack Pawa wrote a
report for the centennial anniversary of the founding of the AIA
Committee on Historic Resources entitled The Role of the
Architect in Historic Preservation: Professional, Legal and
Financial Implications. 42

In this report we are reminded that two

major developments have changed the stock of buildings being
preserved. The first factor was the tremendous volume of
building after World war II which has affected the practice of
architecture in general. Second, the general appreciation of
historic architecture and the availability of tax incentives (now
greatly reduced) have affected the size and type of buildings that
are being preserved.43 Projects have now grown and are more
commercially driven.
Changes in the practice for new building and legal
responsibilities have led to a reduction of the architect's
involvement in the building process and. consequently, his/her
exposure to these decisions. The report indicates that the
revised contracts illustrate the change in the relationship
between the architect and the client .44 Although preservation
architects use the same form. they are not designed to address
the concerns of preservation practice. 45 Many early projects
were executed for organizations that had an understanding of
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preservation projects. The preservation architect provides an
expanded role, as a representative of the owner, that is
frequently undertaken without agreement as to the limits of the
architect's responsibility or a formal compensation plan.46
Pre-design services for preservation projects include:
•"Historic structures report" for assessment of the
condition of the building and as basis for restoration.
•"Measured drawings" will provide information to
survey the existing condition and as a basis for the
preservation construction drawings.
•Detailed survey and analysis of existing conditions
establish required quantity and scope of work.
•Deterioration analysis of unforeseen conditions.
•Preparation of feasibility studies to determine the
economic and technical feasibility of project.
•Marketing package to assist owner in obtaining the
necessary financing and support for project.
Programming, design, contract documents, bidding,
negotiations and on-site observation will differ from traditional
projects. 47 The development of a maintenance manual has
become the sign of a well-managed preservation project. The
legal implications of preservation projects may magnify liability
over and above traditional projects. 48 The legal implications of
restoration on the one hand serve to unify the architect with the
owner against the world. However, other legal issues tend to
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divide the owner and architect. They are often contractual and
are as fallows :49
•Unreliable documents.
•Environmental hazards assessment.
•Who decides determinants of invasive testing.
•What consultants will assume responsibility for
lab reports and analyses.
•Who coordinates the interpreting work of consultants.
CONCLUSION
Potential Difficulties and Opportunities
The differences between ihe practice of architecture in
new construction and restoration are comprehensive. so

The

guidelines presented herein when compared with present
architectural training and practice i.n dicate a need for training,
specialized preservation contracts, and the establishment of a
gild for preservation architects.
While working for the Bath City Council the evidence of
these concerns were also apparent even though the society is
more geared toward preservation and special architectural crafts
than is the ·united States. There exists an opportunity for
constructive exchange with countries of the ECC toward
developing database systems for listed buildings data and in
learning how to manage and direct the construction industry of
the united States within community and inclusive of its built
heritage. Seville and Florence had a significant number of
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restoration projects going on during my visit there last summer.
The restoratio/n of the Ancient Walls of Florence and the House of
sorgane provide .excellent examples to guide quality state-of-theart restoration. Correspondence from Cartuja Island is
encouraging as I proceed with the possibility of developing La
cartuja de Kansas City near the Plaza, the Christopher Columbus
Pavilion and in preserving the Poets Apartments.
The challenge may be greater in Great Britain and Europe
toward managing the preservation of historic buildings in terms
of quantity and age, however American built heritage is no less
important. We need to adopt the attitude of a right to preserue
and beautify which far overrides any property owner's right to
develop as they wish when it impedes upon or threatens to
destroy the built environment and architectural heritage of a
collective society. It is obvious in the comments of Maxwell
Hutchinson and the Prince of Wales that the right of the collective
community is being challenged in England as well. Everywhere
in the world the preservation and aesthetics ethic is. having a
difficult time keeping up with modern technology which provides
the materials and tools to drastically change our communities
much too swiftly.
We need to learn as quickly that preservation is more than
just buildings -it is an extension of a living history, and we have
every right to expect that value to be preserved in our
communities and our lives.51 We also have a right as mempers
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of a democratic nation to be provided the architectural training
and services that will responsibly meet the challenge of
modernizing our built heritage and maintaining the built culture
around us that is not of the level of importance of landmarks
status, but that contributes as built heritage to the quality of the
environment our landmarks exist within. 52 Preserve this ageless
beauty toward adaptive functionalism upon the wings of the very
technology that threatens it. The next decade will be one of
developing restoration guilds and of educating the construction
industry and our shared societies toward truly a Kinder and

Gentler capitalism. 53
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Record Sheet - Bath England
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D.

Authorization for Illustrations
*Comune di Firenze
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SUGGESTED READINGS

Business Strategy - A Guide to Concepts and Models
Bengt Karlof 1989
Macmillan Press Ltd.
A clear language of presenting basic concepts with
supporting graphs and diagrams. The book is divided into
three parts consisting of an introduction, glossary of
business terms and a valuable section on models of
business strategies. A concentrated bibliography of
literature on business strategies is provided with a
special section on Swedish literature.
The Clash of Cultures; Managers and Professionals
A Mediation Strategy
Joseph A. Raelin School of Management - Boston College
·
Harvard Business School Press, Boston 1985, 1986 .
by the President and Fellows of· Harvard College
The clashes which often occurs between the corporate,
professional and social cultures in business activities
are important to examine in researching the role of the
architect in preservation and development issues. The
author provides an extensive b"ibliography of articles and
literature for each chapter.
Construction Management - Basic Principles for
Architects, Engineers and Owners
Robert A. DeGoff and Howard A. Friedman
John Wiley and Sons 1985
The history of construction management and its role in
the building industry is examined in-depth. Part I Chapter 2 examines construction management applications
and project assembly alternatives. Part 2 Chapter 4
provides clues as to the need for sensitivity in gaining
construction management advise in project development.
The Sources, Causes and Effects of Variations in Building
Contracts - A Final Report of a Pilot Study
D.A.Langford, R.F.Fellows, and R.Newcornbe
Brunel University January 1987
This four part report written as a twelve month pilot
project explores the 'problem of variation' in building
contracts. It is comprised of the following sections:
Part
Part
Part
Part

A
B
C
D

-

The
The
The
The

Variation Problem
Technical System
Social System
Case Studies and Conclusions
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The report includes firidings of both technical and social
researchers. It provides a valuable foundation example
for studying variations in building contracts that may be
transposed to the specific issues of preservation and
development conflicts.
Three part paper on the study of aesthetics and design
control in Great Britain:
Paper I

The Evolution of Statutory Controls Pertaining to the
Design of Buildings in Britain: A Chronological Study

Colin Bloch
Pensford November 1982

A thorough history of aesthetic control in England from
Henry Fitz-Ailwyn's Assize of Buildings in 1189 to the
Town and Country Planning Act of 1971.
Paper II

The Contemporary Framework of Control

Colin Bloch
October 1983

overview of the framework for control and a schematic
of the processes of evaluation effecting design and
aesthetics in England. Historic preservation generates
significant control -though more in some communities than
others. It is closely associated to aesthetics and
landscape conservation in planning and design approval
processes. The study examines data and discusses the
issues.

An

Paper III

The Topical, Anecdotal and Academic Contexts of the
Contemporary Model of Statutory Aesthetics Control

Colin Bloch
May 1984

Provides numerous casestudies examining the nature of the
problems caused by statutory aesthetic control. It
includes an overview of the issues in dispute, resource
expenditures and the loss of enthusiasm and vigour on the
part of architects and their clients.
A. Sampson
BBC/Hodder and Stoughton 1989
First broadcast on 21 January 1990
8:40 The World Religion

Midas Touch

The text for a BBC series addressing contemporary
economics. It provides a close-up view of the attitudes
and practices that interpret the stock market and direct
billions of dollars a day. Black Monday and the near
collapse of the stock market is reviewed. It is a
valuable documentary guide for creating a video series.
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Achieving Excellence in Your Design Practice by Stuart W.
Rose PhD AIA of Professional Development Resources, Inc.
For design professionals-architects, interior designers,
engineers, landscape architects -excellence outranks all
other qualities in the hierarchy of professional and
personal values, standing above success, fame, and even
fortune . . . . Identifies five critical areas that can make
all the difference between competence and excellence in a
design firm. These include attitudes toward action,
client awareness, entrepreneurial spirit, human
resources, and core values. The final chapter
"Implementing Excellence" provides 20 worksheets of
practical tools for self-evaluation, for changing
attitudes and practices, and for monitoring change.
Rehabilitation and Re-Use of Old Buildings
David Highfield BSc, MPhil, MCIOB Sr Lecturer -Contr.
Leeds Polytechnic 1987
A sumrtlary of building conservation issues, techniques and
financing. The names of organisations which manage, fund
and advocate historic preservation in England are
included. Detailed explanations of building conservation
techniques are incorporated with pictorial support.
Project management issues of refurbishing projects are
incorporated into the casestudies text.
Memory and the Poetics of Architectural Time by Kent
Bloomer and Architecture and the Flow of Time by Eduard
F. Sekler in the Journal for Student Association of the
American Institute of Architects 1989
Article I
"Our 6wn bodies, indeed our 'selves,' are both discovered
and remembered by a development analogous to the memory
of place . . . . Ultimately we develop a psychyo-physical
boundary around the body, a place of the self, in which
to order all these efforts and discoveries."
Article II
"Architecture ... we may live without her ... but we cannot
remember without her ... " John Ruskin
" ... everything in flux is alive, and only stagnation
means the end." Josef Hoffman
"One can describe a state of flux as if one were flowing
in the stream of time, while carrying in one's memory the
most beautiful images from the banks of the past."
Edward F. Sekler
"Pythagoras, when asked 'what is time?' replied, 'the
soul of the heavens."
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The Planner and the Preservationist - An Uneasy Alliance
Eugenie Ladner Birch and Douglass Roby 'APA Journal'
Spring 1984
"Historic preservation as a distinct kind of urban
planning is relatively recent in origin," asserted Wayne
O. Attoe in Introduction to Planning, a definitive
textbook published in 1979. In fact, he maintained,
"Historic preservation ... remains a troublesome aspect
of urban planning." Nonetheless, he concluded, "historic
preservation can be integrated into comprehensive urban
planning practice."
Architecture On A Human Scale by Joan Goody 'Ms. Magazine
October 1986 pages 54 and 88
Innovative designs give a small-town feel to urban space.
What Price Preservation? Robert Bruegmann -Chicago Circle
'Planning' ·June 1980 Vol. 46, No. 6 (pp.12-16)
Preservation is only one part of the complex debate
currently in progress on how clean air and water, open
space, scenic features and other desirable amenities can
be preserved for the public good without unduly
restricting individual rights of sacrificing economic
development.
What we need first are reasonable local preservation
plans based on locally sponsored architectural and
historical inventories.
The City: New Town or Home Town?
Felizitas Lenz-Romeiss
Translated to English by Edith Kustner and J.A. Underwood
Pall Mall Press - London 1973
An exploration of the issues of identity in urban spaces.

There is an issues inventory that could be used for the
basis of evaluation in making comparative studies.
Note:

Masimo -Rome

A Vision of Britain - A Personal View of Architecture
HRH The Prince of Wales
1989
Prince Charles talks about people, buildings and
aesthetics. His examination and the following
newsarticles address the debate of growing discontent
with the quality of architecture and the needs of people
in the environment it dictates structurally and visually.
The first Prince of Wales's Summer School in Civil
Architecture In Oxford and In Rome will be held August
and September 1990. I am applying to attend the Summer
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School' offering studio study combining codes evaluation,
field trips, design, drawing, craft studies and the
resulting community of philosophy his activities are
generating.
Related news articles
Frankenstein Britain by the Prince of Wales
3 September 1989

Sunday Times

A summary of Prince Charles philosophy and concerns
regarding the built environment.
A Royal Vision With Distorted Perspectives
Sunday Times 10 September 1989 pp C7

Hugh Pearman

Why Prince Charles is Wrong Times Review President of
the RIBA Maxwell Hutchinson provides his polarized view
of the philosophy Prince Charles advocates concerning the
built environment. This article represents a window £eat
to the major paradox of values confronting the role of
the architect in preservation and development issues
today. He raises an interesting question in relation to
what historic buildings he describes as "monumental
edifices erected as part of a national pre-occupation
with self importance and dignity and the worst kind of
. .. What consultation was there before
civic jingoism.
This would be a worthwhile question
they· were built?"
to explore for a comparison with the consultation
processes of the past as we attempt to delineate the
systems of evaluation which mold our built environment
today.

In response I can think of instances where today's
architecture represents monumental edifices erected as
part of a private pre-occupation with self importance
supported by government mechanisms and funding through
processes of evaluation substantially limiting community
involvement, and lacking dignity or any association with
civility or the common good.
A Clear and Unclouded Vision of Britain Sunday Times 4

September 1989

An article announcing the Prince of Wales's advocacy of

views on the needs of society today in relation to the
built environment.

The Interaction Between National and Organizational Value

Systems Geert Hofstede June 1983
Institute for Intercultural Co-operation -The Netherlands

A methodology for social studies with special emphasis on
cross cultural evaluations of behaviour and values.
A Guide to Urban Planning
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Jonathan Barnett 1985
... What I really wanted to do was to write about urban
design in more general terms and not restrict myself to
New York City. The relatively simple task of revision
would not be enough; I needed to write a whole new book.
Note:

He is the guest author for the Plaza Plan.

People and Buildinqs

Basic Books, Inc. 1972

Edited by Robert Gutman

Pref ace -There is at the present time an enormous
interest in relating the behavioural sciences to the
design disciplines. Most schools of architecture now
require their students to take courses in the behavioural
sciences, with particular at,t ention being paid to urban
sociology. Sociologists and social psychologists are
being added to the faculties of architecture schools,
where they off er lectures and seminars and participate as
programming specialists and design critics in studio
courses. For a number of years sociologists and other
behavioural scientists in many European countries have
collaborated with architects and planners in the design
work undertaken by governmental ministries, and more
·recently have been participating in the work of private
design firms. Similar developments are now occurring in
the United States. Within the last few years, in both
this country and abroad, several new magazines and
journals have been published that are specifically
devoted to reporting on the interaction between the
behavioural sciences and the design professions.
Note: This is an excellent sourcebook of articles
written by leading architects and lecturers in psychology
and behavioural sciences. There are numerous issues of
design addressed from the nature of loss in relocation to
the medical consequences of environmental home noises.
It provides an excellent guide for developing a
methodology in relation to the role of the architect in
addressing preservation and development issues.
A Handbook for Communities The
American Institute of Architects Committee on Design 1974

Design Review Boards :

An outline and guiding discussion of regulatory

considerations and practices of design review boards.

An Architect's Guide to Building Codes and Standards

American Institute of Architects 1988

A summary guide of building codes and standards related
to the American building industry.
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Sharing the Costs of History - A Co-operative Approach to
Historic Preservation Dr. Dan L. Morrill North Carolina
An examination of the issues related to preservation and

development in terms of costs and trade-offs.

RIBA Journal
Developments in Shopping by Lydia Smith
Oct 1989 pp54-55 RIBAJ Vol.96 July-Dec. PER 72
Despite a slow-down in sales -shopping centre
construction is still booming. Lydia Smith of Hillier
Parker explains the latest statistics. The most
important phenomena of the 1980's is the emergence of the
retail park.
Casestudies
This bibliography is summary in nature to provide a
reading guideline for exploring the role of the architect
in relation to preservation and development issues. The
study focuses on the phenomena of project development and
the related decision-·making processes involved.
The casestudies have separate bibliographies related to
the data compiled on each of them. The primary
bibliography topics for the casestudies are the history
of each area, the present projects being examined and the
systems of evaluation regulating design and preservation
decisions. The casestudies will be represented in the
thesis document in a summary form with supporting matrix
of issues. I have chosen one publication from each
casestudy area for this summary proposal bibliography.
They are as follows:
United States of America
Phase I
Downtown Lawrence, Kansas
Building Guidelines for Downtown Lawrence
The Main Street Design Committee
This publication was prepared for the Downtown Lawrence
Association by the Main Street Design Committee,
Principal authors of the report are David Cattar, Paul
Caviness, Jeanne Clark, marci francisco, Steve Padget,
Dean Palos and Mike Vieux; the drawings are by Steve
Padget. The Lawrence Mainstreet Program is based on
downtown revitalization guidelines .established by the
National Main Street Center and the National Trust for
Historic Preservation 1988.
The Country Club Plaza District - Kansas City, Missouri
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The Plaza Orban Design and Development Plan

City Development Department
City of Kansas City, Missouri
Guest author Jonathan Barnett
September 1988

This is a district plan written as a guide for regulation
of development and related issues in the Plaza Area. It
addresses a number of issues including design, scale,
density, building materials, and historic preservation.
The historic designations incorporated into the first
plan were omitted before it was approved. A very
controversial text regarding a unique and valuable area
of the Kansas City built environment.
Great Britain

Phase II

Historic City Centre of Bath in Somerset
Genius of Bath - The City and its Landscape
Christopher Pound
"To build, to plant whatever you intend,
To rear the Column, or the arch to bend,
To swell the terras, or to sink the Grot;
In all, let Nature never be forgot.
Consult the Genius of the Place in all ... "
Alexander Pope
An epistle to Lord Burlington, 1731
A history of Bath quite ingeniously evolved with graceful
sketches, maps and poetic verse. It is a pleasure to
read and quite by surprise educates the mind as well as
the soul.
Note: Christopher Pound is a member of the Planning and
Policy team in the Department of Environmental Services
at the Bath City Council. 1990
Historic City Centre and Harbour of Bristol
Bristol : Three Architectural Walks
With 10 Illustrations and a Map
Victorian Society Walks No. 2
Text by David Lloyd
This small booklet provides a concise history of Bristol
with an introduction and three walks.
Walk 1 goes from the oldest part of Bristol to the Early
Victorian fringe of Clifton.
Walk 2 returns from there to the City Centre.
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Walk 3 covers Clifton -once a semi-independent town in a
magnificent natural setting. Bristol's architecture
covers many periods, however the emphasis is on the
Victorian and Edwardian period.
Note:

David McLaughlin - Conservation Architect

List other reading you would suggest and return to me:
Bow to Be A Property Developer

Mercury 1988

Alan Bailey

A text suggested that I have not reviewed.
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FORMAT FOR HISTORIC RESEARCH, METHODOLOGY AND WRITING

Research and data collection will be compiled with the
use· of data information forms to summarise the following
activities:
Reading, observations, meetings and interviews,
lectures, experimentation, correspondence, photography,
walking-tours, participation within the systems of
government effecting the casestudy areas being evaluated,
involvement within the structural and social systems of
the community, and a survey to architects related to
specific projects-issues within the four casestudy areas.
A methodological study of the role of the architect in
the project development process will be developed. The
project development process and related styles are not
explored in specific texts and is not a subject heading
in the library systems I have attempted to find them in.
Thus part of this part of the project may be to develop
project development in the construction industry as a
topical subject which has a significant number of issues
to be explored. There have been some studies related to
project development issues. (See bibliography.)
Forms for Data · Collection
*Administrative
+advisory summaries
+other communications summaries
+planning and scheduling
*Summary Historic Overview of Each Casestudy
+photographs, slides and video text
+maps -sketched and photocopied
+drawings -sketched and photocopied
+written reports
+evaluation and activities summaries
+building evaluation forms
+materials, crafts and technology summaries
+bibliography and notes
*Systems of Evaluation
+seminar and lecture notes
+statutory regulations summaries
+related community organisations
+matrix of decision-making processes
+brochures; articles and public information
+slides, photographs and video text
+bibliography and notes
*The Role of the Architect
+seminar and lecture notes
+contracts and codes
+matrix of architects and projects
+matrix of project development styles
+matrix of survey results
+related public information
+methodological analysis of data
+summary report and forecast
+bibliography and notes
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Appendix B
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and
Appraisal
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Masters of Architecture In Management Thesis Project 1988-1991
.February 1991 Confidential Survey Questionnaire for Study to Analyze
the Project Development Process of Specific Construction Projects
The University of Kansas School of Architecture & Urban Design Masters of
Architecture In Management Program at the Regents Center respects the laws
protecting human subjects In research. The data you provide for this study will
not be used unless this form Is signed and returned with the survey
questionnaire In the self-addressed stamped envelope enclosed. Please print
the respondent's name In the designated area on this page.
This survey Is being conducted to generate data for studying the project
development process. Several Issues are being evaluated to determine cause
and effect Issues related to decisions and delays in the construction industry.
Please answer as many questions as possible.
The respondent's participation In this study Is entirely voluntary. The
Information provided for this survey will be Identified only by a nL:Jmber and will
not be associated with a specific respondent or project. Each completed
survey wlll be separated from the signed consent letter before It Is presented
to the research Investigator. Information from news media, observation, and
public documents related to the 100 projects being surveyed for this project
may be used for the historic overviews of the casestudles.
Although we do not guarantee benefits to the respondent In answering this
questionnaire, It has been designed to stimulate an Introspective review of the.
facts related to each project development process. Thus, It may provide an
educational benefit to the respondent. The most Ideal respondent for this
survey, In most cases, Is the architect and/or project manager of the project
being evaluated. The estimated time. to complete the survey Is one to two
hours. If you do not know the answer or do not wish to answer a question,
please leave It blank. Due to the research schedule, we request the survey be
returned within five working days from receipt, and no later than two weeks.
Thank you for taking the time to share the data we are requesting from you as
a respondent for this survey. It Is appreciated.
If you have questions, please contact Eiieen M. Smith the primary Investigator
at (816) 756-1571 or Dale E. Jackson at the Regents Center (913) 341-4554
faculty_ facilitator. Address: 9900 Mission Road, Overland Park, Kansas 66208
Contact Name
Address1
Address2
City : .
Region/State
Mall/Zlpcode
Role In Project
Project Name
Location

Telepho'1e #:
FAX#:

Respondent Name:
·Profession:
Role In the Project :

Signature of subject agreeing to participate.
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Date:

Masters of Architecture In Management Thesis Project 1988-1991
February 1991 Confidential Survey Questionnaire for Study to Analyze

the Project Development Process of Specific Construction Projects

•

Which of the following best describes the use type of this project:
_
- ·

2.

Commercial _
Restaurant _

Hotel _
Residential _
Retail _
Monument/Statue
Office Space _

Museum

Other

Please indicate the type of construction activity for this project:
_
_
_

Rehabllltatlon
Restoration _
New Construction _
New and Restoration Combination
Designated Preservation _
Other
Maintenance
Adaptive Reuse

3.

Describe the structural characteristics of the project:
Significance:
Source:
Vear Built
A. Building Materials
B. Special Crafts
C. Key Technologies

4.

What was/ls the financing structure for this project:
colateral loan
mortgage banker _
bank loan _
__ joint venture _
other non-profit funding
__ foundation grant/philanthropy _
government owned/financed
__ corporate owned/financed _
__ private owned combination f lnance w/govern enhancements
Other _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _

5.

~

1.

Please list the name of the government funding or enhancement,
and the program, statute, or status stimulating this resource:
Name of funding structure :
Criteria used to generate funding :
Name of catalyst for funding :

6.

Indicate the members of the project development team by
numbering them in terms of their (A) responsibility, (B) control
and (C) Impact In the project development process:
(Example A 1,B3,C1 ;L)
Owner
Attorney
Individual
Other

7.

Developer

Government
Consultant

Property Tenant
Financier
Public Interest Group
Engineer
Architect
Other

Professional

Specify

Code origination of team members In number 6. as follows:
L=Local

LR:Reglonal _ _N :Nat Ion al _ _F= Fore I g n _ _
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Masters of Architecture In Management Thesis Project 1988-1991
February 1991 Survey Questionnaire for Study to Analyze the
Project Development Process of Specific Construction Projects

8.

Circle the team member/s In number 6. who Initiated the project.

9.

Project Tlmellne:

1 o.
11.

Complete Final
Start
Lag
Project D e v e l o p - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Project Delivery - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Did the project development team change before completion?
If so, please Indicate when and how the team changed:

Team Member Role:

12.

Phase of Project Left: Added:

Briefly describe the Issues which elicited these changes.
Explain cause/effect Issues In as simple terms as possible:
Team Member Role:

1 3.

Date of :

Conditions:

Issues:

What criteria were used for decisions In the project development
process to delineate Issues of preservation and development?
__
__
__
__
-__
_

return on Investment __ aesthetics __ tourism __ F.A.R.
community character __ historic significance __ obsolescence
tax credits __ eminent domain __ tax abatement __ crafts
employment __ bldg. codes __ zoning (describe - - - - - city/area plan __ economics _
marketing Issues _
use _
age of bldg
architectural slgnflcance __ new construction Incentives __ cultural slgnlfl
Incentives for preservation __ preservation Incentives __ publlc opinion

Other

Rate the Importance of each criteria on a scale of one to ten.
1 4.

Were the criteria used to evaluate historic, cultural and/or
architectural significance formally reviewed (documented) In
the project deveJopment process?
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Masters of Architecture In Management Thesis Project 1988-1991
February 1991 Survey Questionnaire for Study to Analyze the
Project Development Process of Specific Construction Projects

1 5.

Please Indicate how and when these Issues were (or were not)
addressed? List the statutes, evaluation forms, processes of
review,· regulatory device, custom, citizen group, building codes,
and/or other device stimulating .or circumventing this consideration.
Issue .

Device/Committee

How & When Reviewed or Circumvented

1 6. · Did this review or lack of review effect the project development
process, and the decisions determining the project? If so, how?

1 7.

18.

What role did the architect have In defining and communicating
criteria ·for decisions related to preservation and development?
Initiator of review
site evaluator _
project manager _
_
llason to speclal Interest groups
client advisor __ Inhibitor of review _
_
llason to government
llason to community goup1
_
educator
community llason _
presentations to financiers _
_
Other ______________________________________ ________________

What special skills, tools and Information were used by the
architect to successfully communicate Issues related to cultural
significance In the project development process. Please describe.
_
_
_
_

feaslblllty studies
marketing study _
history of area/building _
graphics _
historic and architectural significance designations
project alternatives _
statutes
presentations _
DB building contractors _
DB skllled crattperson1
bldg codes
DB project types _
product consultants _
graphs _
flip charts _

0th•'----------------------------------------------------~
(DB=dababase)
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Masters of Architecture In Management Thesis Project 1988-1991
February 1991 Survey Questionnaire for Study to Analyze the
Project Development Process of Specific Construction Projects

1 9.

What tools, circumstances and techniques were used and/or
would you suggest using to resolve preservation and development
conflicts?
demolltlon of historic building before community protest starts
_
facllltate feasibility studies
draft proa and cons list _
_
provide project alternatives examples
negotiate with owner/developer _
_
know building codes
develop a preservation section In your resource library _
_
facllltate citizen Input
contact specialists for consultation _
_
compromise
Initiate press releases of related events _
_
transfer some of art budget for supporting preservation alternatl~es
_
Ignore
_do not mention untll It becomes a major Issue _
seek alternative funding
negotiate transferable property rights _
_
Introduce combination alternatives _ ._ community education
_
learn basics of restoration crafts
take courses In preservation law
_
Other _______________________________________ _____________
~

20.

Do you think the quality and amount of community participation In
the project development process could be Improved? If so, how?

21 •

What role could the architect take to facilitate Improved
community participation In the project development process?

2 2.

On a scale of one to ten how successful was the architect In
providing "front end" services to address site and community
Issues .related to preservation and development decisions?

23.

What .criteria were used to determine this success?
_
_
_
_
_

cooperative preservation and development 1olut1on1
newa media review
lack or existence of related legal battles _
post-occupancy evaluation
owner satisfaction _
bonus
sollclted for similar projects _
honora or awards _
community satisfaction
return on. Investment _ low vacancy rate _

Other

24.

What unique opportunities exist In the architectural profession for
Initiating, f acllltatlng and/or managing preservation projects?

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
Please return It with your signed consent letter In the envelope provided.
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Masters of Architecture in Management Thesis Project 1988-1991
February 1 991 Suruey Questionnaire for Study to Analyze the
Project Deuelopment Process of Specific Construction Projects
fro ject Surueu Ouestjonnojre Analysis Summery
1.

Use Type

2.

Construction Type

3.

Structural Characteristics
*Year Built
*Building Materials, Crafts and Key Technologies
*Source and Significance

4.

Finance Structure

5.

Gouernment Funding/Enhancement

6.

Project Deuelopment Team -line of command

. 7.

(R)

Responsibility

(B)

Control

(C)

I mpoct

Origination of Team Members

8.

I nitiotors of Project

9.

Timeline of Project
*Project Deuelopment
*Project Deliuery

1O.

Team Changes? YIN

11.

Which Team Member
When Did They Change

12.

Couse/Effect Issues Related to Team Member Changes

13.

Preseruation and Deuelopment Issues
*Criteria
*Importance in Relation to Project Decisions - Rated 1-1 o
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Masters of Architecture in Management Thesis Project 1988-1991
February 1991 Suruey Questionnaire for Study to Analyze the
Project Deuelopment Process of Specific Construction Projects

14.

Preseruation and Deuelopment Criteria - Documented Reuiew?

15.

Preseruation and Deuelopment Issues
*De.uice and/or Process Initiating Reuiew
*When Reuiewed

16.

Preseruation and Deuelopment Issues Reuiew
*Effect on Project Decisions? Y/N If so, how?

17.

Preseruation and Deuelopment Issues and Criteria
*Role of the Architect in Communicating Issues and Criteria

18.

Preseruation .and Deuelopment Issues and Criteria
*Skills, Tools and Information Needed to Communicate Issues and Criteria

19.

Preseruation and Deuelopment Conflicts
*Tools, Circumstances and Techniques to Resolue Related Conflicts

20.

Preseruation and Deuelopment "Front End" Seruices
*Success of the Architect in Prouiding "Front End" Seruices

21.

Preseruation and Deuelopment "Front End" Seruices
*Criteria Used to Determine Success of Architect

22.

Preseruation and Deuelopment Opportunities for Architects
*Initiate
*Facilitate
*Manage Preseruation Projects

23.

Community Participation - Could It Be I mproued? Y/N
*Quality
*Amount

24.

Community Participation
*Role of the Architect to Facilitate lmproued Participation
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APPRAISE, _ANALYZE, AND ACT*
Before you start thinking seriously about what to do about a problem,
collect the relevant facts. If you want a name for the process, call it situation
appraisal (SA). It helps you decide what you will do next. Also, it leads you to
a selection of one or more of three analytical techniques:
-- problem analysis (PA),
decision analysis (DA), and
-- potential problem analysis (PPA).
In brief, here's how you appraise a situation:
1.

Record all the facts that appear to be pertinent or that cause concern

2

State the concerns that arise from the facts

3.

Set priorities (with a spreadsheet)

4.

Plan the resolution of the higher priority concerns

In more detail...

STATE THE FACTS (OR REPORTS OF FACTS)
Write all observations, reports, allegations, or statements that suggest a
current or future problem or opportunity. Use short words and short sentences.
List people, dates, places, financial data, and technological data. If you don't use
all the facts when you set the priorities at the end of this phase, save them. In
as much as you considered them worth·mentioning, you probably will find a place
to use them in one of the later phases of the system.
*From Kepner and Tregoe, ''The New Rational Manager"

The Mayatec Chronicles: Copyright 1990 by Dale E. Jackson
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Appendix: Page A-4

STATE THE CONCERNS
A concern is any feeling or tentative conclusion that you think requires
action either immediately or in the future, It may be a deviation from plan, a
threat to a program, or an opportunity for gain. It may be .a potential surprise,
and most surprises are unpleasant. If you have difficulties in expressing your
concerns, try asking questions like these:
1.

Where are we not meeting standards?

2.

What problems just won't go away?

3.

What decisions need to be made now?

4.

What decisions are being made and will have to be implemented
later?

5.

What major decisions are about to be implemented?

6.

What systems never have worked as they were expected to?

7.

What bad things might happen because of what outsiders do?

8.

What good things might be doable because of what outsiders do?

9.

What things look like good deals but either no one has recognized
their value or no one is doing anything about them?

10.

What good things might be doable if someone would assemble several
smaller things that are already h~re?

The Mayatec Chronicles: Copyright 1990 by Dale E. Jackson
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FINE-TUNE THE CONCERNS
four:

For each fact ask one or more specific questions that start with one of these

Why....... ?

These questions lead to problem analysis.

How to .... ?

These questions lead to decision analysis.

What if(-)?

These questions lead to potential pain analysis.

What if( +)? These questions lead to potential gain analysis.
Convert each of the concerns that have occurred to you to one of the above
four types of question. Make each question short and make it cover only one
topic. If you find the same question or set of questions recurring, make a note as
to why you think that is happening. That note may affect the priorities you will
set for resolution of the concerns.
Later you will calculate a spreadsheet to establish the top priority concern.
Before you do that, come back to this section and see if anything else has occurred
to you or if you want to talk with anyone else to obtain more data or to review
your work.

The Mayatec Chronicles: Copyright 1990 by Dale £. Jaclcson
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Appendix C

Management Tools
for
Cultural Resources
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LOCAL AUTHORITIES (HISTORIC BUILDINGS) ACT 1962
RECORD SHEET

Property
Name of Applicant
Full Postal Address
Proposed Works

DETAILS

Original Grant

Further Grant

Eligible Cost :

£

£

VAT Element

£

£

Grant Offered :

£

£

.Date Offered

:

Date Accepted :

Total Grant

...

£

BCC Payment Code

PAYMENTS RECORD
Stage
of
Scheme

Cost
now
Eligible

Pay

Balance

Offer

£0.00

£0.00

£

Payment 1
Date

£

£

£

Payment 2
Date

£

£

£

Payment 3
Date

£

£

£
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67934700

NATIONAL

PRESERVATION

NEEDS

ASSESSMENT

STATE : __________Congressional District II: _ _ _ _ _
~ate

I.__$______________,
TOTAL NEED lSHPO Use Only)

this form prepared:

PROPERTY OR DISTRICT NAME:
PHOTOS

ARE

ESSENTIAL!

Please attach a photo(s) here.

LOCATION:

If possihl-=

include an overall view of the property a.1d
also details of the items needing work.

OWNER and ADDRESS:

Slides are also welcome!

IF ENTERED ON THF NATIONAL REGISTER,
GIVE NAME UNDER WHICH PROPERTY IS
LISTED: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·------------PROPERTY

D
D

OWNERSHIP:
USE:
PROTECTION:

Private

D

D

Public

Private Non-Profit

Non Income-producing

Income-producing

Is the property under legal prot~ction such as easements or a local
historic district ordinance?
DYES
NO

D

...-------------PROPERTY

D

STATUS--------------

Construction Project

NEEDS--------------.

D

Non-Construction Project

DESCRIBE PROJECT AND NEED (Include current condition. nature of threat(s) to the
property, wot·k items, products of project and benefits to tht~ conununity):

ESTIMATED TOTAL PROJECT COST:

$--------------------

FOR HORE INFORMATION CONTACT: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - TELEPHONE:
Please return this form to your State Historic Preservation Officer. This survey is being conducted by the National Conference of State Histori~ Preservation
Officers to assist Congress and the Nat\onal Park Service in' determining the nation's historic preservation needs. PLEASE SEE OVER FOR ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS.
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USACERL ADP Report N·89/10
May 1989
US Anny Corps
of Engineers
Construction Engineering

Research Laboratory

User's Manual for the Cultural Resources
Information System {CRIS)
by
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Lester Pritchard
Gloria R. Franczak
The Cultural Resources Information System (CRIS)

is a computer system developed to support the work

or

cultural resources managers and environmental
planners at U.S. military installations. The system
allows managers and planners to input, edit, store,
output data on
and
compare, analyze,
historic/prehistoric cultural resources. CRIS is an
updated version or the Archaeological Sites
Information System (ASIS) that was developed for
UNIX computers. CRIS runs on DOS-based microcomputers.
This manual contains instructions ror setting up the
system, inputting and editing the data, and conducting
search/retrieval activities ror analysis and reporting.

Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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Report Card for a Building

0

..

Jng'·
~
~.'

Use the following outline for nocetaking and amplification of an:hitecwral auribut.cs. Il will serve as a convenient reference when
filling out the building report cards. You or your students may eventually want to "point weight" individual subheadings under major
aanbuces for furthcr clarification or 10 emphasize relative irnponance of individual clements.

Architectural Attributes

Sha Mis)
interestin2
comnlex
relationships/symbolism

Plan from outside
understandable
entrances and exits easilv located
Plan from inside
understandable
functional

Prooortion
!:tatelv
truncated
soarim?

Materials
honest
iuxtaoosiuon
nwnbcrs of
prov1<le cexture and contraSt
use

Space
exTV"rience ~e comfonablv
functional
Context
fits in succtscanc or district
enhances existing city

Openings
Entrances
identifiable
welcoming
functional

.

Structural
acrual stabilirv
imoression of stabilitv

Windows
functional
can you sec in? do you want to sec in?

Craftsmanship
construction techniques
finish materials

Ornamentation/Imagery
identifiable
communicative
honest messue
Color
color palcuc reinforces function

Overall svmbolfuna2e
tasteful
wholesome
sensational
corporace logo
reorcsentative of citizenrv

Lieht and Shadow
Dav im-:1011
Niehlimne

If "Landmark" sttucturc or district
docs it or architectural detail serve as
reference ooin?t

Distance scale
identifiable silhouette
muddled

Near scale

Add other amibuces which would conaibutc lO a buildin2's as~t't'fficnr nrwhit-h arc narticularlv imoortant to vourncrsonal anlprcciation and undcrstandin2 of a building.

ouzzlement
pleasure

-
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. APPENDIX D

Authorizat ion
for
Illustration s
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Tipe>gratia COmunale

COMUNE
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FIRENZE
Al

Settore Funzionale N26. .BES!r.AURO. .P.ATRLNONl-0 •
Reg.

d'Uff. N.f3. r: .. ~CJA~V.:Ve~~W. .......... .
0

~.~~~~~•• •J:t: ••~'!1~~ • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •
4600 J. C. Nichols Parkway y/. 103

. .. !C~~~...g; :t1. ~ .. M~~'!l9!J:I:; .. P:4U?........ .

Aisposta al foglio del ................ ..... • .. · • •

Oggetto ~~~~i~~1ane.al.la.pubblica2ione

... ~~~!>...~'!'~!:E;~. 9f. .. ~1!~9~............. .
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Allegati N. • ••••• ·-- •••••••••••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

In relazione alla Vostra richiesta,

con la quale ci chiedevate

l'autorizzazio ne ad usare per la Vostra tesi di laurea parte delle
foto e delle pubblicazioni ricevute a suo tempo da quest' ufficio. si
esprime parere favorevole

senza alcuna rieerva a condizione che sia

citata correttamente la fonte del materiale utilizzato.
Saremmo grati se vorrete inviarci copia della tesi •

..,

.Cordialmente .

Arch. Paolo Fiorini

•

B.yw~·

Arch. Giuseppe Cini
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